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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most interesting phenomena of our day, 
characterized as it is by self-sufficiency, is the revival 
of interest in the glory and achievement of the Middle 
i 
Ages. In the light of this contemporary revival, the con-
sideration of the Middle English Marian lyric affords a 
timely topic for research and criticism. The timeliness of 
the subject is further accentuated by the ever-increasing 
interest of modern scholars in the study of the Liturgy, an 
indispensable auxiliary to the interpretation of medieval 
literature. It is no longer possible for a medieval scholar 
to ignore the study of the Official Prayer of the Church, or 
to deal with medieval thought and culture without opening 
the Missal, the liturgical Mass book. Although the critical 
evaluation of liturgical sources for the knowledge and 
appreciation of the medieval spirit is as yet in its first 
phase, certain trends in the field indicate a more and more 
fruitful approach via the Liturgy. 
It is the purpose of this dissertation to examine the 
Middle English Marian lyric in the spotlight of the Liturgy, 
to stress its intrinsic literary value, and to present it as 
an indigenous lyric with its origin in the rhymed verse of 
Christian Latin, and its peculiar growth on English soil. 
This study does not pretend to be exhaustive or conclusive, 
for the theme is too vast to be handled adequately in so 
ii 
small a compass as a dissertation. What I have tried to do 
is to select from the lyrics of the thirteenth, fourteenth, 
and fifteenth centuries representative specimens, and to 
show by commentary and comparison that the Marian lyric is 
so permeated with the Liturgy, that the traditional symbolism 
and aesthetic lyriciam of the Divine Service constitute its 
chief components. 
Part I will treat of the liturgical elements in the 
Middle English Marian lyric. Historical criticism will be 
the method of approach: 
Historical criticism is to be distinguished from 
literary history, the history of ideas, and 
literary criticigm; it addresses itself to the 
reconstruction of the intellectual attitudes and 
cultural ideals of a period in order to reach a 
fuller understanding of the big currents which 
dominate the life and literature of any age.l 
"The literary historian must be a critic even in order to be 
a historian," says Norman Foerster.2 Therefore, in Part II, 
which will discuss the symbolical elements in the Middle 
English Marian lyric, literary criticism will combine with 
literary history for the complete analysis, characterization, 
and evaluation of the lyrics. Rene Wellek, professor of 
Comparative Literature at Yale University, makes the following 
1n. A. Robertson, "Historical Criticism," English 
Studies, The Year's Work, XXXI (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1932!, P• 71.----
2Norman Foerster, The American Scholar (Chapel Hill, 
1929), p. 36. 
l 
observation of this critical approach in reference to 
medieval literature: 
English medieval literature, with the possible 
exception of Chaucer, has scarcely been approached 
from any aesthetic and critical point of view. 
The application of modern sensibility would give 
a different perspective to much Anglo-Saxon poetry 
or to the rich medieval lyric, just as, conversely, 
an introduction to historical points of view and 
a systematic examination of genetic problems could 
throw much light on contemporary literature. The 
common divorce between literary criticism and . 
literary history has been detrimental to both.3 
iii 
Since the area of this dissertation is medieval, both 
methods of approach will be used in order to realize what is 
involved in the often glibly-referred-to 'otherworldliness' 
of the Middle Ages. The most potent unifying influence of 
medieval life was the Church, the center of all culture. 
The abounding vigor of mind and spirit which characterized 
the members of the Church found outlets in every sphere of 
human activity; in the passionate study of the classics, in 
the launching of crusades, in the building of churches, and 
in the writing of lyric poetry. The culture of the Middle 
Ages was essentially architectonic in its ideals and achieve-
ments. Its peculiar genius for embodying the ini'inite and 
universal in symbols constructed not only monasteries, 
churches, and castles, but schools, universities, encyclopedic 
3Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theo~ of Literature 
(New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1~91; PP• 36-37. 
iv 
works, and systems of thougb.t.4 With what wealth of love 
and terror, with what grandeur of imagination, with what 
power of mystery and symbolism, did the Middle Ages glorify 
its heritage, turning its precepts into spirit15 To medieval 
man, the past was ever present, in the Christian tradition 
of the Bible and the Fathers, in the ghost of the Roman 
Empire, in all those "flowering, perf'Wlled, fruitful works of 
the pagan world" which helped to shape the humanist tradi-
tion:6 
Saint and poet and artist-craftsman joined in that 
appropriation of Christianity which was vivifying 
whatever bad come from the Latin Fathers, by pon-
dering upon it, living it, imagining it, and making 
it into poetry and art.7 
The cathedral was the monument of the arts coordinated 
in the service of religion, and its pictures and ornaments, 
its liturgy and its music, were the lessons and scriptures 
of the laity. In the images and statues, in the prayers of 
the Mass, in the antiphons and responsories of the Office, 
the great popular devotion to the saints, and above all to 
the Q.ueen of Heaven, was mirrored. 
4James B. Ross and Mary M. McLaughlin, ed., The Portable 
Medieval Reader (New York: The Viking Press, 19491; I, 
PP• 15-18. 
5Henry o. Taylor, The Medieval Mind (London: The 
Macmillan Company, Ltd., 1930), P• 20. 
6Ross, The Portable Medieval Reader, pp. 27-28. 
7Taylor, The Medieval ~~ p. 21. 
or all holy men and women the Virgin was the most 
honored and the most loved. Art exalted her above 
all creatures, gnd conceived her as an eternal 
thought of God. 
The cult of the Virgin Mary, the "welle of mercy," found 
expression in countless portals, chapels, altars, and 
v 
cathedrals built in her honor. Christendom was dotted with 
her shrines, innumerable as the constellations in the sky, 
Rheims, Amiens, Chartres, Canterbury, York, Burgos, Milan, 
and many others.9 Like so many fortresses of purity thrown 
as bridges between earth and heaven, these hymns of stone 
stood in important centers of Christianity or on scenic 
mountain heights, that all might see them from afar. The 
medieval Ages of Faith were also Ages of Mary: 
The Virgin filled so enormous a space in the life 
and thought of the time that one stands now ·help-
less before the mass ·of testimony to her direct 
action and constant presence.lO 
She was to whole nations "Our Lady," that beautiful title 
which came into general use in the days of chivalry. England 
rejoiced in being known as 11 Mary 1 s Dowry," a land that was 
dedicated to her honor and had 2,100 cb.urches built in her 
8Emlle ~le, Religious Art (New York: Pantheon Books, 
Inc., 1949), P• 132. - . 
9Robert G. Anderson, The Biography of a Cathedral 
(New York: Longrnans, Greenand Company,1944), p. 2. 
10Henry Adams, Mont Saint Michel and Chartres 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1922), ·P· 251. 
name.ll Westminster, Lincoln, Kent, Suffolk, Salisbury, 
Cambridge, Somerset, Glastonbury, and .Ipswich were among 
vi 
the most famous shrines consecrated to Our Lady, st. Mary.l2 
From Walsingham to Wales she was Queen. 
Poetry is always inspired by true womanhood. In the 
Madonna the medieval lyric found its purest expression and 
drew from the contemplation of her its richest inspiration:l3 
The code of chivalry assigned to the female the 
staggering responsibility for maintaining on 
earth almost every kind of idealism. Her task 
began with personal loveliness, and ended only 
with the attainment of transcendent virtue. Her 
person was sacred, and her mere presence was _ 
enough to enforce better beh~viour than men con-
sidered suitable as between themselves. The 
thought of her was an ethical power extending 
outward to the ends of the earth; in distant 
lands, it inspired her true knight to valor 
altogether beyond his ordinary capacity. Only 
the Madonna might conceivably fulfill every 
detail of so amazing an obligation •••• She was 
the ultimate fulfillment of womanhood, ~d a 
queen who owned the he~ts as well as the alle-
giance of all mankind.l~ 
The same people who built the cathedrals and shrines 
gave expression to their emotion in the most tender and 
1~ugh F. Blunt, Mary's Garden of Roses (New York: 
P. J. Kenedy and Sons, 1939), p. 8. --
12Thomas Bridgett, Our Lady 1 s Dowry (London: Burns and 
Oates, 1875), PP• 303-323. 
13Igino Giordani, Mary of Nazareth, trans. Mother Celia 
Maranzana and Mother M. Paula Williamson (New York: Th~ 
Macmillan Company, 1947), p. 162. 
14John Ives Sewall~ A History of Western Art (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 19S3)~PP.• 457-4~ 
vii 
tragic of songs. Their first impulse ascended to Mary in 
transports of lyric love, and then went out to other women 
on earth as by a reflex action.· Sincere, direct, and 
ingenuous, the Marian lyrics voiced common emotions, beating 
measure for measure with the hearts of the people. They 
·' 
were but the expression of their prayers, the blossoming 
forth of the Faith that was deep in the hearts of lovers of 
the Virgin. There were hundreds of variations of the Ave, 
the Magnificat, the Alma Redemptoris and other liturgical 
hymns and canticles; there were long lists of Mary's attributes 
in poetical strands called litanies; there we r e songs that 
sang of Our Lady's prerogatives and the blessedness of every 
part of her pers;n.l5 The prophecies of the patriarchs, the 
definitions of the theologians, the aspirations of the 
mystics were intertwined in a chorus of praise to the " Maiden 
of Jesse," the "Rose without thorn." Womankind, fallen and 
fragile, stood forth perfect and spotless, in the celestial 
essence of womanhood, worthy of infinite love.l6 The white 
splendor of Mary's stainless Maidenhood, and the serenity 
and pathos of her loving Motherhood were hymned and exalted 
by every type of singer: 
It is difficult to realize the Marial power in 
the Middle Ages. Minstrels, Franciscans, and 
15Giordani, ~ of Nazareth, pp. 142-150. 
l6~fale, Religious Art, p. 133. 
Troubadours were each other's counterpart. Half 
the love poetry or England was channelled into 
service of Our Lady~ whom the singers hailed as 
the sweetest of "Mays," just as they did not fear 
to call Our Lord , the 11 leman11 of the soul.l7 
Like a golden thread in a tapestry~ Mary's Virginity and 
viii 
Motherhood~ Sinlessness and Intercession were woven through 
the lyrics revelatory of Marian devotion. The Christ Child 
reigned from the throne of His Mother's lap, for, "She and 
her child were one. ttl8 She was England's "crowned queen"; 
-
she was also "poetry and art."l9 
.• 
Research in the "rich medieval lyric) as Ren~ Viellek 
calls it, is a virgin field except for a few noteworthy 
scholars who have ventured to taste of its rare fruit. 
Carleton Brown edited the Religious Lyrics of medieval 
England in three volumes,20 but only in the third volume of 
Lyrics of the XVth Century did he separate the ~~ian lyrics 
from the rest of the religious verse. Rossell Robbins, who 
collaborated with Brown on the Index of Middle English Verse,21 
17sir Shane Leslie~ An Anthology of Catholic Poets 
(Maryland: The Newman Press, 1953), p-.-6. 
18Adams, Mont St. Michel and Chartres, p. 74. 
19Ibid., p. 326. 
20carleton F. Brown, English Lyrics of the Thirteenth 
Century, (New York: The Oxford University Press, 1932). 
Religious Lyrics of the Fourteenth Century, (New York: 
The oxrord University Press;-1924). · 
Religious Lyrics of the Fifteenth Century, (New York~ 
The Oxford University Press, 1939). · · · 
2lc. F. Brown and R. H. Robbins, The Index of Middle 
English Verse, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1943}. 
continues to carry on the work of his teacher and friend. 
His recent edition, Secular Lyrics of the XIVth and XVth 
Centuries, 22 shows his major interest in the field of the 
secular lyric. For Robbins "the most significant feature 
ix 
of the secular lyric is its subordinate position in relation 
to the religious lyric" :23 
For every secular lyric there are three or four 
religious. This ratio holds for all Middle En~lish 
poetry: of the 123 texts (listed in the Index) 
each of which appears in more than 8 manuscripts, 
only 33 are non-religious •••• religion dominated 
the scene, and all problems and conflicts had a 
religious frame of reference. It is only towards 
the end of the fifteenth century~~hen the ideas of 
the Renaissance began to ferment~ in England, that 
secular poems became more popular •••• While there 
is much more secular lyric poetry preserved from 
the fifteenth than from the fourteenth century, 
there is not the rich agd varied choice which the 
religious poems offer.2~ 
Frank Patterson has edited a collection of sixty-nine 
1tlddle English Penitential Lyrics26 among which there are 
several Marian poems. E. K. Chambers and F. Sidgwick have 
an anthology of Early English Lyrics which they classify 
into four groups, Amorous, Divine, Moral, and Trivial. 
22R. H. Robbins, Secular Lyrics of the XIVth and XVth 
Centuries, (Oxford: At the Clarendon-press, 1952)~ ~ 
23Ibid., p. xvii. 
24Ibid. 
2
.5:i:bid., p. xxii. 
26 Frank Patterson, The Middle English Penitential 
Lyric, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1911). 
X 
They include the Marian lyrics under the heading Divine. The 
essay, "Some Aspects of the Middle English Lyric, ti27 which is 
contained in this anthology and which places the origin of 
the English lyric in the trouv~re tradition, was the starting 
point of my dissertation. It was the reading of this essay 
that led me to investigate the liturgical origins of the 
English lyric. 
Studies in the Middle English Marian lyric proper with 
its "rich and varied choice," seem to be limited to Master's 
theses and doctoral dissertations. "Devotion to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary in English Life and Literature before 1300" is 
the subject of a dissertation by Alinda E. Montgomery.28 
"Devotion to the Most Blessed Virgin in the Later Middle 
. - -
English Lyric" by Sister Mary Magdalen Lovrich carries the 
study of the devotion through the fifteenth century lyric.29 
Mary Margaret Mallard in "A Study of Middle English Marian 
Verse" does not limit her dissertation to the lyric, but 
includes other genres as well.30 Reverend Leo A. Uht, S. M., 
specializes in "The Five Joys of Mary in English Lyrical 
Poetry from the Thirteenth to the Sixteenth Centuries."3l 
27E. K. Chambers and F. Sidgwick, Early English Lyrics, 
(London: Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., Reprinted, 1947). 
28noctor 1 s dissertation, Northwestern University, 1937. 
29 -Master's thesis, Duquesne University, 1953. 
300octor~s dissertation, Boston College, 1939. 
31Master ; s thesis, Catholic University of America, 1936. 
xi 
Reverend Charles Mulrooney in "The Cultus or the Blessed 
Virgin Mary in the Middle English Lyrics 11 32 presents a 
theological treatment or the changes in the spirit or devo-
tion to Mary throughout medieval lyricism. 
These rive Marian studies cover the same territory in 
Middle English, but each dirrers from the other in problem, 
approach, and emphasis. None or the studies, however, deals 
specirically with the Liturgy as such, nor with the music or 
the Liturgy; nor does any make a comparative study or the 
English lyric with the lyrics or the Continent, nor develop 
the symbolism of the Marian lyric. 
The nearest parallel to my presentation or material may 
be found in an article in Anglia, Hert I, 1950, entitled 
"Geschichte der englischen Marien lyrik 1m Mittalalter."33 
Theodor Wolpers, the autho~, presents the Marian lyric as a 
religious and literary phenomenon: 
As a religious phenomenon it had its origin in 
prayer; as a literary phenomenon it descends from 
Latin hymnody.3'+ 
Wolpers, however, does not specirically treat or the Mass, 
the Divine orrice, and the Little orrice as liturgical sources 
or the lyric but traces the development or the Marian lyric 
32oo~tor~~ dissertation, St. John's University, 1942. 
33Theodo~ Wolpers, "Geschichte der englischen Marienlyrik 
Mittelalter," Anglia, Band 69 1 Hert I, pp. 3-89. 
34Ibid. ~ p. 3. 
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:from Latin hymnody to Lydgate through a se-ries o:f motives, 
"Gebetsmotive," Planctusmotiv," 11Freudenmotive. 11 The 
- . 
musicological aspect o:f the Marian lyric is not mentioned. 
The present dissertation includes the material treated 
in the above studies but goes beyond the material and treat-
ment. My :fund8111.ental idea is this, that the English Marian 
lyric is cousin to the troubadour and trouv~re lyric rather 
than a lineal descendant o:f it, and that its real ancestry 
is in the Liturgy o:f the Church. The problems with which 
this dissertation deals are two: :first, a consideration o:f 
the liturgical sources o:f the vernacular Marian lyric; and 
secondly, a study o:f the symbols that are found in Marian 
poetry. Since melody or music is part o:f the lyrical develop-
ment o:f the Middle English lyric, it must be considered with 
the text. The music illustrations will be :found in the 
Appendices o:f the dissertation. They supplement the text. 
In this Marian year when the whole Catholic world is 
paying tribute to 
The Woman clothed with the sun, the :moon under her 
:feet, and on her head a crown o:f twelve stars 
(Apoc. 12:1) 
this contribution to Marian literature is an attempt to 
re-en:force the e:f:forts o:f those who are engaged in the 
scholarly investigation of the liturgical and literary sources 
o:f medieval literature. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help that I have 
received in preparing this dissertation. I am deeply grate:ful 
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to my Religious Superiors who have encouraged me in this 
work. To the Sisters o~ my Religious Community, who by 
generous expenditure of time and experience have procured 
~or me library loans, translated medieval lyrics, transcribed 
musical notations, and proo~read manuscript copy, I of~er 
grateful thanks. I owe special gratitude to Brother Stanley 
Mathews, S.M., Librarian o~ the Marian Library, Dayton, Ohio, 
who supplied me with Marian literature and informed me o~ 
recent Marian research. Finally, I am sincerely grate~ul to 
Pro~essor Winslow H. Loveland, my Major Instructor, for his 
kind and help~ul direction in writing this dissertation, and 
to Dr. Willis Wager, my second reader, for his expert super-
vision o~ the musicological aspects of the Middle English 
Marian lyric. 
April 8, 1954 
Boston University 
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PART I 
CHAPTER I 
THE LITURGY AND ITS RELATION TO THE MARIAN LYRIC 
Antiphon: Ante torum hujus Virginia . 
frequentate nobis dulcia cantica dramatis.l--Matins: Ps.23. 
Medieval lyrics are interesting because they are the 
first lyrics so called. They may not have the artistic 
charm of later lyrics, the harmonies of rhythm, the melodies 
of rhyme, but by t ·heir own magic incantation of verse, they 
are full of simplicity and naivete.2 Their remoteness from 
modern times has created differences of language generally, 
and of poetic diction in particular, which have tended to 
obscure their full appreciation for us. Furthermore, the 
anonymity of most of the specimens preserved imposes an added 
restriction upon our criticism.3 Yet, the outstanding fact 
that emerges after examining the evidence of the manuscripts 
of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries is 
1The Little Office (New York: Benziger Brothers, Inc., 
1915), PP• 108-109. 
Trans. Before this Virgin's couch sing again and again 
the sweet songs of -the play. 
Henceforth, all quotations from The Little Office will 
be taken from this text. 
2Edward B. Reed, English Lyrical Poetry (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1912), p. 13. 
3aeorge Kane, Middle English Literature (London: 
Methuen and Company, Ltd., 1951), pp. 104-105. 
2 
the importance and abundance of the religious lyrics. Com-
pared to their number, the secular lyric is inconspicuous. 
Not only did they exceed the secular production in bulk, but 
they circulated more widely. Carleton Brown whose study of 
religious verse gives weight to his opinion writes: 
The evidence obtained from an examination of all 
the MSS., only emphasizes the subordinate position 
or non-religious verse. Less than one-fourth of 
the whole vernacular production of the Middle Ages 
in England was 'secular' ; and furthermore, many of 
these items which have been classed as secular may 
well have appealed to their contemporary readers 
as chiefly4valuable for religious or didactic qualities. 
Two main religious functions, a moral and a devotional one, 
are represented in the surviving medieval lyrics. Man's 
moral sense was close to his imagination, excited it, and 
was in turn sharpened by it.5 Hence we find the earliest 
Middle English lyrics intimately related to the Liturgy in 
. word and in music: 
It was the Liturgy that generally suggested the 
subj~ct matter of these poems. From it the 
writers took their words, their phrases, their 
ideas,--the very content of their songs. It is 
· not strange; for, if out of the fullness of the 
heart the mouth speaketh, surely the thirteenth 
century monks and clerks were amply justified in 
using the liturgy as their foundatign; indeed, 
they could not have done otherwise. 
~rown and Robbins, Index of Middle English Verse, p. x. 
5Kane, 2E• cit., pp. 109-110. 
6Frank A. Patterson, The Middle English Penitential 
Lyric (New York: Colmnbia . UniversityPress, 1911), -p • . 25. 
The Marian lyric was part of the communal and personal 
lyric development which had its origin in the Liturgy and 
-its peculiar growth on English soil. It was trained upon 
the exquisite rhyming Latin hymns contained in the Divine 
' 
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Office and recited daily by the monastic Orders. The custom 
of singing hymns other than scriptural psalms and canticles 
' 
arose very early in the Church. These were spontaneous 
effusions and often quite popular in form, giving a note of 
actuality, "defining the sense of a festival or of an 
office • 11 We find such hymns in each division of the Divine 
Office, where they are adapted to the Hour and to the day 
or feast. Three hymns to Our Lady are used at Matins, Lauds, 
-
and the Little Hours of her Office. These came down from 
the tenth, perhaps even from the sixth century, and are some-
times attributed to Venantius Fortunatus.7 
In order to show how the Latin hymns and other 
liturgical elements shaped the English Marian lyric, a few 
definitions and distinctions must be made. The Liturgy is 
. 
the official,public prayer of the Church. It comprises the 
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, the Sacraments, the Sacramentals, 
which the Church officially adopts a~ her mode of Divine 
worship. These prayers are contained in the Missal, the 
Breviary, the Ritual, and the Pontifical, together with the 
7Ryan, Our Lady's Hours (Westminster: The Newman 
Boo~shop, 191:j])J, . p. 146. 
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Ceremonial of Bishops, and the Martyrology.8 All· these books 
reflect the mind, the life, ·and the mission of. the Church. 
It is with the first ~wo books, the Missal, and the Breviary, 
that we shall be concerned in this dissertation. 
Beginning with morning prayers, called Matins, and con-
tinuing with the other canonical hours in order, Lauds, Prime, 
-
Terce, Sext, None, and Vespers, the Divine Office may be 
-
termed the daily Sacrifice. of Praise. It is a "praying drama" 
set in a special background proper to the various seasons 
and feasts of the ecclesiastical year and closely associated 
with the daily offering.9 The Sacrifice of the Mass and the 
Sacrifice of Praise are liturgically interrelated; the Missal 
and the Psalm-Book are companion volumes. In the Chris.tian 
day the Mass may be compared to the sun around which the hours 
of the Church's common prayer rotate like seven planets. The 
"hour-prayers" are a preparation for Mass; they hark back to 
it, they seek to garner its fruit and graces through the day: 
Mass does not begin with "Introibo ad altare Dei," 
nor does it conclude with _the ttrte missa est.'! _ 
Rather it begins with the First .Vespers of the day 
before, advances through Matins, Lauds, Prime, and 
Terce. These hours are a remote prepara~ory pa~t 
of the Mass. In Sext and None and Second Vespers 
8rb id. , p • 1. 
9Right Reverend Joseph A. Nelson, editor, Roman 
Breviary (New York: Benziger Brothers, Inc., 19Sl), 
pp. vii-ix. 
Henceforth all quotations from the Breviary will be taken 
from this text. 
we hear the echo and hark back to the morning's 
Mass.lO ~ 
Thus the Divine Office serves the very heart and core of 
Divine worship, the daily :brass. 
The Breviary, the book in w :b.ich the Divine Office is 
contained, is an anthology in itself, unlocking immense 
treasures of epic, lyric, and dramatic poetry. Most of the 
prayers are taken from the inspired writings of the Bible 
and are venerable compositions of beauty and wisdom. The 
psalms, lessons, and orations form the frmaework of the 
Office, while the minor elements may be divided into four 
5 
groups: the verses, the antiphons, the responsories, and the 
hymns.ll It is mainly in the ex~uisite poetry of the Psalms, 
the consummate art of the antiphons, the blending of music 
and words in the responsories, and the lyrical and emotional 
touches of the hymns and sequences, that we find the source 
and inspiration of the English lyric. From these rhythmical 
elements of the Divine Office, the ~~rian lyricists culled 
the phrases, symbols, and music for their songs. 
Giving poetic expression to the entire gamut of religious 
thought and emotion~ the Psalter was the original Hymn-book 
of the Church. Like a "human antiphony answering the Divine 
10Pius Parsch, The Breviary Explained, trans. William 
Nayden and Carol Hoegerl (St~ Louis: B. Herder Boo~ Company, 
1952, p. 9· 
11Ibid. 1 p. 112. 
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Strophe," the illustrious songs of David rhyme with every 
mood of man. No longing of the soul, no craving of the mind, 
no bodily want exists which cru1not be exercised in their 
sublime phrases.l2 Similar in structure to the psalms are 
certain canticles of the Old Testament, the 11 Song of Moses , " 
the "song of Anna," and the "song of the Three Children, 11 
which are assigned to Lauds, and three canticles from the New 
Testament, the Magnificat, Benedictus, and Nunc Dimittis, 
-
which are recited every day in the Hours of Vespers, Lauds, 
., 
and Compline. The psalms and canticles do not exhaust the 
interest, beauty, and lyric elements of the Office. In addi-
tion to these, there are the magnificent hymns which appear 
in every Hour, the Ave Maris Stella, sung at First Vespers, 
the Quem terra pontus at Matins, the 0 gloriosa virginum at 
Lauds, and the four concluding anthems of Compline, which vary 
with the seasons of the year, the Alma Redemptoris Mater from 
Advent to Candlemas, the Ave Regina Coelorum from Candlemas 
to Easter, the Regina Coeli from Easter to Trinit~ and the 
Salve Regina from Trinity to Advent. A comparison between 
the text of our present Little Office and that found in 
extant copies of medieval Books of Hours shows an identity, 
save in unimportant details, such as appear in some of the 
hymns and orations and, less frequently, in the selection of 
12 Joseph B. Frey, ~ Daily Psalm Book (New York: 
Confraternity of the Precious Blood, 1~, p . vii. _ 
psalms. The Regina Coeli, and the Ave Regina Coelorum are 
lacking in the anthems terminating the Little Office at the 
-
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end of Compline, though both date from periods antecedent to 
the general use of the Prymer.l3 They were sung and well 
known in the thirteenth century. 
Antiphons and responsories composed of verses from the 
psalms, extracts from other parts of Scripture, or composi-
tions springing from the devotion of the Church are among the 
most beautiful and poetic parts of the Office. What the 
setting is for a gem, the antiphon is for the psalm. What 
the chorus is for Greek drama, the responsory is for the 
lesson. Of outstanding beauty, both of these liturgical 
elements may be rightly classed with the pearls of religious 
poetry. Viewed aesthetically, they lend unity, variety, and 
completeness to the Office. Viewed spiritually, the antiphon 
is a lyric commentary on the psalm; the responsory, a quiet 
reflection on the lesson sung.l4 The antiphons for the 
Canticles of the Gospel, the Magnificat and the Benedictus, 
are carefully fashioned works of art and often form the 
climax of the day's Liturgy, gracing as they do, the key 
points of the day, sunrise and sunset. In the responsories 
for the Feasts of Christmas, Epiphany, and Easter, in 
13
william J. Lallou, "The Little Office of Our Lady," 
studies in Praise of Our Blessed Mother, editors, Joseph c. 
Fenton and Edmond D7 Benard (Washington, D. C.; The Cathglic 
University Press, 1952), P• 11. 
14Parsch, £2• cit., pp. 119-131. 
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particular, every phase o:f poetic art is represented in the 
versicles and responses. Sometimes they are epic; sometimes 
lyric. Now it is the voice o:f God speaking, now the spouse 
in the Canticles, now the patriarchs, now the ~postles, now 
the Mother of God. The exquisite melody of the responsories 
matches the choice thoughts they express.l5 
Since the manner divinely ordained by which the "Word 
became flesh and dwelt among us" involves the Virgin Mary, 
the Liturgy perfectly mirrors her exalted position as Mother 
of God. The Breviary reproduces :for the Divine O:f:fice the 
observance of her feasts for which the Missal provides Masses. 
Celebrating the day of her birth·, the feast of her Assumption, 
the privilege o:f her Immaculate Conception, and her Divine 
Maternity, the Liturgy glorifies Mary, who . was so signally 
honored by God. Morning, night, and noon in the Canonical 
Hours she is saluted as Mother, Virgin, Queen, and her 
recurring feasts are days of great joy, as the Church sings 
exultingly in the Introit o:f her Assumption Feast: 
Gaudeamus omnes in Domino, diem :festum celebrantes 
sub honore beatae Mariae Virginia. 
Let us rejoice in the Lord celebrating a festival 
day in honor of the Blessed Mary ever Virgin. 
{Intro~t: Aug. 15) 
In the September Office, the Liturgy sings of her birthday: 
Nativitas tua, Dei Genetrix Virgo, gaudium 
annuntiavit universo mundo. 
l5Ibid., PP• 119-135. 
Thy birth, 0 Mother of God, announced joy through-
out the whole world. 
(Lesson VI: Resp.) 
In the December Office, the Church extols her Immaculate 
Conception: 
Tota pulchra es, Maria; et macula originalis non est 
in te. 
Thou art all fair, 0 Mary, and the stain of original 
sin is not in thee. 
(Alleluia: Verse) 
9 
In the August Liturgy, on Mary's greatest feast, her Assump-
tion, the Church rejoices in the celestial glory of the 
Q.ueen of heaven: 
Exaltata est Sancta Dei Genetrix super choros 
angelorum ad caelestia regna. 
Exalted is the Mother of God above all the choirs 
of angels in the celestial kingdom. 
(Antiphon I: Nocturn I) 
Perhaps the briefest expression of these fundamental ideas of 
the Liturgy is found in the Invitatory for Matins in the 
Common of Feasts of Our Lady: 
Sancta Maria, Dei Genetrix, intercede pro nobis. 
Holy Mary, Virgin Mother of God, intercede for us. 
(Matins: Common of B. V.) 
This is an excellent summary of Mary's sublime dignity. 
"Holy Mary" indicates her personal sanctity; 11 Mother of God11 
the basis of all her prerogatives; 11 Virgin, 11 the Liturgy's 
- - -
favorite title for her unique privilege; "Intercessor," the 
reason for unbounded trust in the 11Help of Christians. il16 
10 
These four ideas constitute the basic themes for all the 
feasts of the Blessed Virgin, and it is a significant fact 
that nearly all the Marian lyrics of the Middle Ages can be 
related in some way to these concepts or the Virgin Mother. 
Patterned on the Divine Office and following the 
canonical divisions of the day, Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, 
Sext, None, Vespers, the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
is a shortened form of liturgical prayer. We may say that 
this Office bears a relation to the Divine Office parallel to 
that borne by Our Lady to her Divine Son in the economy of 
Redemption. Pope Urban II in 1095 enjoined the recitation 
of the Horae on the clergy and recommended it to the laity, 
to ensure the success of the First Crusade. It came to be a 
favorite devotion of the layfolk of the Ivliddle Ages, who grew 
familiar with it from frequent hearing. It was included in 
the beautiful manuscript Books of Hours which only the privi-
leged few could posses·s and spread widely in the fifteenth 
century when printing was invented. It figured prominently 
in a simplified form in Latin and in English in the contents 
of the prayer-book for the laity called the Prymer. In 
Caxton's Book of Curtesye, published by the Early English 
Text Society, and quoted by Miss Ryan, we read of the follow-
ing instruction to "little John": 
Your pater ·noster saye in devoute wise, 
Ave Maria with the holy crede ••• 
And while that ye be aboute honestly 
To dresse your self and do on your array ••• 
Our Lady matins loke that ye saye ••• 
With_prime and hours.l7 
The antiphons which introduce and follow the psalms in the 
11 
Little Office sing the praises of Mary, some repeating verses 
of the psalms themselves, others echoing texts o:f the Gospel 
of the Mass, and still others resounding age-old expressions 
of the glories of Our Lady. Of this last class we have, 
Gaude Maria Virgo, cunctas haereses sola 
intermisti in universe mundo, 
Rejoice 0 Virgin Mary, thou alone hast destroyed 
all heresies throughout the world, 
(Matins: Ps. 95) 
and the familiar prayer for protection, 
Sub tuum praesidium confugimus, sancta Dei 
Genitrix ••• 
We fly to thy patronage, 0 Holy Mother of 
God ••• 
(Ant: Canticle of Simeon) 
They are closely related to the Invitatory, recapitulating 
the main ideas of the Office. Vlhat is said of the antiphons 
may be predicated of the versicles and responses, of which 
some are Scriptural, as, 
Diffusa est gratia in labiis tuis, 
Grace is poured out on thy lips, 
(Matins: Ps. 44> 
and some traditional, as 
Post partum, Virgo, inviolata permansisti. 
After childbirth, 0 Virgin Iviar-.:r, thou didst 
remain inviolate. 
(Matins: Ps. 97) 
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The hymns of the Little Office are largely the same exrunples 
of Marian poetry which brighten the hours of the Divine 
Of-fice on the feasts of the Virgin. The orations recited at 
the conclusion of each hour are favorite liturgical prayers, 
found in the Divine Office in honor of the Blessed Mother; 
the Little Chapters, Scriptural throughout the Office, are 
penneated with Marian symbolism, and form the basis for much 
of the imagery of the Middle English Marian lyrics. 
Quae est ista quae progeditur quasi aurora 
consurgens, pulchra ut luna, electa ut sol, 
terribilis ut castorum acies ordinata? 
Who is she that cometh forth as the morning 
rising, fair as the noon, bright as the sun~ 
terrible as an army set in array? 
(Canticle 6:9) 
The feasts of the Virgin, among the oldest of Christian 
worship, were sources of unalloyed joy for the people of the 
Middle Ages, for in medieval times there was a unity of 
spirit based on allegiance to one Lord in heaven, and one 
Lady, ~ueen of heaven. This was a union of brothers who par-
took of the same Table of the Lord. In England, during the 
Ages of Faith, there was a votive Mass of Our Lady every day 
in the Cathedrals and greater churches. At early dawn the 
bell sounded its summons to the ~Ladye-Mass~ and the people 
hastened to the magnificent Ladye-chapels of Cathedrals like 
St. Paul's, or Lincoln, or York, or to the Ladye~altar of 
l 
their own parish church. This Mass did not take the place 
of the Mass and Office of the day,. which went on in the 
choir, at the high altar, and in the vast naves of the 
glorious churches of the land. But the Ladye-Mass was a 
willing tribute of a devout people to their Queen. The 
Ladye-chapel was the scene of the Sacrifice and it had its 
own precious vestments and its own golden chalice; the 
13 
missals, the graduals, the psalters, were Mary's own, and a 
votive lamp shone there night and day. In all England there 
was not one church to which this description did not in some 
degree apply during the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth 
centuries.l8 
Is it any wonder then, that there remains an abundance 
of Marian lyrics that testify to the love of a devout people 
for their Queen? The individual authors of most of these 
lyrics may be unknown but their lyrics immortalize their fer-
vent sincerity and that of their countrymen. Nature and 
simplicity devoid of affectation .and free from pedantry made 
their poetry effective. What the Marian lyrics lack in 
polish, they make up for in sincerity, suffused as they are 
with a certain earnestness, warmth, and healthy vigor. 
In the study of the medieval lyric, the musical origins 
cannot be overlooked. The wealth of lyric poetry in the 
l8Chandlery, Mary's Praise~ Every Tongue (St. Louis: 
B. Herder Book Company, 1924), pp.232-233. 
thirteenth, ~ourteenth,and ~i~teenth centuries has been the 
object o~ literary and historical research in many countries, 
but until recently scholars have concentrated their investi-
gations on its purely poetical side and have failed to make 
it understood that the lyric poetry o~ the ~tlddle Ages, since 
it was intended to be sung, must be considered as a combina-
tion o~ two arts, music and poetry, interpenetrating each 
other. This incomplete conception o~ the musical quality o~ 
the English lyric is un~ortunate, ~or it has resulted in 
erroneous views concerning both the music and the poetry o~ 
these centuries. The two arts cannot be separated because 
the accompanying music is in a large measure responsible ~or 
the disposition o~ the verses and strophes o~ the poems. 
Medieval lyric poets were themselves musicians and created 
melody and poetry simultaneously, fitting their lines to the 
musical cadences.l9 The astounding persistence o~ Gregorian 
art is clearly visible in the religious poetry. What St. 
August:tne said hundreds o~ years be~ore regarding the chant, 
continued to be the motto or the Middle Ages, and is the 
motto of the Gregorian Art today: 
Sing with your voices, and with your hearts, and 
with all your moral convictions, sing the new songs, 
not only with your tongue but with your li~e.20 
l9Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New 
York: W. w. Norton and Company, ~nc., 1941), p. · 99. · 
20Ibid., pp. 79-80. 
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This is just what the English poets did in their composition 
of Marian lyrics. 
Besides the Latin hymns and anthems in honor of the 
Virgin Mary contained in the Divine Office and the Horae, the 
Sequence or Prose belonging to the ceremony of the Mass had 
a decided influence upon the English lyric: 
The appearance of the sequence in the history of 
medieval hymnody was an episode of the greate.st 
importance not only in the evolution of Latin 
religious and secular poetry but in their vernacular 
counterparts.21 
In order to understand the extraordinary popularity and wide 
diffusion of the sequence and its influence upon the Marian 
lyric it must be emphasized that it was individually created 
for the great festivals of the Church with a particular 
theme in mind.22 The origin of these delicate and subtle 
pieces of poetry written for the seasons of Advent, Christmas, 
Passiontide, Easter, Pentecost, remains obscure. Neverthe-
less, one conclusion may be advanced with certainty. The 
starting point of the Sequence was the "Alleluia" of the 
Mass. In the early Middle Ages the Gradual ended with an 
"Alleluia" of which the last syllable was sung to a prolonged 
series of notes. Then it was that the practice arose of 
fitting words to these long musical passages. Such a 
21Ruth E. Messenger, The Medieval Latin ~ (Washington, 
D. c., Capital Press, 1953~p. 44. 
22Greene, The ESJly E~glish carols (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 193 , pp. lxxiv-lxxv. 
The 
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composition was designated as a Prose or Sequence. Hundreds 
of Sequences were written for the liturgical seasons and for 
the Virgin's festivals. Out of the vast number written, the 
Church has retained but five in the Mass: The Stabat Mater, 
. ' 
said on feasts of Our Lady's Compassion, the Dies Irae, used 
" in Masses for the dead, the Victimae Paschall, the Sequence 
f'or Easter, the Veni Sancte Spiritus, · recited at Pent ecost, 
and the Lauda Sion, recited in the Mass for Corpus Christi. 
Vernacular poetry was overwhelmingly affected by this 
new type of' hymn. It was translated, adapted, and imitated 
in English verse with great success. Marian lyrics to the 
Virgin multiplied. Medieval man sang the sequences in the 
church, adding to them songs of his own; and when he departed 
from the service he carried with him the memory of the 
melodies, which he fashioned into love songs. Even the 
goliards, the wandering scholars of the I'ILiddle Ages, derived 
their a rt fron1 the Liturgy. In their urge for creative 
activity they invaded the sacred fields of religion and 
modeled their profane songs on those that were meant f'or the 
exaltation of divine love.23 Many of their drinking songs 
go back to the famous Marian sequence of the eleventh century 
remarkable for its perfect rhythmical form: 
Verbum bonum et suave 
Personemus illud Ave 
Per quod Christi fit conclave 
Virgo, mater, filia; 
23 ' 
· Lang, .2E• cit., PP• 96-97. 
The translation of the first stanza runs as follows: 
A noble "Hail" word sweet and goodly 
We shall . chant as it is seemly; 
Christ's is then our company, 
Maid, mother, daughter; · 
The Latin text continues: 
Per quod ave salutata 
Mox concepit fecundata 
Virgo, David stirpe nata, 
Inter spinas lilia. 
Ave, matar verbi summi, 
:Maris por.tus, signum dumi, 
Aromatum virga fumi, 
Angelorum domina; 
Supplicamus, nos emenda, 
Emendatos nos commenda 
Tuo nato ad habenda 
. Sempiterna gaudia.24 
The meter is eight-syllabled and seven-syllabled trochaic. 
The first three verses rime; the fourth verse of corres-
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pending strophes rime. In addition to the rime and rhythm, 
the hymn was extremely influential because of its symbols. 
It was the model not only for the goliards, but also for the 
early Middle English poets. 
Ecclesiastical music and poetry also influenced the 
F'rench chanson, the Italian laudi, the Spanish cantigas, and 
the German minnesong. According to Reese the simplest and 
most plausible derivation of the :B,rench verb trouver and the 
24Charles H. Beeson, A Primer of Medieval Latin (New 
York: Scott Foresman and Company, 1925), pp. 349-350. 
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noun trouvere, as of the Provencal trobar and trobador, con-
nects their origin with that of the Latin tropus (trope).25 
.• ,
The troubadours, it seems, preferred hymns as 
models and the trouv~res sequences. But 
preferences apparently did not prevent both 
forms, and others as well, from exerting 
influenge in all lands developing the medieval 
lyric .2 . 
For the goliards and troubadours to model their songs directly 
on ecclesiastical melodies was both natural and easy. They 
heard music in the churches, and attended the Divine Service 
_, -
frequently. There was no sharp line of demarcation between 
sacred and secular music; to adapt a love-poem to a liturgical 
melody was not considered incongruous. The liturgical hymn 
not only had music but it had a text in verse, and was 
therefore admirably fitted to serve as the model of a song-
type. The sequence was qualified to stimulate the imagina-
tions of medieval musicians and acted as one of the outlets 
through which musical creativeness chiefly flowed.27 
The most outstanding development in the evolution of the 
chant from the ninth to the twelfth century is represented 
by the trope, a verse sung before, after, or sometimes in the 
middle of those parts of the Divine Service that invited such 
treatment. These simple songs went through a period of great 
artistic development during the tenth, eleventh and twelfth 
25Reese, ££• cit., p. 205. 
26Ibid., p. 218. 
27rbid., PP· 218-219. 
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centuries. They invaded almost every domain of church music 
and were subsequently used as the basis for experiments in 
the composition of many-voiced music. The Kyrie28 was troped, 
the Alleluia of the Mass became a sequence;29 even the 
Epistles, Matins, and other parts of the Office were amplified 
by an introduction, an appendix, or an interpolation. During 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries the sequence movement 
tended toward rhymed hymn composition. Rhythmical prose was 
inseparable from the liturgical music. A new metrical form 
consisting of a series of parallel strophes with introduction 
and conclusion arose, a lyric counterpart to the musical 
phrases of the sequentia. Thus, the lyric was born again in 
the music of the church: 
The evidence offered by secular lyrics, Lattn or 
vernacular, in the early Middle Ages points to an 
outstanding growth from the sequence rather than a 
creative source for the sequence. As a matter of 
fact the sequence breaks away from the church and 
itself becomes secular, as the history of poetry 
in the later Middle Ages bears witness.30 
The Victimae paschali laudes,31 the Paschal sequence which is 
used today in the Mass,from Easter Sunday to Low Sunday 
inclusive, became the basis for many parodies of the goliards 
in honor of the Virgin Mary which began with the words, 
28
cf. Appendix I for sample. 
29cf. Appendix II for example. 
30 . Messenger, 2£• cit., P• 44. 
31cf. Appendix III for musical notation. 
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Virgini Mariae. laudes.32 The sequences were the means throu@1 
which sacred music found its way into the world: 
The medieval man heard in the psalmody, in the 
numerous vocalizations of the alleluia, in the 
finely wrought melodic line and the truly 
basilica-like solidity of the cantus planus, 
things that we cannot ~voke today, for all this 
is a resurrected art.Jj 
On the Middle English Marian lyric the impress of the 
Liturgy is unmistakable. For their themes, music, symbolism, 
the writers drew directly from the Mass, the Divine Office, 
and the Little Office. In the Office of the two great Cycles 
of the ecclesiastical year, Christmas and Easter, the English 
lyric found a rich and worthy seed bed. From the ardent 
devotion of the English people, it received its increase: 
Dos tua, Virgo~ pia, 
Haec est~ quare rege, Maria.34 
Nourished on the Benedictine, Bernardine~ and Franciscan 
traditions, it was brought to full flowering during the 
thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. The 
thirteenth saw its beginnings; the fourteenth, its literary 
advance; the fifteenth, the riclmess of its spiritual, 
emotional and aesthetic florescence. 
32 Reese, ££• cit., p. 189. 
33Lang, 2£• cit., pp. 74-75. 
3~ridgett, 2£• cit. 
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CHAPTER II 
MARIAN LYRIC IN ANGLO-SAXON AND EARLY ~DDLE ENGLISH 
Seinte Marie, Cristes bur, 
Meidenes clenhed, moderes flur.--Godric's ~ 
Although the English lyric did not blossom until the 
thirteenth century, it belongs to an ecclesiastical tradi-
tion that knows no national boundaries and dates back to the 
second century. It had its roots in the Liturgy and its 
first lyrical expression in the earliest poetry of the Anglo-
Saxons. The Liturgy came to Britain with the landing of 
St. Augustine and his monks. The Benedictine ideal was so 
knit into the spiritual life of England from its inception 
that it was the heritage of the Middle Ages. The history of 
the Order in England is the history of the English people. 
Intense devotion to the Divine Office may be called the 
special feature of Benedictine spirituality. This devotion 
has formed the distinguishing mark of the great mystics of 
the Order who were imbued with the sublime lyricism of the 
psaltery in which every noble emotion of the human heart 
finds a voice.3.5 Together with the Divine Office, the 
Benedictine family prayer, went the devotion to the Virgin 
Mary, the Mother of God. The liturgical antiphons, majestic 
3.5nom G. c. Alson "The Benedictine Order," Ca tholic 
Encyclopedia, II, p. 444 •. 
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and sweet, reechoed her praises. She was invoked every day 
in the Ave Maria, and in the anthems at Vespers, Lauds, and 
Compline. The Magnificat, that glorious canticle in praise 
of her Divine Motherhood, was a favorite hymn, sung as part 
of the Office and as a separate anthem. We are not surprised 
to find that as early as the eighth century the Office of 
the Virgin Mary was recited in England. Venerable Bede in 
his Ecclesiastical History alludes to the Horae, so the 
custom must have been widespread after the approval of the 
Little Office by Pope St. Zachary in 752.36 Other forms of 
prayer and praise growing out of this devotion were the four 
great hymns of Mary, the Salve Regina, the Regina Coeli, the 
Ave Regina Coelorum, and the Alma Redemptoris, so popular 
during the later Middle Ages and intimately connected with 
the development of the Marian lyric.37 
The singing of antiphons, even apart from the Office, 
was a favorite devotion with priests and people from earliest 
times. This devotion was the inspiration of a number of 
Mary songs. Every great name, Saxon or Norman, which has 
ado.rned the annals of the English Church, has left a monument 
to Mary, either in solid stone or in immortal speech. The 
great Doctors of the English, Bede, Alcuin, and Anselm, wrote 
of her with the enthusiasm of sons; the great preachers, such 
36R . t 13 yan, 2.£ • .22:_., P • • 
37Fenton and Benard, 2.£• cit., pp . 246-247. 
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as St. Aldhelm and St. Aelred, gave the flower of their 
rapturous meditations on her prerogatives; the men of action 
and builders of churches, like St. Gennet of Wearmouth and 
St. Wilfred, set her name on the temples they erected and 
placed her image in their sanctuaries; the great medieval 
Bishops, as St. Hugh of Lincoln, St. Edmund of Canterbury, 
and St. Richard of Chichester, built glorious Ladye-Chapels 
to their great cathedrals, and added gem after gem, not only 
to her shrines but to the ever-growing trophy of the public 
and private devotions of the English people.38 The more 
Christianity entered ·into the heart of the people, the more 
did the glorious Virgin penetrate the spirituality, art, 
literature, and political economy of the British Isles. 
When the devotion reached its peak, spiritual joy overflowed 
in lyric effusions to "Seinte Marie, virgine, moder. 11 
If we establish the definition of a lyric as a song, 
personal, emotional, and musical, then the Anglo-Saxon 
period of English literature does not furnish us with lyrics. 
This definition, however, is perhaps merely a projection of 
the Romantic poets' and critics' conception of the proper 
emphasis of poetry as personal and subjective. Certainly 
some of the finest pieces of the period are lyrical in 
feeling . Old English poetry is full of allusions to songs 
and sing ers. The language of song was part of the English 
38 P. J. Chandlery, 2£• cit., p. 231. 
people's inheritance, the lyric mood, a legacy of their past.39 
It is significant that the two oldest poems in the language, 
11Widsith11 and 11Deor 1 s Lament," deal with the adventures and 
experiences of' a scop. It is equally significant that two 
other poems, the "Seafarer" and t he 11Wanderer" approach the 
lyric form and are elegiac in character. It would seem, 
however, that the oldest lyric in form and feeling that can 
be approximately dated is that of Caedmon ' s Hymn which sings 
of the wonders of the mighty Creator. 
In paying tribute to the Virgin Mary in the vernacular, 
England may claL~ first place. To Cynewulf belongs the 
honor of introducing Mary into English poetry. In one 
hundred and eighty-eight lines the poet sings the praises of 
"A Maiden Ring-Adorned. 11 40 These lines are baaed on the 
Magnificat antiphons for Lauds of the last seven days of the 
Advent season. These Antiphons, called the Great O's, are a 
summary of the spirit of the Liturgy concerning the Incarna-
tion of the Word, Mary'S· Motherhood, and Virginal Conception. 
They were a source of great inspiration to the medieval 
lyricists. The deep admiration for the mystery of the 
virginity of the Mother of God is expressed musically and 
feelingly in the beautiful passage of Part I. Cynewulf has 
39Reed, ££• cit., pp. 16-18. 
40sister Mary Therese, I Sing of a Maiden (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1947); P• 38-.-
2.5 
transmuted the material derived from the Divine Office into 
passionate outpourings of personal, religious feeling 
expressed with visual imagination. With the words 
Young was the woman, 
a stainless maiden, whom He chose for Mother, 
the Blessed Virgin steps into English literature: 
Waes seo faemng geong, 
maegp manes leas, pe he him to meder geceas; 
paet waes geworden butan wares frigum, 
paet purh Bearnes gebyrd bryd eacen wearp. 
Naenig efenlic pam, aer ne sippan, 
in worlde gewearp wifes genung; 
paet degol waes Dryhtnes geryne. 
Eal giofu gaestlic grundsceat geondspreot; 
paer wisna fela wearp inlihted, 
lare longsume, purh lifes Fruman, 
pe aer under hopman biholen laegon, 
witgena wopsong, pa se Waldend cwom, 
se pe reorda gehwaes ryne gemiclap 
para pe geneahhe noman Scyppend~§ 
purh horscne bad hergan willap.~ 
The translation of the passage has been rendered in 
modern English by Margaret Williams: 
Young was the woman, 
a stainless maiden, whom He chose for Mother 
and without man was that wonder wrought, 
that the young bride brought forth her Bairn. 
Never was it so before or since 
in the wide world, such a Child-bearing; 
secret was it kept, God's mystery. 
All ghostly grace goes throughout earth's realm, 
there are many things become enlightened 
through Life's Beginner love of long ago 
which had lain dim in dark shadows, 
far-seeing prophets' songs, ere the Powerful One came, 
which make wide the path of each voice uplifted 
41Albert s. Cook, editor, The Christ of Cynewulf (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1900), pp. 2-~ 
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of those who with all heart will tp praise 
their Maker's name in wise manner.~2 
The second selection, which appears in Part II, is the first 
poetic address to Mary in the English language. It is 
similar to the passage already quoted, but the opening lines 
show an even. deeper veneration for Mary's exceptional privi-
lege as virgin and mother. The appellation "Joy of Women" is 
stronger than the "Virgo Virginum11 of the antiphon, and the 
praise in the superlative degree which follows rises to lyric 
heights: 
Eala wifa wynn geond wuldres prym, 
faemne freolicast ofer ealne foldan sceat 
paes pe aefre sundbuend secgan hyrdon; 
arece us paet geryne paet pe of roderQ~ cwom, 
hu pu eacnunge aefre onfenge 
Bearnes purh gebyrde, ond pone gebedscipe 
aefter monwisan motne cupes. 
Ne we soplice swylc ne gefrugnan . 
in aerdagum aefre gelimpan, 
paet pu in sundurgiefe swylce befenge, 
ne we paere wyrde wenan purfon 
toweard in tide. Huru treow in pe 
weorplicu wunade, nu pu wuldres Prym 
bosme gebaere, ond no gebrosnad wearp 
maegphad se micla. Swa eal manna bearn 
sorgum sawap, sw~ eft ripap,-
cennap to cwealme.•~3 
Cynewulf shows hunself the conscious artist and master of 
language here. At the end Mary 1 s name is mentioned and her 
voice is heard for the first time in English verse: 
42valliams, "A Maiden Ring-Adorned," I Sing of a 
Maiden, pp. 38-39. 
43cook, ££• cit., pp. 4-5. 
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Cwaep sio eadge maeg 
symle sigores full, Sancta Maria:-
1Hwaet is peos wundrung pe ge wafiap, 
ond geomrende gehpum maenap, 
sunu Solimae somod his dohtor? 
fricgap purh fyrwet hu ic faemnanhad, 
mund minne, geheold, ond eac modor gewearp 
maer Meotudes Suna? Forpan paet monnum nis 
cup geryne, ac Grist onwrah 
in Dauides dyrre maegan 
paet is Euan scyld eal forpynded, 
weargp aworpen, ond gewuldrad is 
se heanra had. Hyht is onfangen 
paet nu bletsung mot baem gemaene, 
werum ond wifum, a to worulde forp 
in pam uplican engla dreame,l.l. 
mid Sopfaeder symle wunian.'~ 
The · beauty of the "woman fairest," "grace-gifted maiden" 
is beautifully transcribed in the lines: 
Lo, joy of women among wondrous hosts, 
woman fairest through the earth's wideness 
of whom sea-side dwellers have ever heard-
teach us the secret coming down from the skies, 
how that conception was wrought in thee, 
and the bearing of thy Bairn. Yet it never befell thee 
in the manner of others to know man. 
Never in truth has it been told 
in the course of ages that such came to pass 
as thou, grace-gifted, gained for thyself; 
nor do we hope that again such will happen 
in tliaes to come. True faith, above others, 
dwelt with honor in thee. Now the Lord of glory 
thou bearest in thy bosom, and no blight has befallen 
thy mighty maidenhood. So each child of man, 
bringing forth in pain, sows his sorrows 
and afterwards reaps them·. Then said the blessed Maid, 
ever filled with majesty, Sancta Maria, 
"v1ha t is this marvel at which you are wondering, 
and so grieving mo.an your sorrows, 
sons of Jerusalem and its fair daughters? 
You crave to know how I kept my maidenhood 
in all chastity, yet became the mother 
of the Maker's great Son? That is a secret 
kept from men, but Chr.ist unveiled it 
44Ibid. 
in the precious daughter of David's seed 
who has wiped out · the sin of Eve, -
undone the curse, and has now made glorious 
the lot of women, through worlds to come 
amid angel joy in the high places, 
with the Truth-Father forever dwelling.45 
The longest and most exquisite passage deals with the 
prophecy of Ezekiel. Notnany lines of, greater beauty nor 
of higher praise will be met with in later lyrics: 
Eala pu maera middangeardes, 
seo claeneste cwen ofer eorpan 
para pe gewurde to widan feore, 
hu pee mid ryhte eal1e reordberend 
hatap ond secgap, haelap geond foldan, 
b1iPe mode, paet pu bryd sie 
paes se1estan swegles Bryttanl 
Swylce pa hyhstan on heofonum -eac 
Cristes pegnas cwepap ond singap 
paet pu sie hlaefdige halgum meahtum 
wuldorweorudes, ond worldcundra 
hada under heofonum, ond helwara; 
forpon pu paet, ana ealra manna, 
gepohtest pry.mlice, pristhycgende, 
paet pu pinne maegphad Meotude brohtes, 
sealdes butan synnum. Nan swylc ne cwom 
aenig oper ofer salle men, 
bryd beaga hroden, pe pa beorhtan lac 
to heofonhame h1utre mode 
siPpan sends. Forpon heht sigores Fruma 
his heahbodan hider gefleogan 
of his maegenprymme, ond pe meahta sped 
snude cypan, paet pu Sunu Dryhtnes 
I;>urh claene gebyrd cennan sceolde, 
monnum to miltse, ond pe,
4
Maria, forp 
efne unwemme a gehealdan. 6 
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In this passage we have the whole sweep of the symbolical 
interpretation of the Scriptures: Mary is the "bride of the 
45Wil1iams, 2£• cit., PP• 39-40. 
46cook, 2E• cit., pp. 11-12. 
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Noblest One,tt the "Lady of all Christ's thanes," the 11might 
of the glorious armies of the race of men": 
Lo, thou the glory of the great earth, 
purest of women over all the world 
of all who have been since time began, 
how right it is that all voices, 
all heroes on earth, hail thee, and say 
with blithe mood that thou art the bride 
of the Noblest One, the s ky's King. 
So too the highest in the heavens, 
Christ's thanes, cry out and sing 
that t h ou art Lady by thy holy might 
of the . glorious armies, of the race of men 
living under the heavens, and of all hell-dwellers. 
For thou alone of all mankind 
thought gloriously in thy strong mind 
that thou would bring to thy Maker thy maidenhood, 
give it, sinless. Not again 
will such another come of men 
a maiden ring-adorned who will thus send 
heaven-homeward with ever pure heart 
her bright treasure. So the Lord of triumphs 
bade His high messenger fly hither 
from His strong glory, and say to thee 
that His might should speed thee, and thou shouldst bear 
the Lord's Son, coming soon 
in mercy to men, and thou, Maria, 
forever and ever be held unstained.47 
In the Christ, also, we have the first example of the 
1 dramatic dialogue in English. The speech of Mary in which 
she explains to Joseph the marvelous privilege granted her 
is full of dignity and beauty. In the spirit of the 
Magnificat, the humble virgin forgetful of self sees only the 
power and goodness of her God in the marvelous favors granted 
to her. Besides the lyric value of' this passage, modern 
scholars are of the opinion that it possesses historical and 
47Williams, ££• £!!., P• 40. 
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dramatic value as well 1 ror in these words they see the real 
beginning of the Mystery Play. These dialogues were probably 
sung or chanted in the churches by alternating choirs.48 
.Pa seo fae:nm.e onwrah 
ryhtgeryne, ond pus _reordode;-
1Sop ic secge purh Sunu Meotudes, 
gaesta Geocend, paet ic gen ne conn 
purh gemaecscipe monnes ower 
aenges on eorpan; ac me eaden wearp, 
geongre in geardum, paet me Gabrihel, 
heofones heagengel, haelo gebodade, 
seagde soplice paet me swegles Gaest 
leoman onlyhte; sceolde ic lifes Prym 
geberan, beorhtne Sunu, Bearn eacen Godes, 
torhtes Tirfruman. Nu ic his tempel eam 
gefremed butan facne; in me frofre Gaest 
geeardode. Nu pu ealle forlaet 
sare sorgceare. Saga ecne pone 
maerum Meotodes Sunu paet ic his modor gewearp 
faemne forp se-peah, ond pu faeder cweden 
woruldcund bi wene; sceolde witedpm 
in him sylfum beon sope gefylled.~9 
The words of the Magnificat, uMy soul doth magnify the 
Lord," reecho in the .a.nswer of Mary to Joseph: 
"But it was granted to me, young in my home that 
the Archangel Gabriel of heaven bade me bail. He 
said truly that the heavenly Spirit had enlightened 
me with brightness. I should bear the Glory or 
Life, the bright Son; the Child of the Great God, 
of the resplendent King of Glory. Now I am 
become His temple without stain. In me the com-
forting Spirit dwelled. Now do thou leave all 
grievous sorrow-care. Say unending thanks to the 
great Son of the Lord, that I have become His 
mother nevertheless a virgin still, and thou said 
to be father on earth in belief. The prophecy 
should in Himself be truly fulrilled. 11 
4Sibid., PP• 96-97. 
49Ibid., PP• 8-9· 
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From the lyrical excerpts quoted we conclude that Mary 
was admired and revered by the Anglo-Saxons, but the thought 
of' appealing to her as the "Mother of Mercy 11 and the 11 Ref'uge 
of' Sinners'' did not enter into their poetical expression. 
1 This concept was reserved f'or the thirteenth century. 
Middle English literature begins with the Norman Conquest, 
but it is only f'rom the later part of' the twelf'th century, 
however, that the earliest vernacular lyrics in England date. 
The twelfth-century chronicler, Thomas of' Ely, tells how 
Canute, while on his way to the Isle of Ely, to celebrate the 
Feast of' Our Lady's Purif'ication, wa.s attracted by the song 
of the monks. He thereupon composed a song in English of 
which Thomas has preserved the f'irst f'our lines: 
Merie sungen pe Munekes binnen Ely. 
pa Cnut ching reu per by. 
Rowep cnites noer the land. 
and here we wes Muneches saeng.50 
However diff'icult we may f'ind it to believe in Canute as the 
f'irst composer of lyric poetry in English, and whatever may 
have been the original f'orm of the song, there can be no 
doubt that these four lines were in use as a carole by the 
twelf'tb century.51 
St. Godric, an uneducated Saxon hermit of' Finchale, who 
lived in the wilds of Northern England, and to whom we are 
50R. M. Wilson, Early Middle English Literature (London: 
Methuen and Company, Ltd., 1951), pp. 253-254. 
5libid. 
told, three songs were dictated through angelic visions,52 
is generally regarded as the Father of the English lyric. 
Two of his lyrics preserved for us refer to the Virgin, 
and the remaining one to St. Nicholas. In these songs are 
1 found all the essential characteristics of later lyrics, 
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the mysticism, the expression of divine love, in terms of 
worldly affection, and the liturgical origin of the phrases. 
The first lyric, a prayer for protection, is similar in 
thought and expression to the prayers recited at the end of 
Compline in the Little Office: 
Beatae et gloriosae semper Virginia Mariae, 
.quaesumus, Domine, intercessio gloriosa nos 
protegat et ad vitam perducat aeternam. 
May the glorious pleading of the blessed and 
glorious Mary, ever a Virgin, shield us we 
beseech Thee, 0 Lord, and bring us to life 
everlasting. 
(Compline: Oration) 
Godric's song taken from the Libellus de Vita s. Godrici 
reads as follows: 
Seinte Marie, clane virgine, 
Moder Jesu Christ Nazarene, 
Onfo, scild, help thin Godrich, 
Onfang , bring heali widh the in Godes rich. 
Seinte Marie, Christes bour, 
Meidenes clenhed, moderes flour, 
Delivere mine sennen, regne in min mod~ 
Bring me to blisse with thi self God.5~ 
5~illis Wager, "English Monody," Music in~ Middle 
A~4o by Gustave Reese - (New York: w. w. Norton and Company, 
), p. 24J.. 
-53Libellus de Vita s. Godrici, edited by Surtees Society 
(London: 1845),-p. 119.-
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This rirst extant Mary lyric reflects the tradition of the 
Latin Hymns and accords with the sentiments of the Salve 
Regina and the Ave Maris Stella. Mary is the holy, kindly 
Mother of Christ, ·the nmater misericordiae, 11 the ''Dei mater 
alma.n Godric undoubtedly knew his Office and recited it 
every day. The second stanza of the Memento, rerum Conditor, 
the hymn for Prime and the day Hours, seemB to be the 
direct source of Godric's Cantus: 
Maria Mater gratiae, 
Dulcis Parens clementiae, 
Tu nos ab hoste protege, 
Et mortis hora suscipe. 
Mother of grace, 0 Mary blest, 
To thee, sweet fount of love, we 
Shield us through life, and take 
To thy dear bosom when we die. 
fly; 
us hence 
( Prime : Hynm) 
If we examine Godric's song, we shall observe three note-
worthy facts. It is. in stanza form; it is embellished by 
rhyme, and it is fired by love.54 The music of the hymn 
survives.55 Musical notation may be found in the 
Appendix.56 
54william H. Schofield, English Literature from the 
Norman Conauest to Chaucer (New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1906), P• 37. · 
55Facsimile in George Saintsbury, History of English 
Prosody (1906), I, frontispiece. Transcriptions-and dis-
cussion in J. B. Trend, uThe First English Songs," Music 
and Letters .IX (1928), iii ff. 
56cr. Appendix IV. 
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Although alliteration appears in Godric 1 s lines, the Old 
English measure is breaking up in favor of a more regular 
movement, and the rhyme, aabb is used in the eight lines:57 
Godric 1 s Hymn to the Virgin has all the 
simplicity, the brevity, and the intensity of 
the finest lyric poetry. Direct is the appeal 
to Mary, the Virgin Mother of Christ, and the 
request to her help to get him safely into 
God 1 s kingdom. It has all the devices of the 
language which ally human speech to music, the 
melody, the short stanza form, the rhyming couplet, 
the decorative device ot
8
tne pun on the saint's 
name and God's kingdom./ 
The lyric is an expression of the poet's feelings in rhythms 
corresponding to his emotion. Its importance lies in its 
features of style and spirit, which became the pattern of 
the religious lyric of the next three hundred years. There 
were many parallels to Godric 1 s prayer-lyrics. If the one 
basic qualification of a lyric is unity, and this unity is 
one of emotion, then the Marian lyrics can .claim the title, 
for the "Ladye Marye 11 was the greatest single inspiration of 
poetry in the succeeding centuries, from 1200 to 1500. 
The second contribution of Godric to English lyricism 
shows the influence of liturgical music. Upon analysis the 
melody appears to be an elaboration of the Kyrie eleison 
formula that precedes and follows it :59 
57Jo1Ul E. Wells, A Manual of the Writings in Middle 
English (New Haven: Yale University Press, 191~, p. SOO. 
58Joseph Ritson, Bibliographia Poetica (London: 
c. Roworth, 1802), p. 1. · · · 
59wager, ££• cit., pp. 241-242. 
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Crist and sainte Marie/ swa on scamel me iledde 
Pat ic on pis erde ne silde/ wip mine bare fote itredie.60 
-Formally, the lyric is more a quatrain than a couplet. The 
music has a corresponding melisma on 1~r!e and itred£e, which 
points more to their being thought of as the rhyming elements. 
From a musical standpoint the lyric is important since it is 
a vernacular outgrowth of the Liturgy. 
In Gregorian chant three melodic styles must be distin-
guished: the syllabic, the neumatic, and the melismatic. The 
syllabic style is characterized by its close connection with 
the text, and by simple recitation -with one note to each syllable. 
Since the text of these recitations is usually taken from the 
psa~s the group as a whole is called psalmody. The syllabic 
style has its proper place in the Liturgy as the antiphonal 
psalmody of the Office. The neumatic style differs from the 
syllabic in that it employs more than one note to one syllable, 
but usually not more than two or three. The liturgical place 
of the neumatic style is the antiphonal psalmody of the Mass. 
The melismatic style, which Godric used, finally stands apart 
from the other two styles because it is soloist's music not 
choral music. The melodies are highly florid and one syllable 
of the text may carry a great number of notes. This solo style 
is reserved in the Liturgy for the nocturnal responses of the 
Office and the responsorial chants of the Mass. 
6n__ · 
-wells, £2• £!1., p. 500. 
CHAPTER III 
MARIAN LYRIC OF THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY 
Gabriel fram evene-king 
sent to pe maide swete.--Angelus ad Virginem 
In the thirteenth century the Virgin dominated the 
imagination of men, and an ideal of noble womanhood resulted 
from this concept. All the arts joined in a vast concert of 
Marian praise which filled the Church with music. Archi-
tecture attained its highest perfection in the cathedrals 
built in her honor. Sculpture recaptured its ancient beauty 
in the adornment of her shrines; painting glorified her 
beauteous form of Virgin and Mother. The modern English 
language assumed shape and power in the vernacular and pro-
duced the English lyric. "Born of music and the word, 11 the 
first lyrics clustered around Mary 1 s name. 
The two factors that helped to shape the Middle English 
lyric were the Latin hymns and the affective movement begun 
by St. Anselm, carried on by St. Aelred, the "English Bernard," 
1 and popularized by the Mendicant Orders. Medieval emotional 
development followed the prevailing ideas, opinions, convic-
tions of Patristic Christianity, but its greatest achievement 
1 was the imbuing of Christianity with the human elements of 
love, and fear, and pity: 
From the eleventh century onward, the gathering 
religious feeling pours itself out in passionate 
utterances; and in this new emotionalizing of 
Latin Christianity lay the chief religious office 
of the Middle Ages.61 
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Devotion to the Sacred Humanity of Christ and veneration for 
His Blessed Mother transfused the Latin hymn with emotion, 
and revived the Gospe l element in it. Not as a majestic 
'tueen but a.s a loving Mother with her new born babe suckling 
at her breast, _or as a sorrowful, compassionate Mother 
1 beneath the cross of her Son was the Virgin Mary depicted in 
poetry and art.62 The love for the Virgin lost nothing by 
the recognition of her complete humanity. In fact, it gained. 
The note of simplicity in which the Divine is merged with 
the human in the tender intimacy of the Son and the Mother 
, made the Mary song s of the later Middle Ages lyrical out-
bursts of genuine emotion. The happy sense of familiarity 
with the company of heaven, one of the beautiful characteristics 
of medieval folk,manifested itself in hundreds of lyrics 
varying in form and content a s well as in degrees of poetic 
value. Most of these lyrics were anonymous. Like the Gothic 
architecture of the century, clergy and laity alike had a 
share in their composition. The influence of the Latin 
"proses liturgiques 11 on their thought and prosody cannot be 
overlooked. The English lyric felt the Latin liturgical 
61 Taylor, £E• cit., P• 359. 
62Edward I. Watkin, Catholic Art and Culture (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1944), pp. 71-72. 
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influence long before the Normans came and equipped it anew. 
Theodor Wolpers in his article 11 Geschichte der englischen 
Marienlyrik im Mittelalter," traces this influence through 
a series of motives, such as the uGebetsmoti ve," 
"Freudensmotive," "Planctusmoti v .ri63 
A Divine Service book of the eleventh century is to be 
seen in the British Museum in which the hymns s.re in Latin, 
but with an interlinear English translation. A Breviary of 
the same period, used at Worcester, contains psalms and hymns 
in both languages, some of them set to music. In the 
thirteenth century more than one vernacular Psalter appeared, 
showing the Saxon mode interacting with the Latin. 64 To 
rhymed Latin verse the Marian lyric owed its quickening pulse 
and singing quality, its resonance and expressiveness. The 
slower Saxon beat was gradually, but not absolutel~dis-
counted in prosody. Both alliteration and rhyme were used, 
but the stanza was clearly an adapted Latin form. 65 A glance 
at the lyrics of the thirteenth century is like a peep into 
the Book of Hours. The shaping power of the Latin liturgical 
formulae is manifest in the metrical structure and diction of 
the lyrics. 
63Theodor .Wolpers, 11 Geschichte der englischen Marienlyrik 
im Mittelalter," Anglia, .Band 69 Heft I, pp. 3-89. 
64Frederick J. Gillman, The Evolution of the English 
~ (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1927J,-p: 123. 
65Ernest Rhys, Lyric Poetry (New York: E. P. Dutton and 
Company, 1913), P• 31. 
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The following lyric, typical of its class, is a literal 
rendering of the Latin hymn, Gaude virgo mater Christi: 
Glade us maiden, moder milde, 
purru pin herre pu were wid childe--
Gabriel he seide it pe-
Glade us, ful of gode Pine, 
pam pu bere bu ten pine 
wid pe~ lilie of chastete. 
Glade us of iesu pi sene 
pat polede deit for monis loue; 
pat dehit was, quiic up arcs. 
Glade us maiden, crist up stey 
& in heuene ~ei-sey; 
He bar him seluen into is clos. 
Glade us marie, to Ioye ibrout,--
Muche wrchipe crist .hau pe i-worut--
in heuene brit in pi paleis; 
Per pat frut of plre wombe 
Be i-yefin us forte fonggn 
in Ioye pat is endeles. 
(Trinity Cell. Camb. MS. 323) 
In the MS. the Latin text alternates stanza by stanza with 
the English verses, and the stanzas of the English follow the 
rime-scheme of the Latin original.67 
In 1224, St. Edmund Rich, Archbishop of Canterbury, added 
a joyous "chanson d 1 aventure" to the lyricism of medieval 
England when he brought the Sons of St. Francis tow ork side 
by side with the Benedictines: 
The new spirit brought from Italy by the friars 
and perpetuated in a thousand carols and hymns and 
frescoes and meditations, with their romantic and 
almost chivalrous love of the humanity of Christ, 
66Brown, XIIIth Century, pp. 32-33· 
67Ibid., P• 181. 
was surely the ·r~ost precious possession of the 
medieval world.b8 
With the arrival of the friars in England, Franciscan influence 
showed itself very strongly in the lyric development. The 
romanticism of the Poor Man of Assisi, lover of Lady Poverty, 
and brother of all things lovable, found expression in choral 
prayers formed on the Latin hymns and Sequences. Music and 
poetry blended in one art form: 
Liturgical music seems to have had a greater 
direct influence upon native musical composition 
than did the art, i~debted to the same source, 
of the troubadours.b9 
Among the earliest types illustrating the singer's devo-
tion is the prayer verse which borrows its idiom from the 
orations at the beginning and end of the Hours. The most 
illustrious of the prayer-verse lyrics is the oldest of the 
surviving specimens, 11 0n God Ureisun of Ure Le.fdi, 11 skilfully 
written in rhyming couplets. Employing a highly cultivated 
literary dialect, the . poet uses every device of the eye and 
the ear to achieve his effect. The lyric belongs to an early 
form of the Franciscan tradition and is less rigidly formal 
than many of the later works that correspond to it. It 
embraces the whole field of Mariology and gains much of its 
effect from its sensuous language.70 Its opening lines are 
68 Dam Knowles, The English Ivtrstics (London: 1927), p. 60. 
69 . Wager, ££• cit., p. 241. 
7°Kane, 2£• cit., P• 135. 
those of gratitude and offering into Mary's hands. These 
lines have their source in the Salve Regina, the liturgical 
evening prayer, sung from Trinity to Advent. 
Cristes milde moder seynte marie, 
Mines liues leome, mi leoue lefdi, 
To pe ich buwe & mine kneon ich beie, 
And al min heorte blod to pe ich offrie. 
Pu ert mire soule liht & mine heorte blisse, 
Mi lif & mi to-hope, min heale mid iwisse. 
Ich ouh purpie pe mid alle mine mihte, 
And singge pe lofsong bi daie & bi nihte. 
Vor pu me hauest iholpen a ueole kunne wise 
And ibrouht of helle in-to paradise, 
Ich hit ponkie pe mi leoue lefdi, 
And ponkie wulle pe hwule Pet ich liuie.71 
As the 11 Ureisun11 continues, the words of the Salve, 
Salve Regina, mater misericordiae, 
Vita, dulcedo et spea nostra, salve, 
Hail, holy Queen, mother of mercy, 
Hail, our life, our sweetness, and our hope, 
blend with the triumphant notes of the Ave Regina Coelorum, 
another Anthem sung at Compline, from Candlemas to Easter: 
Ave Regina Coelormn, 
Ave Domina Angelorum 
Salve radix, salve porta 
Ex qua mundo lux est orta. 
Hail, 0 Queen of heaven enthroned, 
Hail, by angels mistress owned. 
Root of Jessel Gate of morn, 
Whence the world's True Light was born. 
Mary's Motherhood, virginity, and queenship are extolled in 
the lines: 
71 Brown, XIIIth Century, p. 3. 
Pu ert briht & blisful ouer alle wummen, 
And god pu ert & gode leof ouer alle wepmen; 
• • • 
Vor pu ert hore blostme bi-uoren godes trone • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Heih is pe kinestol on-uppe cherubine, 
Bi-uoren pine leoue sune wipinnen seraphine. 
• 
The author identifies heaven with that perfect country which 
has haunted the fancy of dreamers in all literature. 
Pu 3iuest eche resteful of swete blisse 
Per pe neure deap ne come, ne herm ne sorinesse.72 
-
This concept, coming early in the poem, is artistically good 
for it establishes a mood of receptivity to the more earnest 
problem of actually winning salvation that is treated later. 
Its smooth lines have a murmurous sound, a polished syntactical 
flow; their effect is, in view of the subject, remarkably 
visual.73 Rossetti and the pre-Raphaelites of the later 
nineteenth century painted verbal pictures of this type in 
their poetry. Perhaps, they may have culled some thoughts 
from this thirteenth century lyric. 
Al pin bird is i-schrud mid hwite ciclatune, 
And alle heo beop ikruned mid guldene krune; 
Heo beop so read so rose, so hwit so pe lilie, 
And euer-more heo beop gled & singep puruhut murie. 
Wdd brihte 3imstones hore krune is al biset, 
And al heo dop pet ham l:ikep, so pet no ping-ham ne let. 74 
72Brown, XIIIth Century, pp. 3-4. 
73 . . : . 
Kane, .2£• cit., P• 135. · 
74-.srown, .2E.• cit., PP• 3-4. 
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The poet is in servitude for Mary's love, for he has forsaken 
all that was deal" to him. He implores her, his 11 lief sweet 
lady," to have pity on him, to shield him from sorrow, and 
heal his wounds; for in her is all his trust, after her dear 
Son. Ten Brink has criticized the following lines as too 
exaggerated in the praise of Mary. "We feel as if the Deity 
himself were addressed,n75 he says. 
Mi leoue lif urom pine luue ne schal me no ping todealen, 
Vor o pe is al ilong mi lif & eke min heale. 
Vor pine luue i swinke & sike wel ilome, 
Vor pine luue ich ham ibrouht in-to weoudome, 
Vor pine luue ich uorsoc al pet me leof was 
And 3ef pe al mi suluen, looue lif, ipench pu pes.76 
Although the poem shows more feeling than any other work of 
this period, the lines db not seem exaggerated to those who 
understand the medieval concept of the Virgin Mary. They are 
simply an outpouring of genuine feeling, recognizing Mary as 
the Mediatrix of all graces. The concluding lines beseech 
Mary for' her blessing: 
Alle wurpschipe haue pu on heouene & ec on eorpe, 
And alle gledschipe haue pu al-so pu ert wurpe; 
Nu ich pe biseche ine cristes cherite 
Pet pu pine blescinge & pine luue 3iue me.77 
(Cotton Yffi. Nero A. xiv) 
These last lines are similar in spirit and in word to the 
second stanza of the Ave Regina: 
75Ten Brink, English Literature to Wyclif, p. 205. 
76Brown, 11 0n God Ureisun of Ure Lefdi," pp. 5-6. 
77rbid., p. 7. 
Gaude Virgo gloriosa, 
Super omnes speciosa, 
Vale o valde decora, 
Et pro nobis Christum exora. 
Glorious Virgin, joy to thee, 
Beauteous above all we see, 
Hail, 0 thou most lovely onel 
Plead for us with Christ thy -Son. 
(Compline: Hymn) 
The entire "Ureison" is modelled on the Lauds Antiphons of 
Advent in the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin. These 
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antiphons are those of the Office of the Assumption. They 
describe .Mary's actual, presen.t, glorious, abiding state. 
They sing of her Assumption into heaven, and the joy of the 
heavenly hosts; they rejoice in her place beside the starry 
throne of the King of Kings; they glory in her attractive 
beauty and sweetness; they profess her ministry in giving us 
the Fruit of life; and they exult in her victorious beauty 
and power against God's enemies.78 The following verse formE 
the Offertory Prayer of the Mass for the Assumption Feast: 
Assumpta est Maria in coelum: gaudent angeli, 
collaudantes benedicunt Dominum, alleluja. 
l'dary is taken . up into heaven, the angels rejoice 
and with praises bless the Lord, Alleluia. 
(Offertory: Verse) 
One of the most melodious lyrics in the early part of 
the thirteenth century is written "Of One That is so Fair and 
Brightl" The melody is so marked that it is frequently 
included among carol collections. In the usual carol, the 
78 Ryan, ~· cit., pp. 71-72. 
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Latin phrase is a refrain. Here, the Latin phrases are 
borrowed from the medieval hymn, Ave Maris Stella, sung at 
First Vespers in the Divine Office. This hymn was a favorite 
with the Mi ddle English poets, for its accentual rhythm was 
eminently fitted for popular song . Furthermore, under an 
unpretentious exterior there was hidden an unusual depth and 
wealth of thought and an exceptional symmetry and artistry 
of structure, that appealed to the medieval mind: 
Ave maris stella, 
Dei mater alma, 
Atque semper virgo, 
Felix caeli porta. 
Sumens illud Ave, · 
Gabrielis ore , 
Funda nos in pace, 
Mutans Hevae nomen ••• 
Hail, thou star of oceanl 
Portal of the skyl 
Ever Virgin Mother 
Of the Lord most highl 
Ohl by Gabriel's Ave, 
Uttered long ago, 
Eva's name reversing, 
Establish peace below ••• 
(Vespers I: Hymn) 
Although the vernacular English forms the basis of 
poetic composition, the Latin is blended in each stanza most 
appropriately:79 
79william Wehrle, The Macaronic ~ Tradition in 
Medieval English Literature (Washington, D. c.: Catholic 
University of America Dissertation, 1933), pp. 19-35. 
For on pat is so feir ant brist 
Velud maris stella, 
bristore pen pe dai-is list, 
parens & puella, 
i erie pe grace of pe. 
levedi, prie pi sone for me 
tam pia, 
pat i mote come to pe 
maria. 
Levedi, best of all ping, 
rosa sine spina, 
peu bere ihesu, hevene-king, 
gratia divina. 
of alle pou berest pat pris, 
heie quen in parais 
electa, 
moder milde ant maidan ec 
efecta. 
· . . 
1 Like the original Latin model, the lyric contains five 
stanzas each stanza saluting the Virgin Mary, claiming her 
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as Mother, and asking for her intercession. These three con-
cepts of Mary as Queen, Mother, and Advocate were contributed 
by the Latin hymn, adopted by the Middle English poet; and 
incorporated into his lyric: 
In car ant consail pou art best, 
felix fecundata; 
to alle weri pou art rest, 
mater honorata. 
bi-hold tou him wid milde mod 
pat for us alle scedde is blod 
in cruce; 
bidde we moten come to him 
in luce. 
Al pe world it wes fur-lorn 
poru eva peccatrice 
to-forn pat ihesu was iborn 
ex te genitrice; 
porou ave, e wende awei, 
pe pestri nist ant com pe dai 
salutis, 
pe welle springet out of pe 
virtu tis. 
Vuel pou wost he is pi sone 
ventre quem portasti; 
he nul nout werne pe pi bone 
paruum quem lactasti. 
so god ant so mild e is, 
he bringet us alle in-to is blis 
superni; 
he hauet i-dut pe foule put 
inferni.eo 
(Trinity Coll. Camb. MS. 323) 
Comparable to the "velud marls stella" is a charming 
poem from the West Midland district. French rhymes in the 
second half-line blend with the English of the First half: 
Mayden moder milde, oiez eel oreysoun; 
from shome pou me shilde, e de ly malfeloun. 
for loue of pine childe me menez de tresoun; 
Ich wes wod & wi~de, ore su en prisoun. 
Pou art feyr & fre, a plein de doucour; 
of pe sprong pe ble ly souerein creatour. 
mayde, · byseche y pe vostre saint socour 8 meoke & mylde be wip me pur la sue amour. 1 
(MS. Harley 2253) 
The complimentary address, the recognition of Mary's 
Motherhood, and the plea for help are all present here. 
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Mildnes·s, sweetness, and meekness were the qualities of 
the Virgin Mary conveyed in the lyric poems. Mary's inter-
cessory power was invoked to "bring us to pe bless pat 
lestep buten ende.n Her hymns of praise and prayer were 
accompanied by music in which we can see the persistence and 
flowering of Gregorian art. The biblical story of the 
Angelic Salutation held a fascination for the 1Mddle English 
80 Brown, XIIIth Century, pp. 24-25. 
81Ibid., p. 155. 
poets. The Ave Maria began the Little Of.fice and was the 
favorite prayer of the Middle Ages. Its poetic variations 
were many, The following lyric, called "Look on Me with Thy 
Sweet Eyes," is effective because of its naturalness and 
unpretentiousness. 'l1he mood, the emotion, and the words are 
the common property of the tlire; only the act of expressing 
them in this particular combination and in concise and com-
pressed verse is ori ginal with the poet:82 
Moder, loke one me 
wid pine suete eyen, 
rest & blisse gef pu me, 83 mi lehedi, pen ic deyen. 
(Trinity Coll. Camb. I~. 323) 
The Allgelus ad Virginem lyric dating from the thirteenth 
century or perhaps earlier, is preserved for us with musical 
notation in three manuscripts. It hides the richest music 
in the simplest words: 
Gabriel, fram evene-king 
sent to pe maide swete, 
broute pire blisful tiding 
And faire he gan hire greten: 
1heil be Pu ful of grace a-rith1 
for godes sone, pis evene lith, -
for mannes louen 
wile man bicomen, 
and taken 
fles of pe maiden brith, 
maken fre for to maken 
of senne and deules mith.' 
Mildeliche 1m gan andsweren 
pe milde maiden panne: 
' Wichewise sold ichs beren 
child with-huten manne?' 
82Kane, 2£• cit., PP• 126-127. 
83srown, XIIIth Century, P• 42. 
I 
pangle seide~ 'ne dred te nout; 
purw poligast sal ben iwrout 
pis ilche ping 
war-of tiding 
ichs bringe, 
al manken wrth ibout 
pur pi swete chiltinge, 
and hut of pine ibrout.•84 
(Arundel MS. 24-8} 
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That this melody was popular in the fourteenth century is 
shown not only by the three-part setting of the hymn but by 
the mention of some version of the song by Chaucer when writing 
about Nicholas~ the "poore scholar 11 in "The Miller's Tale." 
And all above ther lay a gay sautrye 
On which he made a-nightes melodye~ 
So swetely that al the chamber rang, 
And Angelus ad Virginem he sang.85 
Gabriel's greeting to Mary~ charged as it was with deep 
spiritual significance, became a prominent factor in the 
shaping of the Rosary devotion that had its birth in the 
spiritual soil of the Irish-British homeland, and from there 
extended to the Continent. The words of the salutation and 
the answer of the Virgin Mary lent themselves not only to 
musical setting and dramatic presentation, but also to alter-
nate recitation. The structure of the song is patterned on 
the Latin. 
84Ibid., PP• 75-76. 
8~. N. Robinson~ The Poetical Works of Chaucer, Cambridge 
Edition (Boston: Houghton ~ifflin Company-;-1933), p. 57. 
Henceforth~ all quotations from Chaucer will be taken from 
this text. 
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The Angelus ad Virginem is a twelve-lined stanza 
elaborately rhymed, with lines varying rrom one to rour 
stresses. It is a direct translation or the Latin sequence 
"Angelus ad uirginem, subintrans in conclaue" printed in 
Dreves' Analecta Hymnica, viii, 49. In the Arundel MS. the 
text or the Latin original, accompanied by musical notes, 
precedes the English verses.86 The dialogue or Mary and the 
angel lends a dramatic intensity to the piece: 
Wan I;>e maiden understud 
and pangles wordes herde. 
mildeliche with milde mud 
to I;>angle hie andswerde; 
'hur lordes I;>eumaiden iwis 
ics am, pat her a-bouen is. 
anenttis me, 
rulrurthed be 
pi sawe; 
pat ics, sithen his wil is, 
maiden, withhuten lawe 
or moder, haue pe blis. 
The prayer-song ends with a petition ror rorgiveness to the 
" Maiden, moder makeles": 
Maiden, moder makeles, 
of milche rul ibunden, 
bid for hus 1m pat pe ches 
at wam pu grace funde, 
pat he for giue hus senne and wrake, 
and clene of euri gelt us make, 
and eune blis, 
wan hure time is 
to steruen, 
hus glue, for pine sake 
him so her ror to seruen 
pat he us to him take. 
(Arundel MS . 248) 
86cr. Append i x V ror musical notation. 
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The English people of the Middle Ages had a marked devo-
tion to Our Lady's Joys. The Annunciation and the mystery of 
the Incarnation were the earliest themes for lyric poetry. 
There is abundant evidence in the manuscripts that Mary 
appealed especially as the "Blissful Maiden. 11 The popu-
larity of the five joys was due, in great measure, to the 
tradition that this was the favorite devotion of the martyr 
most beloved of the English people, St. Thomas of Canterbury. 
' Two Latin sequences, one beg inning Imperatrix gloriosa, and 
the other Hodierna lux diei, written by St. Thomas, are 
found in missals of the Middle Ages.87 These sequences were 
the source of the Marian lyrics, called 11 The Five Blisses." 
The number i'i ve ws.s probably used to correspond to the devo-
tion of the five wounds of Our Saviour. The feasts com-
memorated as joys comprised the Annunciation, the Nativity, 
the Resurrection, the Ascension, and the Assumption. The 
following lyric celebrates Mary's joys. The particular Joy 
of the Virgin Mary is honored in the first four lines of each 
stanza, and an intercessory prayer is offered in the last 
four lines: 
Leuedy, for pare blisse 
pat pu heddest at pe frume, 
Po pu wistest myd-iwisse 
pat ihesus wolde beo pi sune,-
Pe hwile we beop on lyue pisse 
sunnen to don is vre wune-
Help vs nv pat we ne mysse . 
of pat lif pat is to cume. 
87chandlery, ££• cit., p. 232. 
Moder, blipe were pu po 
hwanne pu iseye heouen-king 
Of pe ibore Wip-vte WO 
pat scop pe and alle ping. 
Beo vre scheld from vre ivo 
& yef vs pine blessyng; 
And bi-wyte vs euer-mo 
from alle-kunnes suneging. 
Leuedi, al myd rihte 
pu were gled and blipe 
Po crist pureh his myhte 
_ aros from depe to lyue, 
Pat alle ping con dihte 
and wes i-boren of wyue 
He make vs clene and bryhte 
for his wundes fyue.tltl 
{Jesus Coll. Oxf. MS. 29) 
The five joys of the Virgin go back ultDnately to 
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certain antiphons in the Horae. The antiphons at Lauds and 
Vespers in the Advent Office are those of the Office of the 
Annunciation. They are taken from the first chapter of st. 
Luke. The antiphons at Lauds and Vespers in the Christmas 
Office are from the Liturgy of the Circumcision, celebrating 
the wonder of the union of the divine nature with the human. 
The Antiphons for Lauds in the Little Office throughout the 
year, are those of the Office of the Assumption.89 Some-
times the paraphrase is fairly close; at other times, the 
resemblance only is there. Patterson90 gives a rendering of 
88Brown, XIIIth Century, pp. 65-67. 
89 Ryan,_2£. cit., pp. 71-75. 
9°Patterson, The Middle English Penitential Lyric, 
pp. 180-194-
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the joys of the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Resurrection, 
and the Ascension, and Assumption, in 
1 an othir salutacion to oure Lady' 
recorded in the Middle English Pryrner, the Lay Folks Prayer 
Book: 
'Hell thou, virgyne modir of crist, that bi 
eere conceyuedist: thur3 gabriels message. 
'Heil thou, for ful with god, childedist 
withoute peyne: with lilye of chastite. 
1 Heil thou, for of thi sone whom thou 
sorwedist to suffre deeth: the resurrection 
shyneth. 
'Heil thou, crist up sti3ynge, and in to heuene 
thee seynge; is born bi his owne mouyng. 
'Heil marie, that after him sti3est, and 
it is to thee greet honoure: in the palece 
of heuene. 
· ~nere the fruyt of thi wombe, bi thee is 3ouun 
us to use: in everlastynge ioye. Amen.•9l 
The poem is a paraphrase .of the familiar Gaude virgo mater. 
It begins and ends in the words of the ttHail Mary." It is 
another expression of praise, plea for protection, and 
petition for salvation. 11 Lady, help us at our ending11 was a 
daily prayer in medieval England: 
Maidin and moder pat bar pe heuene-kinge, 
Wer u s fro ure wyper-wines at ure handing, 
Blisced be pe pappis pat godis sone se.uk 
Pat bargh ure kinde pat pe nedre bysuak. 
Moder of milce and maidin marl, 
help us at ure hending for pi merci. 
pat suete ihesu pat born was of' pe, 
pe giue us in is godhed him to se. 
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Ihesus for pi moder luue and for pin hali wndis, 
pu leise us of pe sinnes pat we are in-ne bunde.92 
· (Cotton I~. Cleopatra B. vi) 
A new lyric note is struck in "A Prayer to the Mother of' 
Mildness,n where a repetition of one or two phrases at the 
beginning of some of the stanza.s serves as a refrain. The 
first and fifth stanzas begin with the words, 11 Ibles sed beo 
pu lauedi." 
Iblessed beo pu, lauedi, ful of houene Blisse, 
swete flur of parais, moder of mildernisse. 
Pu praie ihesu crist pi sone, pat he me i-vlisse 
ware-a-lond al awo ihc beo, pat he me ne i-misse • 
• • • • • • • 
Iblessed beo pu, lauedi, so fair and so briht, 
.Al min hope is uppon pe, bi dai and bi nicht. 
Helpe pruh pin milde mod, for wel pu mist, 
• 
pat ich neuere for feondes sake fur- go pin eche liht. 
The sixth and eighth stanzas commence with "Briht and scene 
quen of houene." 
Briht and scene quen of houene, ich bidde pin swmes hore 
Pe sunnes pat ich habbe i-cvn, heo rewwep me ful sore; 
wel ofte ich-chabbe pe .fur-saken; wilich neuer eft more, 
Lauedi for pine sake, treuwen feondes lore • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Bricht and scene quen of storre, so me liht and lere, 
in pis false fikele world so me led and steore, 
Pat ich at min ende-dai ne habbe non feond to fere 
ihesu, mit ti swete blod pu bohtest me ful deore.9j 
(B. M. MS. Egerton 613) 
92Brown, XIIIth Century, p. 127. 
93rbid., PP· 111-113. 
To the Franciscans we owe the two great hymns, the 
Stabat Mater and the Dies Irae, 94 the one remarkable for 
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its tenderness, the other unrivalled for its rude grandeur. 
Both of these Latin hymns had an influence on the English 
lyric and the English drama. Through the spirituality of the 
Sons of St. Francis, a note of intense personal compassion 
crune into men's thoughts of the Passion. The forlorn "Mater 
Dolorosa" at the foot of the Cross, as pictured by Jacopone 
da Tod i, was the inspiration :for the Marian laments. Stab at 
iuxta Christi crucem is paralleled by an English version in 
the same measure as the Latin original, and directly para-
phrases the Latin text: 
Iesu aristes milde moder 
stud, biheld hire sone o rode 
pat he was ipined on; 
pe sone heng, I?e moder stud 
and biheld hire childes blud, 
wu it of hise wundes ran • 
• • • • • • • 
Nu his heued with blud bi-sprunken, 
nu his side with spere istungen, 
pu biheld, leuedi fre. 
Nu his hones sprad o rode, 
nu hise fet washen wit blode 
an i-naillet to I?e tre. 
Nu his bodi with scurges beten, 
and his blud so wide hut-leten 
maden pe pin herte sor. 
94Mar~aret Williams, Gleewood (New York: Sheed and 
Ward, 1949}, P• 450. 
War-so pu castest thin eyen, . 
pine strong pu soie im dreien-- .5 
ne mithte noman polie mor.9 
(Arundel MS. 248) 
But before the sorrowful hymn is ended, the grief is turned 
into joy, and the last part of the lyric reechoes the bliss 
of the Gaude virgo, mater Christi: 
Glade and blithe pu us make 
for pi suete sones sake, 
edi maiden, blisful wif.96 
The complete text is a translation of the sequence resembling 
the Stabat Mater. 97 The opening words, 11Stabat iuxta Christi 
crucemn are taken from John 19:2.5. They form the opening 
words of the hymn that is recognized as the most pathetic 
of the Middle Ages. In language of simple emotion, and 
arrenged in six-line stanzas, rhyming aabccb, this Latin 
sequence became the source and model for Marian laments. 
The early lyric was mainly fostered by the Franciscans. In 
fact, Reese tells us that, 
Such an English song as this might have been 
actually used in the Church, for there is an 
early fourteenth century Latin sermon that 
provides for the rendering of this very 
sequence in English, with impersonation of 
the Mother and Son, completely within8the frame of the regular church service.9 
9.5Brown, XIIIth Century, pp. 83-8.5. 
96Ibid. 
97cf. Appendix VI for music of Stabat iuxta Christi 
crucem. 
8 9 Reese, ££• cit., P• 389. 
I 
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Realistic crucifixes and wayside shrines were built at 
the cross-roads in England, replacing the older Byzantine 
type which portrayed Christ as King of Glory rather than as 
the Man of Sorrows. Pathetic and stirring in its message, 
yet a masterpiece of achievement,is the following lyric found 
among thirteenth century manuscripts: 
Nou goth sonne vnder wod,-
me reweth, marie, pi faire Rode 
Now gop sonne vnder tre,-
me rewep, marie, pi sene and pe.99 
In this quatrain, which Carleton Brown calls "Sunset on 
Calvary," the fusion of devotional and creative activities 
is nearly complete. Deep emotion and subtle art attended 
its composition. Its first effect is pictorial: the sun 
falling beneath an arm of the cross, and Mary's face, tear-
stained and not beautiful now raised to that cross. The 
opening line is a triumph of selection. Two details only 
have been taken from the Calvary scene, but these two details 
are most significant. The setting sun, the ·stark silhouettes 
against the light, the end of a long day of immeasurable 
unhappiness,--these responses not only carry their own weight 
of feeling, but can also set off trains of associations 
related to the most dramatic and personal experience in the 
mind of the Christian.lOO The second line is the poet•s 
1. 99Brown, XIIIth Century, p. 1. 
lOO:Kane, .2£• cit., pp. 140-142. 
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re gret for beauty destroyed and may be traced to a phrase in 
the Canticles, 
'quia sol decoloravit me.' 
The lyric was introduced in the Text of Archbishop Edmund's 
Speculum Ecclesie, a treatise composed at Pontigny, about 
' 1239-1240. The English quatrain is preceded in the text by 
a rhythmical passage in French prose r~lating to the commit-
ment of the Virgin to st. John at the Gross. In this medita-
tion on the Stabat Mater St. Edmund quotes the phrase from 
the Canticles, 
'carle solail me ad descolur~e,' 
and then introduces the lyric with the following words: 
E pur ceo dit an Engleis en teu manere de pite. 
The 11Engleis 11 might have been Edmund himself .101 'YVhoever 
the author, he extracted by selection of detail the greatest 
possible emotional effect from the subject. The inspiration 
of this remarkable quatrain was probably the Vesper antiphon 
commemorating the taking down from the cross as recorded in 
the medieval form of the Little Office. Vfhatever the origin 
may be, by skilful use of emphasis the emotion has been 
turned into an artistic and religious channel. Brown says 
of the lyric: 
The picture suggested in these four lines--the 
sinking of the sun behind some lonely forest, 
the shadows of evening and then darkness--makes 
lO~rown, XIIIth Century, PP• 16,5-166. 
a beautiful and appropriate figure to represent 
the death of the Son of Man and the grief of the 
heart-broken Mother ••• If we had other pieces 
of similar perfection to place beside 'Sunset 
and Calvary' we should be justified in -recognizing 
the first half of the thirteenth century as a 
high-water mark of the religious lyric.l02 
Another evidence of the Franciscan spirit is seen in 
a later lyric, "I sigh when I sing. 11 103 
I syke when Y singe, 
For sorewe pat Y se, 
When Y wip wypinge 
Biholde upon pe tre, 
Ant se Jesu, pe suete, 
Is herte-blod forlete 
For pe love of me. 
Ys woundes waxen wete; 
Pei wepen stille and mete; 
Marie rewep pe. 
He3e upon a doune, 
Per al folk hit se may, 
A mile from pe toune, 
Aboute pe midday, 
Pe rode is-up arered; 
His frendes aren afered, 
Ant clyngep so pe clay. 
Pe rode stont in stone; 
Marie stont hire one, 
Ant seip 1Weylawayl 
(Harleian MS. 2253) 
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In lyric form and cadence, the singing note is here. There 
is a distinctive recognition of the rise and fall of verse. 
Each stanza ends with N~ry saying something as, 
Mary pities thee. 
102 Ibid., p. xvi. 
l03A. s. Cook, A Literar~ Middle English Reader (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1915), pp.5S-4-S7. 
6o 
The variety of the Marian lyrics during the thirteenth 
century shows the remarkable development of poetic prosody 
in Middle English. The earlier verse forms of alliteration 
and caesura give way to stanzaic structure and rhyme. 
Various lengths of line and combination of rhyme schemes 
give "unity amid variety.n The interaction of Latin with 
the English vernacular lightens the Anglo-Saxon beat and 
makes the language more pliant.104 In its commerce with 
Norman-French, the vernacular lyric shows a sensitiveness to 
' new forms and an assimilative faculty that affect its lyric 
note. 'Ihe verse gains in plasticity, grace, and adaptability, 
but the Anglo-Saxon backbone is still there in idiom and in 
fibre.l05 The following lyric of the late thirteenth century 
shows the Latin and French interacting with the English, 
achieving a new form and proving the lyric sure of its 
future: 
Blow, northerne wynd, 
sent pou me my suetyngl 
blow, norperne wynd, 
bloul bloul bloul 
Ichot a burde in boure bryght 
pat fully semly is on syht, 
menskful maiden of myht, 
feir ant fre to fonde; 
In al pis wurhliche won, 
a burde of blod & of bon 
neuer 3ete y nuste non 
Lussomore in londe. 
lOir · 
""'"Rhy s , .2E.. c it • , p • 42. 
105 4 Ibid., pp. 35- 5. 
• • • • 
heo is dereworpe in day, 
graciouse, stout, & gay, 
gentil, iolyf so pe Iay, 
worhliche when heo wakep. 
Maiden murgest of mouP; 
bi est, bi west, by norp & ~oup, 
pat such murPes makep. 
Heo 
heo 
heo 
ant 
heo 
heo 
heo 
ant 
is coral of godnesse, 
is rubie of ryhtfulnesse, 
is cristal of clannesse 
baner of bealte, 
is lilie of largesse, 
is paruenke of prouesse, 
is solsecle of su~tnesse 
ledy of lealte.lOb 
(MS. Harley 2253) 
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Some lines are modelled after the French; others recall the 
Latin of the liturgical hymns. The jewelled similes of the 
third stanza quoted here are very similar to those used of 
the Virgin Mary in some ot the "proses liturgiques" on the 
continent, and their kindred church-songs at home.l07 
lO~rown,XIIIth Century, pp. 148-149· 
107 . Rhys, .Q£• .£.!!_., p. 4J.. 
CHAPTER IV 
MARIAN LYRIC OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY 
He Alma redemptoris gan to singe .•• 
This welle of mercy, Cristes mooder sweete--
Prioress•s Tale 
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The main types of Marian poetry found in the thirteenth 
century continued to appear in the fourteenth. The hymn, 
however, was characterized by a deeper devotion, spirituality, 
and mystical love-longing. Many of these were translated 
from the Latin and were written in every kind of dialect, 
1lidland, Northern, and Southern. There were orisons to the 
Virgin, meditations on the Passion, and charming ululley11 
songs. One is amazed at their poignant tenderness, their 
passionate mysticism, their often beautiful phrases and 
rhythms.l08 
The mystical element in fourteenth century lyricism is 
best seen in the poems of the Yorkshire hermit, Richard Rolle 
of Hampole, who seemed to have adopted the ~linorite practice 
of endeavoring to sanctify song. All his verse is of 'love-
singing' filled with that sense of personal contact between 
the soul and the Divine object which lies at the heart of the 
mystical experience. Rolle led the chorus of the religious 
lyric singers and set the pattern for a whole school of 
108 Rose Macaulay, Some Religious Elements in En~lish 
Literature {London: The Hogarth Press, 1931), pp. 4 -47. 
poets.109 Miss Underhill calls him the ''English Francis," 
for in his life and temperament there are many parallels 
with the 11 11 ttle man of Assisi. 11 
••• both were natural artists, who found in music 
and poetry the fittest means of expression for 
their impassioned and all-dominating love of God.110 
Both· had the gift of song, by means of which they gave expres-
sion to their love. Yet we are struck by a sharp contrast 
rather than a strict similarity between the two. Richard's 
lyrics are personal and individual; he pours out his heart by 
himself as he "sings his prayers with notes.ttlll On the 
. other hand, Francis sings in company, and his fellow-
wayfarers catch up the song and join in the refrain. There 
are no refrains in the songs of Richard Rolle save what he 
hears the angels sing as he sits in the chapel at night 
' before supper.ll2 To St. Francis, "the servants of the Lord 
were nothing else than his minstrels." To Richard the life 
of contemplation was essentially musical. We must remember 
that F'rancis was a trouv~re in his youth and a poet to the 
very end of his life, enjoining upon his Brothers the duty 
of becoming 11 ioculatores Domini" and turning song to the 
109E. K• Chambers and F. ·sidgwick, editors, Ea[gY English 
Literature (London: The Hogarth Press, 1931), pp. -47· 
11~. Underhill, Fire of Love, trans. F. M. Comper, 
London: 1930, p. viii-.--- -- ----
lllF. M. Comper, The Life and Lyrics of Richard Rolle 
(New York: E. P. Dutton-and Company, Inc.-,-1928) p. x. 
112Ibid. 
service of' heaven.ll3 Sister Mary Eunice quotes Dr. Horstmann 
in the Yorkshire Writers: 
His strength lies in his lyric fervour, in the 
truth of' his feeling, in the depth of his inner 
life, as in graphic descriptiveness, in happy 
illustrations from nature, life, his own experi-
ence; he strikes some of the deepest ch9pds that 
ever have sounded in the human breast.l~ 
Rolle's love for the Virgin is never absent from his love 
for Christ. In fact, he tells us that he came to the love 
of Jesus through devotion to His Mother: 
Ihesu Christ, my God veray, 
That of' our dear Lady was born • 
• • • • • • • • 
Hail Ihesu, the blessed tlower 
Of thy Mother, Virgin.ll/ 
The following 11Hail Mary1n has been attributed to Rolle: 
Heil lok, heil love, heil Mariel 
I heile the with herte and thout; 
I heil the with mouth and eize. 
ff'or my wilde werkes han bes nouht; 
I heile the and Merci erie, 
With al my bodi I have mis-wrouht; 
I heile the whom I schal dye, 
And help to blisse that we be brouht. 
Pray thi sone, that us deare bouht 
Graunt us grace for his pite, 
Though synnes have us thorwh-souht, 
Bring us to thi blis that ever schal be; Amen. Avetll6 
113chambers, 2£• cit., p. 288. 
' ll4sister M. Eunice, 22• cit., p. 138. 
115comper, 2£• cit., p. 161. 
116Rhys, 2£• cit., p. 63. 
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Vibrant with the sweetness of doctrine and redolent of the 
sanctity of the Ages of Faith and of Mary, Rolle's lyrics of 
1 tender love and reverence are comparable to the psalms for 
their expression of intense religious feeling. Like another 
Francis, it was he who rediscovered love and reinstalled 
feeling, the spring of poetry, for he was 
••• the minstrel, with his mystic union with the 
Queen of heaven, ••• his description of a lady 
more lovely and ·gentle than the loveliest dame 
in Camelot, of a queen more potent alike in her 
conquests and her miracles than the wisest of 
earthly kings and magicians.ll7 
As the century progressed, Marian . poetry, affected by a 
new romantic spirit, assumed a somewhat more literary style 
as seen in the Quia Amore Langueo, which consciously adopted 
I the special mode of courtly vision poetry in one of the most 
I 
1 
admired pieces in Middle English. The Virgin appears to one 
I who stood musing in a tttabernacle of a tower. 11 
I 
I 
In a tabernacle of a toure, 
As I stode musyng on the mone, 
A crouned quene most of honoure, 
Apered in gostly syght ful sone. 
She made compleynt thus by hyr one, 
For mannes soule was wrapped in wo: 
' I may nat leue mankynde all one, 
~ui a amore langueo. 
• • • • • • • • • 
'Moder of mercy I was for the made; 
Who nedeth hit but thow all-one? 
To gete the grace I am more glade 
Than thow to aske hit; why wylt pou noon? 
117G. R. Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Mediaeval 
!England (London: The University Press, 1933), p. 18. 
\Vhen seyd I nay, tel me, tyll oon? 
Forseth neuer yet, to frende ne foo; 
V{.hen pou askest nought, pan make I moone, 
Quia amore langueo. 
'I seke the in wele and wrechednesse, 
I seke the in ryches and pouerte; 
Thew man beholde where py moder ys, 
V{.hy louest pou me · nat syth I loue the? 
Synful or sory how euere thew be, 
So welcome to me there ar no mo; 
I am thy suster, ryght trust on me, 
~uia _ amore langueo • 
• • • • • • • • 
' Why was I crouned and made a quene? 
vVhy was I called of mercy the welle~ 
Vf.hy shuld an erply woman bene 
So hygh in heuen a-boue aungelle? 
For pe, mankynde, pe trupe I telle; 
Pou aske me helpe, and I shall do 
• 
Fat I was ordeyned, kepe £§ fro helle, 
.. Quia amore langueo.l 
(II'!S. Douce 
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322) 
I 
I The liturgical influence of the litany of Mary with its 
I 
1accumulation of associations from 
1 Latin imagery, is strongly marked 
I 
the Hebrew, Greek, and 
in the apostrophe and the 
1
sustained anaphora in William of Shoreham's "Marye, mayde 
:mylde and fre." 
Marye, mayde mylde and fre, 
Chambre of pe trynyte, 
One wyle lest to me, 
Ase ich pe grete wyp songe: 
Pa3 my fet on-clene be, 
My mes pou onder-fonge. 
Pou ert pe coluere of noe 
Pat broute pe braunche of olyue tre, 
In tokne pat pays scholde be-
ll8Brown, XIVth Century, PP• 234-237. 
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By-tuexte god and manne. 
Suete leuedy, help pou me, 
Wanne ich schal wende hanne. 
The wealth of images in the poem exhibits the affective side 
of this exact theologian. All the types that prefigured the 
Virgin in the Old Testament are woven into the poem. The 
Virgin Mary is the 11 dove of' Noah,n the "temple of Solomon," 
- - -
the "fleece of Gideon." She is ".Judith fair," and "Esther 
sw-eet." 
Pou ert pe temple salomon, 
In pe wondrede gedeon, 
Pou hest ygladed symeon 
.. Wyp pyne swete offrynge; 
In pe temple atte auter-ston 
Wyp ihesus heuene kynge. 
Pou ert Iudity, pat fayre wyf, 
Pou hast abated al pat stryf; 
Olofernes wyp hys knyf 
Hys heuede pou hym by-nome. 
Pou hast ysaued here lef 
Pat tope wylle come. 
-Pou ert hester, pat swete pynge, 
And asseuer pe ryche kynge 
Pey hep ychose to hys weddynge 
And quene he hap a-uonge; 
For mardocheus, py derlyngei 
Syre aman was y-honge. 19 
(B. M. Additional MS. 17376) 
The Vesper hymn, Ave Maris Stella had a special appeal 
i for at least five Marian poets of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
I 
I centuries. In its opening stanza they found in miniature the 
\whole field of Mariology: 
I 
119 Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
Ave maris stella, 
Dei Mater alma, 
Atque semper Virgo, 
Felix caeli porta. 
Ave, Star of Ocean, 
Child Divine who barest, 
Mother, Ever-Virgin, 
Heaven's Portal fairest.l20 
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The Ave recalled the angel's salutation and announcement of 
the mystery of the Incarnation. Mary's name was "atar of the 
sea." Her divine rna terni ty and perpetual virginity were her 
chief prerogatives. Her title as Mediatrix of all graces 
made her uheaven's portal.u 
Like the theme of a symphony, the five thoughts expressed 
in the initial strophe run through their lyrics.l21 The 
earliest English version of the hymn is the lyric of William 
1 Herebert, a Franciscan: 
Heyl, leuedy, se-stoerre bryht, 
Godes moder, edy wyht, 
Mayden euer vurst and late 
Of heueneriche sely 3ate, 
Pylk aue pat pou vonge in spel 
Of pe aungeles mouhp kald Gabriel. 
In gryht ous sette and shyld vrom shome, 
Pat turnst abakward eues nome, 
Gulty monnes bond vnbynd, 
Bryng lyht tyl hoem pat boeth blynd, 
Put vrom ous oure sunne 
And ern ous alle wynne.122 
(Phillipps 8336) 
12~ ' ~.ljri tt, .2E.. cit., p. 317. 
i 121otto J. Kulrr.rrn~ench, Early Christian Latin Poets 
! (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 1929), PP• 415-416. 
i. 122Bro~n, XIVth Century, pp. 20-21. 
The second lyric# written also in rhyming couplets# is 
longer than Herebert•s poem. In its lines there are echoes 
of the Quem terra pontus aethera, the hymn for Matins, and the 
Alma Redemptoris, the hymn for Compline in the Little Office: 
Ayl be pow, ster of sel 
godis moder, blessed pow be 
and euer maden haldan(d) state# 
of hewen pow art pe sely yate, 
t~ket an pat llke gretyn vncowpe 
pat pe was sayd of Gabriel mowthe, 
settan(d) man in pes ful fane, 
tornand pe nrune of heue a-gayne. 
onely maden porw godis gast, 
of alle wemen meked mast, 
vs of syn pow lees in aste, 
and make vs bope mylde and chast.l23 
(Merton Coll. Oxford MS. 248) 
The third lyric differs from the first two more in form 
than in content. This one ' comprises seven mono-rhyming 
quatrains: 
Heilel sterna on pe se so bright, 
To godes holi modir dight, 
and euer maiden made of miht, 
pat sell yate of heuen is bright. 
Takand .and hailsand was pou faine, 
Thurght gabrols mough and maine; 
In pais pou put vs out of paine~!. 
Turnand pe nrune of eue againe.l~ 
(MS. Bodley 425) 
The fourth of the "star of the Sea" poems is one of the 
I 
1 most successful of the Middle English paraphrases of the 
I 
1 Office Hymn. It is constructed of two twelve-line stanzas 
I 
123Ibid., 55 ~6 PP• -:::> • 
124rbid., PP· 58-59. 
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and abounds in rapturous praise of the powers and virtues of 
Mary. Its images are particularly graphic. Mary is hailed, 
0 farest lady, o swetast lady, 
0 blisful lady, hewynnis quheyne. 
0 Sterne so brycht, pat gyfys lycht 
til hewyne & haly kyrk, 
Pi help, pe mycht grant ws ful rycht. 
Raik throw pire clowdis dirk; 
fra hel sa fel conwoy ws clene. 
one pe, mare, pus most I meyne. 
thow ruby red, pat rasis ded 
and grantis synnarise pare lyf, 
for til remeid pe fendis pleid 
quha can po help discrif? 
but pi, lady, quha may sustene 
pare warldly lustis bath scharp & kene? 
Pow wel of grace, ostend pi face 
quhen ded sal ws persew. 
away pow chase of fendis pe brase; 
ask at pi sone Ihu, 
one ruyd his blud pat bled betwene 
for oure traspass, before pin eyne. 
now, lady myne, pi ere inclyne 
to me pi seruitour. 
quhen I go hyne, hef my saul fra pyne. 
pow kelp it in pi cwre, 
In place quhare grace ay growis g~ene, 
foreuer In ioy par-til contein.l2/ 
(Univ. of Edinburgh. Laing I~. 149) 
The fifth Ave Maris Stella can hardly be called a trans-
lation of the Latin hymn. Although the first four lines 
incorporate verbally the opening stanza of the celebrated 
hymn, from that point the English text departs so widely from 
the Latin that it can hardly be considered even a direct 
paraphrase:l26 
125Brown, XVth Century, pp. 36-37. 
126Ibid., P• 301. 
I 
I 
I 
The 
I 
Ave maris stella, 
The sterre on the see, 
Dei mater alma, 
Blessed mot sche bet 
Atque semper virgo, 
Pray thy sone i:or me, 
Felix celi porta, 
That I may come to thee. 
Gabriel, that archangel 
He was massanger; 
So faire he gret our Lady, 
With an Ave so clere. 
Heil be thou, ~~ry, 
Be thou, Mary, 
Full oi: Godes grace, 
And quene of mercyl 
Alle that arn to grete .. 
Withouten dedly sinne, 
Forty dayes oi: pardoun · 
God graunteth him.127 
(Sloane 2593) 
last £.our lines do not belong to the hynm proper but 
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1 have been appended. They are interesting however because 
I they contain the whole doctrine oi: Indulgences. Even the 
condition i:or gaining the Indulgence oi: i:orty days is stated, 
: 11 alle that arn to grete/withouten dedly sinne. 11 
Ii: the i:irst song oi: Mary was the Magnii:icat, then the 
: second was a lullaby. Poets oi: the fourteenth century tried 
to catch the echo oi: these lullabies in their lullay songs. 
I These songs may be divided into three groups: lullabies oi: 
I the Blessed Mother to her Christ Child; lullabies of the 
I 
1 human mother to her human child; lullabies of the Penitent 
[to the Christ Child. The crib and the cross are intimately 
jconnected in these stirring dialogues couched in lyric form. 
I 
127chambers, ~· cit., p. 109. 
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The conventional dream device is used in many or the lyrics, 
but the lyrics themselves are not conventional. "or such 
dreams poetry is made." 
I 
I. 
I 
Lullay, lullay, la lullay, Mi dere moder, lullay. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Als i lay up-on a nith 
Alone in my longging, 
Me pouthe i aau a wonder aith, 
A maiden child rokking . 
Pe maiden wolde with-outen song 
Hire child o alepe bringge; 
Pe child pouthte ache dede him wrong, 
& bad ~s moder aengge. 
'Sing nov, moder, ' aeide .Pat child, 
tWat me sal be-falle 
Here after wan i cum to eld--
So don modrea alle.12e 
(Advocates Lib. 18.7.21) 
Thereupon, the Virgin sings the Song or Redemption for her 
lullaby, and the Child answers the Mother in stanzas that 
are remarkable for their tenderness and pathos. The religious 
subject is made human and Lmffiediate by effective exploitation 
of selective detail; the religious emotion coincides and 
I identifies itself with the creative activity.l29 
Another striking illustration or the whole method of 
objective presentation is the little lyric called "The 
Virgin's Song to her Baby Christ." The contrast between the 
1 Child's actual omnipotence and His seeming helplessness in 
128 . . 
Brown, XIVth Century, pp. 70-71. 
129Kane, ££. cit. , p. 143 • 
His "porful bedtt or in His Mother's arms intensifies the 
song: 
Iesu, swete sone derel 
On porful bed list pou here, 
And pat me greuep sore; 
For pi cradel is ase a bere, 
Oxe and asse bep pi fere; 
Weope ich mai par-fore. 
Iesu, swete, beo noth wrop 
Pou ich nabbe clout ne clop 
Pe on for to folde, 
Pe on to folde ne to wrappe; 
For ich nabble clout ne lappe; 
Bote ley pou pi fet to my pappe, 
And wite pe from the colde.ljD 
(MS. Harl. 7322) 
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, This cradle song is high perfection in simplicity. Its par-
ticular charm lies in the lightness and grace that suit its 
pathos. 
Closely associated with the lulley songs are the Marian 
laments which reached their highest development in the 
fifteenth century. The Dialogues of the Crucifixion found in 
the fourteenth century are a recognized variety of the 
Planctus Mariae, and may have been linked with the rise of 
drama. George C. Taylor has called attention to the direct 
influence of the religious lyrics upon the drama,l31 while 
Carleton Brown suggests that the drama may have served to 
! stimulate and vitalize the lyric.l32 Whatever the case may be 
l30p. J. Furnivall, Political, Religious & Love Poems 
1 (London: N. TrUbner and Company, 1886), pp. 226~. . 
131George c. Taylor, "English Planctus Mariae," Modern 
Philology, IV, pp • . 605-637· 
132:sro~n, XVth Century, p. xxi. 
these dramatic lyrics show a distinct heightening of the 
, poetic imagination, which may have been due, in part at 
least, to the quickening influence of the religious drama. 
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The "Dialogue between Our Lady and Jesus on the Cross" 
is one of the earliest of the dramatic laments: 
1Stond wel, moder, o~der rode, 
Bihold pi child wip glade mode, 
Moder blipe mi3t pou be.• 
'Sone, hou may ich blipe . stonde? 
Ich se pine fet and pine honde 
I-nayled tope harde tre.• 
'Moder, do wey pi we-pinge; 
Ich polie dep for monnes kuinde-
Wor mine gultes ne polie I non.• 
'Sone, ich fele pe depes stounde; 
Pat swerd is at min herte grounde, 
Pat me by heyte simeon.• 
'Moder, do wei pine teres, 
Pou wip awey pe blodi teres, 
Hy dop me worse pene mi dep.• 
1 Sone, hou mi3tte ich teres warne? 
I se pine blodi woundes herne 
From pin herte to pi fet.•l33 
(A. MS. Digby 86) 
Here we have pure dialogue without narrative. Christ is 
speaking from the Cross in lines l-3; Mary replies in lines 4-6. 
This dramatic dialogue undoubtedly had an influence on the Cycles. 
An interesting study of the Planctus Mariae in the 
lyrics and dramas of medieval England has been made by 
Hermann Thien in a published dissertation of ninety-one 
1 
pages, "Uber die englischen Marienklagen."l34 The various 
13~rown, .XIIIth Century, pp. 87-88. 
134Hermann Thien, "Uber die englisch~n Marienklagen" 
(Hamburg: Kiel, . 19o6), - PP. 1-91. 
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types of dramatic lyrics, monologues, and dialogues are 
considered in detail. Particular emphasis is placed on the 
Passion and Compassion of Mary. The appeal to all Mothers 
to witness her grief is one of the most poignant ·Of the 
Marian laments. It comes from the Chester Plays: 
Off alle women pat euer were borne 
That berys childur, abyde and se 
How my son liggus me b eforne 
Vpon my kne, takyn fro tre. 
Your childur 3e dawnse vpon your kne 
With la3yng, kyssyng and mery chere; 
Bi-holde my childe, be-holde now me, 
ffor now liggus ded my dere son, dere. 
0 woman, woman, wel is the, 
Thy childis cap pu dose vpon; 
pu pykys his here, be-holdys his ble, 
pu wost not wele when pu hast done. 
But euer, alasl I make my mone 
To se my sonnys hed as hit is here; 
I pyke owt thornys be on & on, 
ffor now liggus ded my dere son, dere. 
0 woman, a chaplet chosyn pu has 
Thy childe to were, hit dose pe gret likyng, 
py pynnes hit on with gret solas; 
And I sitte with my son sore wepyng, 
His chaplet is thornys sore prickyng, 
His mouth I kys with a carfull chere-
I sitte wepyng and py syngyng, 
ffor now liggus ded my dere son, dere.l35 
(Cambridge Uni v. MS. Ff. 5.48) 
This lyric is an expansion of the liturgical refrain, 
0 vos omnes qui transitis per viam, attendite, 
et videte si est dolor sicut dolor meus. 
0 all you who pass by the way, attend and see 
if there is any sorrow like unto my sorrow. 
(Lamentations I:l2) 
135Brown, XVth Century, PP• 13-~. 
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The Mass for Good Friday supplies the Improperia or Reproaches 
which are associated with other Marian laments. After vene-
rating the Cross, the Celebrant of the Mass sings alternately 
with the Deacon and Subdeacon the following Reproaches: 
Popule meus, quid feci tibi? aut in quo 
contristavi te? responde me .• 
Quia eduxi te de terra Aegypti: parasti 
Crucem Salvatori tuo. 
• • • • • • 
~uid ultra debui facere tibi, et non feci? 
0 my people, what have I done to thee? or 
wherein have I aggrieved thee? answe~ me. 
Because I led thee out of' the land of Egypt, 
thou hast prepared a Cross for thy Saviour • 
• • • • • 
Vrhat more should I have done for thee that I 
have not done? 
The Deacon and Subdeacon respond in Greek and Latin: 
Agios athanatos, eleison imas. 
Sanctus immortalis, miserere nobis. 
Holy immortal one, have mercy on usl 
(Mass: Good Friday) 
The Marian laments patterned on the Reproaches surpass all 
earlier treatment of the theme of the Passion in their 
imaginative description and human pathos. 
''The Blessed Virgin's Appeal to the Jews," the best 
lyric of t h is kind, shows the superiority of the lament as 
the disconsolate Mother of Sorrows speaks to her Son's 
torturers: 
Wy haue 3e no reuthe on my child? 
Haue reuthe on me ful of murning,· 
Taket doun on rode my derworpi child, 
Or prek me on rode with my derling. 
Iviore p ine ne may me ben don 
Pan l a ten me liuen in sorwe & schame; 
Als loue me bindet to my sone, · 
so lat us dey3en bopen i-smae.l36 
(Advocates Lib. 18.7.21) 
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The lyric gains in concentrated effect by its brevity. No 
deta.iled description of t h e crucifixion and no suggestion of 
the enormity of the sacrifice made could convey Mary's grief 
as completely as this desperate plea.l37 
The monologue of Mary beginning, 
Listyns, Lordyngus, to my tale, 
occurs in the Chester Plays. There are fourteen stanzas to 
the poem and the last line of each stanza has the same 
haunting refrain: 
Pat childe is .ded pat soke my brest. 
All the stations of the Cross are covered in the fourteen 
stanzas, and Mary upbraids the Jews and Judas for their 
betrayal: 
0 Judas how durst pu be so bolde 
To betray my son to any iewe? ••• 
Caytef cursid, with pe kyssyng; 
• • • • • • 
l3~r~vn, XIVth Century, p. 81. 
137Kane, ££• cit., pp. 148-149· 
• • 
Therfor, iewys, worth yow shamel 
Off my richness 3e haue me robbyd. 
3e tho3t 3e hade a full g ode game, 
When 3e my son with buffettes bobbyd.l38 
(Cambridge Univ. MS. Ff. 5.48) 
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In the medieval form of the Little Office of the Virgin 
Mary, there was a commemoration of the Passion at the end of 
1 each Hour. This consisted of an antiphon, a versicle and 
response, and an oration. The changing antiphon was accommo-
dated to suit the traditional hour of different phases of 
Christ's suffering s and death: 
Prime commemorated His appearance before Pilate; 
Tierce the crowning with thorns and the carrying 
of tbe cross; Sext His nailing to the cross and 
the offering of 11 galle, 11 and None recalled His 
death and the piercing with the 11 spere. 11 The 
Vesper antiphon remembered the taking down from 
the cross, and that of Compline the entombment in 
the sepulchre.l39 
There are several lyrics in the fourteenth century labelled 
"Hours of the Cross" which undoubtedly had their source in 
these commemorations: 
At pe time of matines, lord, pu were i-take ••• 
At prin~, lord, pu were i-lad Pilat be-forn ••• 
At middai, lord, pu were nailed tope rode ••• l4o 
(Advocates Lib. 18.7.21) 
Perhaps these same Hours of the Passion may have been the 
beginning of the Marian monologues, dramatic dialogues, and 
138 Brawn, X~th Century, pp. 18-19. 
l39Lallou, ££• cit., p. 10. 
14~rown, XIVth Century, p. 69. 
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laments. Mary, Co-redemptrix of the human race, was united 
to her Son in the redemptive sacrifice on Calvary. The 
medieval lyricists never forgot this. The Mother was at the 
crib and at the cross. By enlisting the eye, ear, and 
imagination, Middle English poets awakened not only devotion 
in the reader but also transported him by poetic means. 
The gigantic fi gure of Geoffrey Chaucer emerges in the 
fourteenth century to add the flower of his Marian poetry to 
the lyric blooms that grew out of a nation's devotion to the 
Virgin Mary. He, too, was a singer of Our Lady, a product of 
the medieval way of life, as well as its shrewdest observer. 
His Marian poetry in The Canterbury 'l1ales is redolent of the 
faith of the Middle Ages and of its consequent optimism and 
' singleheartedness.l41 It is not the Chaucer of the coarse or 
bawdy tale that is the supreme poet of "our Lady's Dowry11 ; 
it is the singer of Mary's praise whose chaste and courtly 
language ~proves him a younger brother of Gabriel of the 
Annunciation.l42 According to Chesterton, Chaucer's love of 
11 Cristes mooder dere" surpassed even that of Dante, and probably 
·equalled that of her own St. Bernard. In "The Prioress's 
Tale," the "Second Nun's Tale," and "An ABC to Our Lady," 
14lsister Mary Catherine, "our Lady of the Canterbury 
Tales," The Catholic Educator, XXVI (October, 19.51}, 
pp. 9.5~9b."" 
142vincent McNabb, Geoffrey Chaucer; A ~tu? in Genius 
and Ethics (London: Pepler and Sewell, 1934 , · n.p:;) 
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Chaucer expresses this love for God's Mother and England's 
Queen. Reechoing the words of St. Bernard that the glories 
of .Mary can never be suf'ficiently proclaimed, · "De Maria 
nunquam satis, 11 the poet voices his sentiments through the 
Prioress: 
My konning is so wayk, o blisful Queene, 
For to declare thy grete worthynesse 
That I ne may the weighte nat susteene; 
But as a child of twelf month oold, or lesse, 
That kan unnethes any word expresse, 
Right so fare I, and therfore I yow prel~"' 
Gydeth my song that I shal of yow seye. ~j 
Both the Prioress and her companion sang 11 all for the 
love of' a ladye, 11 and that Ladye was the Virgin Mary. The 
i Prologues to their Tales embody in spirit and frequently in 
I 
i word, the opening and closing prayers and hymns of Matins 
and Lauds. Their daily recitation of the Little Office over-
flowed into their speech, coloring it with the symbolism and 
phraseology of the Hours. To the Prioress, Mary is the "white 
lily-flower," "root of bounty,u and nbush unburnt 11 ; to the 
- ~ -
Second Nun, she is nwell of mercy," 11 sun of excellence, 11 and 
~ .. 
1 
"haven of ref'uge.u In "An ABC" she is "mighty debonaire," 
i lilargesse of plain felicity." The first seven lines of the 
I 
Prioress's Prologue are a paraphrase of the first three 
I .. 
verses of the opening psalm of Matins: 
I 
' Venite, exultemus Domino, jubilemus Deo salutari 
nostro: praeoccupamus faciem ejus in confessione, 
et in psalmis jubilemus ei. 
i43Robinson, £E• cit., p. 194. 
0 come, let us exult in the Lord; let us rejoice 
before God our Saviour. Let us come into His 
presence with thanksgiving; and rejoice before 
Hi m with psalms. 
( Matins: Ps. 94> 
Then :follow seven lines in which the Prioress combines an 
antiphon of' Matins, 
Di gnare me laudare te, Virgo sacrata: da mihi 
virtutem contra hostes tuos. 
Vouchsafe that I may praise thee, holy Virgin; 
grant me might against thine enemies. 
( Matins: Ps. 95) 
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with her own particular task of' story telling and her inten-
tion in it: 
Wherfore in laude, as I best kan or may, 
Of thee and of the white lylye flour 
Which that the bar, and is a mayde alway, 
To telle a storie I wol do my labout; 
Nat that I may encreessen hir honour, 
For she hirself is honour and the roote 
Of bountee, next hir Sone, and soules boote.l44 
The third stanza is a free for.m of the third long antiphon 
in Lauds, that part of the Office which follows Matins: 
Rubum quem viderat Moyses incombustum, conservatam 
agnovimus tuam laudabilem virginitatem: Dei 
Genitrix intercede pro nobis. 
The bush which Moses saw unconsumed, we acknowledge 
to be thine admirable virginity, which thou didst 
keep inviolate, 0 Mother of God, intercede for us. 
(Lauds: Antiphon III) 
In this verse, the Prioress asks Mary's help .in her need: 
0 mooder Mayde1 o mayde Mooder free1 
0 bussh unbrent, brennynge in Moyses -sighte, 
That ravyshedest doun fro the Deitee, 
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Thurgh thyn humblesse, the Goost that in th'alighte, 
Of whos vertu, whan he thyn herte lighte, 
Conceyved was the Fadres sapience, 
Help me to telle it in thy reverenceL145 
The fourth stanza goes back to the responsory of .Matins, 
Sancta et immaculata virginitas, quibus te 
laudibus efferam, nescio. Quia quem coeli capere 
non poterant, tuo gremio contulisti. 
0 holy and inlll1acula te virginity, I know not with 
what praises to extol thee. For Him Whom heaven 
could not hold thou didst carry at thy bosom, 
(Matins: Lesson II, Resp.) 
and ends in the prayer of absolution: 
Precibus et meritis beatae Mariae semper Virginia, 
et omnium sanctorum, perducat nos Dominus ad regna 
coelorum. 
Through the prayers and merits of blessed Mary, 
ever a virgin, and of all the saints, may the Lord 
bring us to the kingdom of heaven. 
(Matins: Absolution) 
I 
· The blissful queen is beseeched by the Prioress: 
Lady, thy bountee, thy magnificence, 
Thy vertu, and thy grete humylitee, 
Ther may no tonge expresse in no science; 
For somtyme, Lady, er men praye to thee, 
Thou goost biforn of thy benyngnytee, 
And getest us the lyght, thurgh thy preyere, 
To gyden us unto thy Sone so deere.l~b 
1 The fifth stanza seems to be a renewal of intention in the 
form of an improvised prayer modelled on the orations at the 
end of each of the Hours of the Office. 
l45Ibid. 
146rbid. 
I 
The theme proper of the Prioress's Tale is the enchant-
ingly beautiful story of the child martyr who sang the Alma 
Redemptoris, one of the four great anthems of Compline: 
This welle of mercy, Cristes mooder sweete, 
I loved alwey, as after my konnynge; 
And whan that I my lyf sholde forlete, 
To me she cam, and bad me for to synge 
This anthem verraily in my deyynge, 
As ye han herd, and whan that I hadde songe, 
Me thoughte she leyde a greyn upon my tonge.l47 
The heroic elements of the typical martyr story are not 
mentioned; there is only the loving mother who comes to a 
I 
I 
I 
frightened little boy to soothe and reward him: 
0 Alma redemptoris everemo, 
The swetnesse hath his herte perced so 
Of Cristes mooder that, to hire to preye, J. 
He kan nat stynte of syngyng by the weye.l~8 
According to Father Herbert Thurston, s. J.,l49 the 
1 Prymer spoken of in Chaucer's "Prioress's Tale, 11 was a 
I 
I reading book for children, a Primarium pro pueris, which 
[ included the Little Office of Our Lady and other prayers. 
, It was similar to the manuals for the laity containing the 
I 
Horae. It was from just such a manual that the 11li tel child" 
I 
[learned the Alma Redemptoris Mater ttas he sat in the scolett: 
I 
In medieval ti1res instruction in reading was given 
to children with the more or less definite idea 
that the child would become a cleric; hence along 
with the alphabet, he learned the Pater and Ave 
147Ibid., p. 197. 
l4Sibid., P• 195. 
149Herbert Thurston, "Primer, 11 Catholic Encyclopedia, XI. 
and gradually, as he advanced in his studies, the 
psalms and antiphons which a cleric should know 
by heart.l50 
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The composition of the Alma Redemptoris Mater, the Anthem of 
the Blessed Virgin used in the Liturgy from the Vespers or 
the Saturday before the First Sunday of Advant to the Feast 
of the Purification, inclusive, is usually ascribed to the 
profound p oet-musician Hermannus Contractus, or "the Lame 11 
{1013-1054), who studied at the Benedictine monastery of 
St. Gall and became the Abbot of Reichenau.l51 In the Alma 
there is a happy union of the Ave Maris Stella Sequence and 
the Redemntoris Mater Antiphon: 
Alma Redemptoris Mater 
quae pervia coeli 
Porta manes, et stella maris, 
succurre cadenti, 
Surgere qui curat, populo; tu quae genuisti, 
Natura mirante, tuum sanctum Genitorem, 
Virgo prius ac posterius, Gabrielis ab ore 
Sumens illud Ave, peccatorum miserere. 
Motner benign of our redeeming Lord, 
Star of the sea and portal of the skies, 
Unto thy fallen people help afford--
Fallen, but striving still anew to rise. 
Thou who didst once, while wond'ring worlds adored, 
Bear thy Creator, Virgin then as now, 
0 by thy holy joy at Gabriel's word, 
Pity the sinners who before thee bow.l52 
150 Lallou, £2• cit., pp. 10-11. 
151Britt, £2• cit., PP• 357-358. 
152rbid., P. 86. 
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Chaucer must have heard the melody o:f the Alma Redemptoris 
many a time during the Advent Season.l53 The antiphon was a 
popular one in the fourteenth century. Carleton Brown 
I records the Alma Redemptoris Mater o:f Friar William Herebert, 
(1333). The lyric is a free translation of the original: 
Holy moder, pat bere cryst 
buggere of monkunde, 
Pou art 3at of heuene blisse 
Pat prest wey 3yfst and bunde. 
Pou sterre of se rer op pe uolk 
Pat rysing haueht in munde. 
In pe pou bere pyn holy uader, 
Pat mayden were after andnaper, 
Whar-o:f so wondreth kunde. 
Of gabrieles moupe/ pou uonge 
Lesne ous of sunne noupe,/ so 
pylke 1 Aue 1 ; 
woe bisecheth pe.• 4 Amen.l5r 
(Phillipps 8336) 
To Herebert's translation of the AL~a Redemptoris is appended 
t h e following outline of the miracle of the little clerk 
I slain by the Jews. In the light of Chaucer's "Prioress's 
Tale" this analogue is an interesting one: 
Hie nota de :filio vidue qui semper eundo ad 
scolas et redeundo de scolis consueuit istam 
antiphonrun decantare; propter quod a iudeis 
per quos transitum fecit 1puer marie' dicebatur. 
quem ipsi tandem occiderlUl.t e .t in cloacam pro-r:'
5 iecerunt, qui tamen a cantu non cessauit, &c.l/ 
The translation concerns the story 
••• of the little boy who always in going to achool 
and returning from school was accustomed to sing 
l53c:r. Appendix VII for music o:f Alma Redemptoris Mater. 
l5~rown, XIVth Centur y, P• 22. 
l5Si bid., p. 249. 
this very antiphon; because of' this he was called 
the 'child of Mary' by the Jews, through whose 
quarter he made his way. Although these Jews 
killed him and threw him· into a pit, nevertheless 
he di d not cease to sing his song ••• 
The discussion of the analob~e may be found in Modern 
Languag e Notes.l56 
The source of the Invocatio ad Mariam in the "Second 
Nun's Tale, 11 is in the Little Office also, as much as in 
Macrobius and Dante.l57 . The opening lines represent the 
1 
expression of intention following the pattern of' the 
Invitatorium of Matins, 
Sancta Maria, Dei Genetrix, intercede pro nobis, 
Holy Mary, Virgin Mother of God, intercede- for us, 
and the prayer after the Office, called the Sacrosanctae: 
Sacrosanctae et individuae Trinitati, crucifixi 
Domine nostri Jesu Christi humanitate, beatissimae 
et gloriosissimae semperque Virginis Mariae 
fecundae integritati, et omnium sanctorum 
universitate, sit sempiterna laus, honor, virtus, 
et gloria, ab omni creatura, nobisque remissio 
omnium peccatorum. 
To t h e most holy and undivided Trinity, to the 
manhood of our crucified Lord Jesus Christ, to 
the fruitful virginity of the most blessed and 
glorious Mary, ever a virgin, to the entire 
assembly of the saints, be ascribed everlasting 
praise, honor, power, and glory, by every creature, 
and to us be granted the remission of all our 
sins. 
{Oration: After Office) 
156c~ MLN .i. 
.L. _1_, XXXV~ ~, pp. 92-94· 
l.57 Sister M.· Madeleva, A Lost Language {New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1951), pp. 51-~ 
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Mary is addressed as the ~lower of all virgins, of whom st. 
Bernard loved to write: 
And thow that flour of virgines art alle, 
Of whom that Bernard list so wel to write, 
To thee at my bigynnyng first I calle; 
Thou comfort of us wrecches, do me endite 
Thy maydens deeth, that wan thurgh hire merite 
The eterneel lyf, and of the feend victoria, 
As man may. after reden in hire storie.l5~ 
Before launching into the story of. Saint Cecilia the humble 
teller o~ the tale b~gs special help, and her prayer waxes 
eloquent as she calls upon Mary "Maid, mother healer of 
si~ul souls, high above every creature, dear daughter of 
Anne, all full of grace." These twenty lines are a para-
I phrase of the Hymn for Matins, Quem terra, pontus: 
Thow Mayde and Moder, doghter of thy Sone, 
Thow welle of mercy, synful soules .cure, 
In whom that God for bountee chees to wone, 
Thow humble, and heigh over every creature, 
Thow nobledest so ferforth oure nature, 
That no desdeyn the Makere hadde of kynde 
His Sone in blood and flessh to clothe and wynde.l59 
The Second Nun 1 s confidence is secure in the advocacy of the 
I Lady who reigns in the ·high presence where Hosanna is sung 
without ceasing: 
And, ~or that feith is deed withouten werkis, 
So ~or to werken yi~ me wit an.d space, 
That I be quite ~ro thennes that moost derk isl 
0 thou, that art so fair and ful of grace, 
Be myn advocat in that heighe place 
158Robinson, "Second Nun's Prologue," p. 247. 
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There as wi thou ten ende is songe nos anne, 11 
6 Thou Cristes mooder, doghter deere of Annell 0 
11 An ABC to Our Lady" was Chaucer's first written prayer, 
' and the only one remaining to us of the beautiful poems to 
the Blessed Virgin Mary for which his admirer, Lydgate, gave 
him such specific praise.l6l Although this poem is a trans-
lation from the French of Guillaume de Guilville, the poet 
has transformed the long French stanza into his own charming 
"rime royal" changing the original from the octosyllabic into 
the decasyllabic line. Furthermore he has transmuted a devout 
convention into a divine conversation with his Ladye: 
Almi ghty and al merciable queene, 
To whom that al this world fleeth for soccur, 
To have relees of sinne, of sorwe, and teene, 
Glorious virg ine, of alle floures flour, 
To thee I flee, confounded in errour. 
Help and releeve, thou mighti debonayre, 
Have mercy on my perilous langourl 
Venquisshed me hath my cruel adversaire.l62 
In writing of Mary, Chaucer was living the devotional life of 
his time. In singing of Mary he was echoing the liturgical 
chants and hymns of the Little Office. In his titles 11 Cry stes 
blisful mooder deere, 11 11 g lorious virgine, 11 11maistresse of 
-
hevene and erthe, 11 and '' Queen of comfort, " Chaucer was giving 
, poetic utterance to the t h oughts contained in the concluding 
anthems of the Office, the Alma Redemptoris Mater , the Ave 
160Ibid., P• 248. 
161
sister M. Made leva, ~· cit., p. 11. 
l62Robinson, 11 An ABC, " p. 617. 
to inspire, her tenderness to succour. 
Fleeinge, I flee for socour to thi tente 
Me for to hide from tempeste ful of dreede, 
Biseeching yow that ye you not absente, 
Thouh I be wikke. 0 help yit at this needel 
Al have I ben a beste in wil and deede, 
Yit, ladi, thou me clothe with thy grace. 
Thin enemy and myn--ladi, tak heede1 
Unto my deth in poynt is me to chacetl63 
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The medieval world, whatever else it did, prostrated itself 
in contrition before the "Refuge of Sinners." Chaucer was in 
that klleeling world.164 
lbJibid., p. 618. 
l64sister M. Ivradeleva, ££• cit., pp. 12-13. 
CHAPrER V 
~UffiiAN LYRIC OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY 
Lactat Mater Dominum, lully, lully, lu 
Osculatur parvulum, bye, bye, bye, bye, 
Et adorat Dominum, lully, lully, lu. 
--Carol of the Nuns 
St. Mary 1 s, Chester 
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The fifteenth century literature is deserving of far 
more respectful attention than it has received from literary 
historians in the past.l65 The volume of extant religious 
poetry, contrary to the impression which one receives from 
the handbooks of literature, is many times larger than that 
of the preceding century.l66 Marian lyrics, spiritual lulla-
, bies, dramatic laments follow in unbroken tradition, achieving 
the art of harmonizing piety and poetry in song. In the 
lyric development of the century the most characteristic 
feature is the rise of the carol. Considerable numbers of 
these were written and arranged according to the Cycles of 
the Liturgy. In simple tenderness and spontaneous mirth they 
present a striking contrast to the pretentious poetry of the 
court. 
For the medieval singer the carol was distinguished 
from other forms of Middle English lyrics by its structure 
165H. A. Bennett, Chaucer and the Fifteenth Century 
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press;-1947), p. 119. 
166 Brown, XVth Century, pp. xvii-xviii. 
rather than by its subject. The essential features of the 
carol were two. It was a song composed of uniform stanzas 
and provided with a burden, an invariable line or group of 
lines sung before the first stanza and after all stanzas. 
It was the burden that made and marked the caro1.167 The 
precursor, if not the maker of the carol, was St. Francis, 
the scenic artist at the Greccio crib. By the sanctifica-
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tion of song and dance, he gave the impetus to the new con-
ception of music and drama which reached its height in the 
fifteenth century: 
The tradition of vernacular religious song has 
left its records in various times and places, and 
gives F'ranciscanism a claim to consideration as 
an impo~tant force in the shaping of the medieval 
lyric.lb8 
Francis bimBelf had the gift of composing songs out of the 
, fullness of his heart, and it was just after he had finished 
the beautiful "Canticle to the Sun" that he gave his dis-
ciples the charge of sacred minstrelsy: 
What are the servants of God if not his minstrels 
who ought to stir and incite the hearts of men to 
spiritual joy?lb9 
With the change of key in the lyric of the fifteenth 
, century, the name which most fir.mly connects English carol-
writing with the Friars Minor is that of James Ryman. Although 
167Greene, 2£• cit., p. cxxxii. 
168Ibid., p. cxxi. 
169Ibid., p. cxii. 
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Ryman has fared rather badly at the hands of some critics. 
such as E. K. Chambers.l70 nevertheless. he is important 
because of the great number of carols that came from his pen. 
He was the author of a quarter of all the extant English 
carols of date earlier than 1550. Of his one hundred sixty-
six pieces. one hundred nineteen are in carol for.m. He tried 
his band at almost every device of carol style and was an 
inventor of a few of his own. Using Latin freely. particu-
larly in his burdens, Ryman composed series of carols based 
on the Latin hymns, sequences, and in particular. the four 
anthems of the Blessed Virgin Mary. originally connected with 
the psalms in the Office, but since the thirteenth century 
sung also as separate chants. His carol beginning 
Salue. regina. gloria. 
Mater misericordia. 
illustrates his technique. The inspiration for this carol 
is the Salve Regina: 
Hayle. oure lod sterre bothe bright and clere; 
Hayle. welle of grace and of pitee; 
Hayle. spowse of Griest louely and dere. 
Mater misericordie. 
Rayle. floure of alle virginitee; 
Hayle, full of grace, Griest is with the; 
Hayle, temple of the Trinitee, 
· .Mater misericordia. 
Hayle. quene of blisse, emperesse of hell; 
Hayle, doughter Syon full of .beautie; 
Hayle, closed gate of Ezechiell, 
Mater misericordia. 
170 . . 
Cf. Chambers, £E• cit., P• 292. 
0 fragrant rose, 0 lilly chast, 
0 violate of puritee, 
Thyn ey of grace vpon vs cast, 
Mater misericordie.l71 
(Cambridge University Library MS. Ee. 1.12) 
The authors or many or the anonymous carols or the 
fifteenth century may conjecturally be placed in the ranks 
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of the followers of St. Francis. Unquestionably there were 
members or other religious Orders who wrote carols also.l72 
More gifted if les.s prolific as a carol writer than Ryman, 
, was John Audelay, the blind chaplain of the Augustinian 
house of Haghmen in Shropshire. The introductory couplet of 
Audelay's volume, composed about 1426, makes it sufficiently 
clear that the primary purpose of the whole collection was 
for service in the Christmas season. (The gladdened scribe 
marks it with red letters): 
I pray you sirus, boothe moore and lase, 
Sing these caroles in Christemas.l73 
Audelay's poems, fifty-five in number, are contained in a 
unique manuscript in the possession of the Bodleian Library.l74 
O:f the twenty-five carols at the end or the volume, how "faire 
and fresche of heue" is his carol in the Shropshire dialect 
in praise or :Maryl The song is a variation of the Antiphon 
171 . Greene, ££• cit., p. 152. 
172rbid., p. cxxvii. 
173 . Chambers, ££• cit., PP• 290-291. 
l7~lla Keats Wniting, editor, The Poems of John Audelay 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1931), P• vii. 
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and Little Chapter preceding the hymn ~or Lauds during Advent: 
Geminavit radix Jesse, orta est stella ex Jacob: 
virgo peperit Salvatorem: te laudamus, Deus 
noster. 
The root o~ Jesse hath budded, a star hath risen 
out o~ Jacob: a Virgin hath brought ~orth a 
Saviour: we give praise to Thee, Our God. 
(Advent II: Little O~~ice) 
The burden o~ Audelay's Shropahire carol runs as follows: 
There is a floure sprung o~ a tree, 
The rote thereof is called Jesse; 
A floure o~ price, 
There is none . seche in Paradisel 
The carol sings the glory of the Virgin, "Mary mild that 
bare Jesu": 
This flour is faire and ~resche of heue; 
Hit ~ades never, bot ever is new; 
The bliss~ul b ranche this ~lour on grew 
A flour o~ grace, 
Ayains all sorow hit is solasl 
The sede hereof was Godes sond, 
That God him selve sew with his hond 
In Bed·lem in that holy londe; 
Amedis here herbere there he hir ~ond. 
This · blisa~ul ~loure 
Sprang never bot in Marys boure. 
When Gabrael this maid met, 
With 'Ave N~ria' he here gret; 
Betwene hem two this ~lour was set, 
And kept was, no mon schul wit; 
But on a day 
In Bedlem hit con spred and spray. 
When that floure began to spred, 
And his blosum to brede, 
'Riche and pore o~ every lede 
Thay marvelt how this ~lour might sprede; 
And kinges three 
That bless~ul floure come to see • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Of lilly, of rose of rise, 
Of primrol, and of flour-de-lyse, 
Of all the flours at my devise, 
That floure of Jesse yet bars the pris, 
As most of hale 
To slake oure sorows every dele.l75 
(Douce 302) 
The intimate association with Franciscanism had a 
9.5 
definite bearing upon the specialization of the carol as a 
Christmas song. Of the four hundred seventy-four carols 
cited by Greene, at least two hundred nine are concerned 
with the story of the Nativity. The singing note occurs 
most in those festal carols where the subject itself carries 
associations of joyous emotion that predispose to this effect. 
The religious excitement infuses itself into the expression 
especially of the burdens. There are several distinct types 
' of Christmas carols differing in the poetical treatment of 
the subject and in the point they chiefly envisage. There are 
the carols based on the Advent Liturgy called the Annunciation 
carols, containing single lines and burdens in Latin fitted 
into the metrical scheme. These can be traced back to the 
Latin Church-hymns, anthems, and sequences. The hymns of the 
Horae were primarily valuable as a source for the Marian 
songs and carols upon the themes of the Joys and Sorrows of 
the Virgin. As religious lyrics the carols bear the unmis-
takable mark of the hymnic inheritance. Over and over again, 
Latin quotations are used, sometimes embedded in the text, 
175 Chambers, ~· cit., p. 110. 
somet~es added as refrains. The most obvious point of con-
tact between the carol and medieval Latin poetry is to be 
found in the scraps of actual Latin with which the carol-texts 
are so plentifully larded. English poetry, at least, has no 
other province in which macaronic construction plays so large, 
1 so earnest, and so happy a part. Of the four hundred seventy-
four carols collected by Greene, two hundred two include 
Latin lines or phrases, and the Latin is for the most part 
in the idiom of the Church. Often one carol incorporates a 
number of lines from the same hymn. A far more usual pro-
cedure was to cull lines here and there for insertion into an 
English piece.l76 In the carol, 
Make we joye nowe in this fest 
In quo Christus natus est 
Eya1177 
the poet makes use of first lines of Latin hymns sung at 
various seasons of the year and weaves them into his patternl 
A patre vnigenitus 
Thorw a maiden is come to vs. 
Synge we to here and sei~ 1Welcomel 
Veni redemptor gencium. tB _ -
1 The first and last line of the quatrain comprises a well-known 
Latin hymn. The A Patre Unigenitus is sung at Lauds on the 
Epiphany; the Christe, redemptor omnium at Matins on Christmas. 
176 Greene, £E• cit., pp. lxvii-lxvix. 
l77 Ibid • , p • 22. 
l7Bibid. 
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1 Not only in subject matter~ but also in form did the Latin 
I 
I 
hymn exercise an influence upon the English carol. The like-
nesses of stanza-form are perhaps the more obvious. The 
mono-rime four-line stanza of four-stress lines~ the cross-
rime stanza of four four-measure lines~ abab~ so characteristic 
of the isometric Latin-hymn stanza~ and the occasional use of 
couplet rime aabb~ may all be traced to Latin influence. 
One of the most exquisite personal renderings of the 
A~na Redemptoris Mater~ the Advent Office Hymn~ is the carol 
of five stanzas in which the whole gospel story is wrought 
with the refrain~ Redemptoris mater: 
As I lay vpon a nyght~ 
My thowt was on a mayde bryght 
That men callyn Mary of mygb.t~ 
Redemptoris mater. 
To here cam Gabriel so bryght 
And seyde~ 'Heyl~ Mari~ full of myghtl 
To be cald thou art adyght 
Redemptoris mater. 
After that word that mayde bryght 
Anon conseyuyd God of Myght~ 
And therby wyst men that che hyght 
Redemptoris mater. 
Ryght as the sunne schynit in glas~ 
So Jhesu in his moder was~ 
And therby wyt men that che was 
Redemptoris mater. 
Now is born that babe of blys~ 
And quene of heuene his moder is~ 
And therfore think me that che is 
Redemptoris mater.179 
(British Museum MS. Sloane 2.593) 
I 
I 
I 
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1 This carol shows several p~ints of interest. First there is 
I 
[ the well-known burden Alma Redemptoris Mater. Secondly, 
! there is the vision introduction uncommon in a short song; 
I 
i 
1 
and I thirdly, the entire carol is a picture lyric presenting 
chief scenes in Mary's life in a lyrical fashion. 
I 
I 
I the 
' 
Pictorial in their apprehension of the Feasts of the 
Church, the carols are the lyric counterparts of the Miracle 
Plays, and betray the actual influence of the constant 
visualization of Biblical scenes of the Scripture. The same 
people who built the Cathedrals, aspirations in stone, built 
I 
I the Cycles, temples of dramatic verse.l80 When the Cycle 
I 
l plays appeared, the authors introduced lyrics, lullabies, and 
; 
laments into their plots. In the "Second Shepherds' Play" 
belonging to the Towneley Cycle there are three charming 
, lyrics spoken by the shepherds to the Christ Child seated on 
I His Mother's knee. The salutation of the Primus Pastor is 
delightful in its quaint language and movement: 
Hail, comly and elena, 
Hail, yong childl 
Hail, maker, as I meene, 
Of a maden so mildel 
Thou has wared, I weene, -
The warlo so wilda; 
The fals giler of teen, 
Now goes he begilde. 
Lol he marys, 
Lol he laghes, my sweting. 
A welfare metingl 
1 l8°c. M. Gayley, The Star of Bethlehem, New York, 1904, 
I pp. v-vi. 
I have holden my heting. 
Have a bob o~ cherystl81 
(Towneley Play) 
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The other shepherds in turn address the Christ Child as ''Hail, 
sui'~ eran Savioure," "Hai 1, darling dere." The Virgin' s reply 
is rendered in tender notes o~ artless simplicity. In the 
"Coventry Nativity Play" we have two interspersed songs 
worthy o~ any anthology. The shepherds sing a most turte~ul 
carol. No burden is recorded, but perhaps it was instrumental: 
As I out rode this enderes' night 
0~ thre joli sheppardes I saw a sight, 
And all abowte there ~old a star shone bright; 
They sange terli, terlow, 
So mereli the sheppards ther pipes can blow • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Doune from heaven, from heaven so hie, 
0~ angeles there came a great companie 
With mirthe and joy and great solemnitye; 
They sange terly, terlow, 
So mereli the sheppards ther pipes can blow.l82 
(MS. destroyed. Text ~rom Craig) 
The accompanying note in the manuscript reads: 
Theise songes/belonge to/the Taylors and 
Shearemens Pagant./ The first and the laste the 
shepheards singe/and the second or middlemost the 
women singe.l8,3 
This "middlemost" song is a lullaby of much tenderness sung 
by the Mothers, a~ter Herod has threatened to kill the boy 
181
chambers, .2£• cit., P• 124. 
l82H. craig, editor, Two CoventrT Corpus Christi Plays 
(London: E.E.T.s., Ex. Ser. 87, 1902 , pp. 46-47· 
183 . Greene, .2£• cit., P• 50. 
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' babies. This lulley has a burden with the proper monotony 
and slightness of idea:l84 
Lully, lulla thow li ttell tine child, 
By, by, lully, lully, lullay, thaw littell tyne child, 
By, by lully, lullay. 
0 sisters too, 
How may we do 
For to preserve this day 
This pore yongling 
For whom we do singe, 
'By, by, lully, lullay? 1 
• • • .. • • 
That wo is me, 
Pore child, for thee, 
And ever morne and may 
• 
For thi parting . 
Nether say nor singe, 
•By, by, lully, lullay.l85 
(MS. destroyed. Text from Craig) 
Greene records both of these carols in his anthology. Gibbon 
reproduces the music of another carol that is similar to the 
shepherds' song. It is called "Thys endris nyghth·. nl86 
.. . . 
In the carols of the Nativity, those "masterpieces of 
-
tantalizing simplicity" as Professor Manly calls them, the 
personality of the Virgin Mary is hung about with tender 
humanity. The scenic and picturesque qualities of the carols, 
no less than their strong appeal, give them a lasting quality. 
One of the most delightful of the macaronic lullaby carols of 
l84Ibid., p. cxliii. 
lS5Ibid., P• 71. 
186John 1~rray Gibbon, Melody and the gyric (New York: 
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 193"5}, p:-:-1 • Cf. Appendix 
1 VIII for musical notation. 
lully, in a unique combination of an old Latin hymn Qui 
creavit caelum and an English lullaby:l87 -
Lactat Mater Dominum, lully, lully, lu, 
Osculatur parvulum, bye, bye, bye, bye, 
_Et adorat .Dominum, lully, lully, lu. 
Jesus at His mother's breast, lully, lully, lu, 
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She doth kiss her Child and Lord, bye, bye, bye, bye, 
And adores th' Incarnate Word, lully, lully, lu. 
Roga mater Filium, lully, lully, lu, 
Ut det nobis gaudium, bye, bye, bye, bye, 
In perenni gloria, lully, lully, lu. 
Mother, pray thy Holy Son, lully, lully, lu, 
That He give us of His joy, bye, bye, bye, bye
188 That we heav'nly life enjoy, lully, lully, lu. 
There is a famous sequence in the Middle Ages from 
which a number of English carols derive subject-matter, Latin 
tags, and, to some extent, metrical form. This is the 
Laetabundus attributed to St. Bernard of Clairvaux. A few 
stanzas from the original Latin text follow: 
Laetabundus 
exultet fidelis chorus, 
Alleluia; 
Regem regum 
intacta profudit chorus; 
Res miranda. 
l87Franz Wasner, editor, ~ Trapp-Family Book of 
~ Christmas Songs (New York: Pantheon Books, 195-0), p. 16. 
i l88Percy Dreamer, R. V. Williams, and M. Sh~w, The 
; Oxford Book of Carols (London: Oxford University Press, 
' 1928), pp. viii-ix. · -Cf. Appendix IX for musical notation. 
Angelus consilii 
natus est de virgine, 
Sol de stella, 
Sicut sidus radium 
prorert virgQ rilium 
Pari forma.I~9 
James Ryman has left two versions or the Laetabundus in 
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English which approach the carol in that they have been cast 
in uniform stanzas. However, they lack the burden necessary 
for a true carol. There is an English carol of the fifteenth 
century round in the Bodleian which uses ·the Alleluia as the 
burden, and retains the Latin tags as the caudae: 
Alleluya 
A Kynge of Kynges now rorth is brought 
Of a maide that synned nought, 
Nother in dede~ nother in thought, 
Res miranda.l9u 
(MS. Arch. Seldon B. 26) 
The Latin tags of the Laetabundus are used by one carol not 
otherwise based on Bernard's prose. The symbolism of the 
rose is epplied to the Virgin Mary:l9i 
There is no rose or swych vertu 
As is the rose that bare Jhesu; 
Alleluya. · 
For in this rose conteynyd was 
Heuen and erthe in lytyl space, 
Res miranda. 
189~., p. lxxviii. 
190rbid., pp. lxxix-lxxxii. 
19lrb1d., p. lxxxii. 
Be that rose we may weel see 
That he is God in personys three 
Par-.mi forma. 
The aungelys sungyn the sheperdes to: 
Gloria in excelcis Deo. 
Gaudearnus. 
Leue we . al this wordly merthe, 
And folwe we this joyful berthe; 
Transeamus.l92 
(Trinity College, Cambridge, MS. o. 3.58) 
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Although most of the c-arols that center around the 
Christmas crib are religious in character, they do not, by 
any means, miss the festive note. The people of medieval 
England never lost sight of the original meaning of the 
carol as the dance song. Joy, simplicity, popular appeal, 
all distinguishing notes of the carol, were happy adjuncts 
of an unalterable Faith. The singers approach their reli-
gious themes with something of the lighthearted simplicity 
of the first shepherds. They greet the coming of a Saviour 
without trepidation, as a gay and wonderful event: 
Mary is quene of alle things, 
And her sane a lovely kinge. 
Mary was the "Janitress of Heaven," the "Portress of Purgatory" 
- -
and the "Empress of Hell." As medieval folk chant with an 
even more naive blending of familiarity and awe: 
Blessed be God this game is begonne, 
And hs moder emperesse of helle. 
Even the thought of the sin of Adam leads to its Deo Gratias: 
192 Ibid., pp. 130-131. 
Ne 
Ne 
hadde the appil take ben, 
The appil taken ben, 
Radde never our lady 
A ben hevene quene.l93 
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The joyous touch is not absent even from the drinking songs, 
as the jolly refrain commands: 
Bring us in good ale and bring us in good ale, 
For Our Blessed Lady's sake, bring us in good ale. 
King Arthur and Robin Hood sang their carols to the Virgin 
Mary just as well as the Friars who traversed the countryside: 
Robin loved Our dear Lady; 
For doubt of deadly sin 
Would he never do compan¥ harm 
That any woman was in.l9~ 
For a hundred years after Audelay's time, carols con-
tinued to be written, and to be plentiful, as numerous manu-
scripts attest. About 1524 Richard Hill, a London tradesman, 
brought a number of them together with much other poetry both 
secular and religious in his commonplace book. The musicians 
of Henry the Eighth's Court occasionally wrote and set them. 
Printed books of Christmas Carolles, of which fragments only 
survive, were produced by the London stationers until well 
into Elizabeth's reign. Ranging from the carol case in the 
form of a ballad, to the lyric of 11 ineffable grace," the 
English medieval carol has enjoyed the popularity of the ages. 
Today these lyrics are of great interest and of increasing 
usage in the Christian Church at large. Their musical and 
193chambers, 2£• cit., p. 295. 
194Leslie, .2£• cit., PP• 6-7. 
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poetic aspects are both subjects of enthusiastic research. 
For infinite sweetness and solemnity, for extraordinary 
appropriate~ess of the sound to the sense, some of the 
Marian lyrics deserve permanent place in English lyricism. 
Of their respective types they were unequalled for centuries. 
Among this number is the famous little classic in the Sloane 
MS .19.5 
'I syng a of a myden pat is makeles' 
I Syng of a myden 
kynge of alle kynges 
he cam also stylle 
as d ew in aprylle, 
he cam also stylle 
as dew in aprille, 
he came also stylle 
as dew in aprille, 
pat is makeles, 
to here sone che ches. 
per his moder was 
pat fallyt on pe gras. 
to his moderes bowr 
pat fallyt on pe flour. 
per his moder lay 
pat fallyt on pe spray. 
moder & mayden was neuer non but che-
wel may swych a lady godes moder be.l96 
{Sloane MS. 2.593) 
The source of the symbol "As dew in aprille" is found 
in the Little Office of the Virgin in the Antiphon for Lauds, 
from Christmas until Candlemas: 
~uando natus es ineffabiliter ex virgine, tunc 
impletae sunt Scripturae sicut pluvia in vellus 
descendisti, ut salvum faceres genus humanum. 
Vfllen Thou wert wondrously born o~ a Virgin, them 
were the Scriptures fulfilled; Thou earnest down 
195chambers, 2£• cit., pp. 291-292. 
19~rown, XVth Century, p. 119. 
lo6 
like the rain upon the fleece, that Thou 
mighte st save mankind. 
(Lauds: Antiphon) 
"Thou earnest down like rain upon the fleece" are words from 
Psalm 71:6, and symbolize the quiet coming and the beneficent 
effects of the Messianic rule. Artistically constructed with 
grace and perfection of selective detail, this Marian carol 
shines like a lovely jewel among the Lady lyrics of the 
Middle Ages, revealing the magic that is part of the genius 
of English lyric poetry. 
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PART II 
CHAPTER I 
SYMBOLISM AND ITS RELATION TO THE MARIAN LYRIC 
A symbol is indeed the only possible 
expression of some invisible essence, a 
transparent lamp about a spiritual flame.--Yeats 
The grasping of the Infinite and Universal through 
imagery and metaphor was the basis of all art in the Middle 
Ages. In no other period has symbolism been so pervasive an 
artistic habit: 
Symbolism, whether conscious or unconscious, always . 
fundamental in thinking, became in the Middle Ages 
both the natural medium of thought and expression, 
and an instrument consciously developed as the truest 
means of penetration into the mystery of reality.l 
The medieval allegorical method was not a construction of an 
artificial code or wooden personification. It was a series 
of interlocking symbols of multiplex and mutually essential 
significations, an initiation into the unknown with a very 
definite basis in the known. Henry o. Taylor analyzes the 
distinctive character of medieval conception and interpreta-
tion: 
Under sanction of Scriptural interpretation and the 
Sacraments, allegory and symbolism beca.i1le accepted 
principles of spiritual verity, sources of political 
argument, and modes of transcendental truth. They 
1 . 
H. F. Dunbar, Symboliam in Medieval Thought (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1929), p. 24. 
penetrated the Liturgy, charging every sentence 
and ceremonial act with saving significance and 
power; and as plastic influences they Lnparted 
form and matter to religious art and poetry, 
where they had indeed been potent from the 
beginning.2 . 
In defining medieval symbolism, we must distinguish 
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between allegory and symbolism. c. s. Lewis makes the dis-
tinction by calling the latter sacramentalism: 
The fundamental equivalence between the immaterial 
and the material may be used by the mind in two 
ways ••• On the one hand you can start with an 
immaterial fact, such as the passions which you 
actually experience, and can then invent visibilia 
to express them. If you are hesitating between an 
angry retort and a soft answer, you can express your 
state of mind by inventing a person called Ira with 
a torch and letting her contend with another · invented 
person called Patientia. This is allegory ••• But 
thereis another way of using the equivalence, which 
is almost the opposite of allegory ••• The attempt to 
read that something else through its sensible imi ta-
tions, to see the archtype in the co~y, is what I 
mean by symbolism or sacramentalism.J 
Allegory then starts with an idea and creates an imaginary 
object as its eAponent. Symbolism starts with an actual 
object and from it receives the suggestion of an idea. In 
other words, the primary difference between symbolism and 
allegory is that the former sees "sermons in stones"; the 
latter from phantom stones builds -sermons.4 To medieval man 
2Taylor, The Medieval Mind, II, p. 102. 
3c. s. Le~is, The Allego~ of Love (London: Oxford 
University Press, 19Jb), pp.-~. 
4c. R. Post, Medieval Spanish Allegory, pp. 4-5, quoted 
by Dunbar, 2£• cit., P• 279· 
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the mortal and tangible were but the elements through which 
the poem or story, the carved or painted picture, was made 
the realizing symbol of the eternal Spirit. 
Rene Wellek and Austin Warren quote Coleridge to show 
the difference between allegory and symbol: 
But, says Coleridge, while allegory 'is merely "a 
translation of abstract notions into a picture . 
language, which is itself nothing but an abstrac-
tion from objects of the senses ••• ," a symbol "is 
characterized by a translucence of the special . (the 
species) in the individual, or of the general 
(genus) in the special ••• ; above all, by the trans-
lucence of the eternal through and in the temporal.5 
Wellek and Warren note that it was Goethe who first made this 
distinction between symbol and allegory, and then point out 
the important sense in which "symbol" differs from "image" and 
metaphor: 
Primarily, we think, in the recurrence and persis-
tence of the "symbol.n An 11 image 11 may be invoked 
once as a metaphor, but if it persistently recurs, 
both as presentation and representation, it becomes 6 a symbol, may even become part of a symbolic system. 
Among poets writing in English, William Butler Yeats has 
theorized more clearly about symbolism and practiced it more 
successfully than any other: 
Symbolism said things which could not be said so 
perfectly in any other way, and needed but a right 
instinct for its understanding; while Allegory 
said things which could be said as well, or better, 
5s. T. Coleridge, The Statesman's Manual, I, pp. 437-438, 
quoted by Wellek and Warren, Theory of Literature, p. 193. 
Cwellek and Warren, £E• cit., PP• 193-194· 
in another way, and needed a right knowledge for 
its understanding.7 
In the same essay, Yeats writes: 
A symbol is indeed the only possible expression of 
some invisible essence, a transparent lamp about a 
spiritual flame; while allegory is one o~ many 
possible representations of an embodied thing, or 
familiar principle, and belongs to fancy and not . 
to the imagination: the one is a revelation, the 
other an amusement.8 
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Medieval thought in its quest for knowledge wrought of the 
materials of symbolism a means of penetration into the mysteries 
of the universe. Its symbolism in Yeat's sense was a revela-
tion. It was a poetic habit of looking through the transitory 
things of sense toward the unseen eternal, of seeing and 
living "eternity in time." It was a way of ~inding the 
i~inite in the finite. This kind o~ symbolism is termed by 
' Miss Dunbar insight or interpretative symbolism: 
Symbolism is, then, to be described under three 
headings: arbitrary (extrinsic), descriptive 
(intrinsic), and interpretative or insight.9 
To medieval man. a symbol was not merely based on arbitrary-
association or comparison, either extrinsic or intrinsic. 
With these two types dissociation was possible. But a symbol 
was interpretative, the meaning of which may not fade or 
7w. B. Yeats, Ideas of Good and Evil, p. 227, quoted by 
Donald A. Stauffer, .The Nature-Qf-pQe~{New York: w. w. 
Norton and Company, Inc., 1946)-,-p. 168. 
8Yeats, £2• cit., P• 176. 
9Dunb ar, £E. c it. , p. 8 • 
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become stereotyped without the destruction of its fundamental 
character and so reduction to one of the other types. The 
very existence of a true insight symbol depended on the con-
tinual re-creation and expansion of its meaning. It was this 
third type of symboli&~ that the medieval poet knew and 
practised. For him insight · symbols were "lamps behind 
ideas. nlO 
The symbolic method wrought by centuries of conscious 
and unconscious striving was the instrument which 
made possible to medieval thinking unification of 
the diversities and contradictions of experience. 
The essence of this method was the recognition of 
the essential simultaneous validity of levels of 
interpretation, which by their correction of each 
other might ever more exactly express the truth.ll 
Through a four-fold method, literal, allegorical, tropological, 
and anagogical, symbolism accomplished its function as Christ 
accomplished His mission through His earthly, mystical, 
sacramental, and glorified life. For the Middle Ages the 
only possible creation was in symbolism. Craftsmen and 
scholars, artists in stone or in language, worked alike with 
the verba Dei.12 The cathedral was the setting for the drama 
' of the Mass, and this daily Sacrifice set in the daily cycle 
of the Hours and the annual cycle of the Christian year pre-
sented t4e pattern of ultimate truth: 
10Ib1d., pp. 5-13. 
11Ibid., P• 24. 
12Ibid., p. 439. 
There was no educative factor in the life of the 
~tlddle Ages more powerful than the Mass.l3 
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The church services were not public meetings in the cause of 
religion, but were expression and maintenance of a vital 
relationship between man and God in which the whole created 
universe was included: 
In the symbolism of the Mass was constant stimulus 
for every temperament to deeper thought and deeper 
feeling. In the letter of ita beauty and rhythm, 
it has its message for the artist; in allegory it 
reviewed for the people the life of Christ and the 
whole cultural development which lay back of their 
tradition, at the same time extending to each one 
Christ's life; in trope its symbols taught of dis-
cipline and the e.cquisi tion of virtues· and under-
standing; while in anagoge it contained the 
knowledge and inspiration of the mystic way and the 
means of man's n~flrest earthly approach to the 
Beatific Vision • .ll.!-
The medieval poet had for his daily devotion and poetic 
delight the books, drama, and music of the Liturgy--inter-
linking liturgical arts rich in symbolism, marvelously 
sonorous and flexible in language, capable of becoming 
stately or rugged, tender and affective in harmony with the 
liturgical season and his own thought. Expressed in symbols 
of ritual, action, vestments, hours and chant, the Liturgy is 
highly significant. Its music cannot be separated from its 
words. 
L'homme est un ~tre de foi, d'imagination et de 
sentu1ent: c'est pourquoi, la musique, comme le 
l3Ibid., p. 402. 
14Ibid., p. 4oo. 
religion et la po~sie, tient .une si grande place 
dans l'histoire de la civilization.l·> 
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The sensitive poet recognizes the wealth of expression in the 
Liturgy, its symmetry of form, its delicate sense of propor-
tion. Rich, varied, and lucid, its ideas, language, ceremonies 
and symbols are fashioned out of the simple elements of the 
spiritual life and effect "the miracle of a truly mighty 
style." Powerful in image, stimulating and sublime in thought, 
the Liturgy speaks a developed but restrained language. Blended 
with an erudition which is nowise obtrusive, but which is 
rooted in breadth of spiritual outlook and in inward restraint 
of thought, volition, and emotion, the Liturgy is art, trans-
lated in terms of life.lP There is a universality and all-
embracingness which characterizes the fellowship of the Liturgy, 
and makes its symbolism particuls.rly striking: 
••• an inner world of immeasurable breadth and depth 
has created for itself so rich and so ample an expres-
sion, and one at the s arne time so lucid and so universal 
in form, that its like has never been seen, either 
before or since.l7 
The New Testament reveals in full sunlight what the Old 
Testament had shown in the glimmer of the moon and stars. The 
medieval poet never tired of weaving the expressions of this 
15J. Combarieu, Histoire de la Musigue (Paris: Librairie 
Armand Colin, 1913). 
l6Romano Guardini, The Spirit of the Liturgy (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1953), pp:-146-185.- - .- . 
l7Ibid., P• 154. 
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fulfillment into his verse. His readiest form of literary 
expression was the symbol. Inspired by religious fervor and 
enthusiasm he sang of Mary as the Star of Jacob, reflecting 
the Divine mercy on mankind; the fountain of living water 
dispensing grace to parched souls; the rod of Aaron blossoming 
although it had no root; the mysterious harp of David giving 
forth the sweetest strains of compassion. The essence of 
these lyrics is found not in high subtlety of thought nor in 
cleverness of phrasing, but in the most sacred feelings of 
men: 
Poetry is engwined with religion and the two are 
made one ••• l 
Mary is the cloud that dropped down dew from heaven, the 
virginal earth that budded a Saviour, the hope and light in 
the darkest night. The strength of the symbols lie in the 
loveliness of the vision, a vision of justice, mercy, wisdom, 
and tenderness embodied in the form of the Virgin Mary. 
Mary's intercessory power was magnificently understood by the 
medieval poet. To him she was a symbol of all the forces 
uniting the ideals of beauty, goodness, and truth to the 
realized- Ideal of the Incarnation. 
The most remarkable thing about the ~llddle Ages 
was the trust and confidence men had in Our Lady. 
From that arose medieval lyrics which show the 
l8vvimsatt, W. K., "Poetry and Christian 'lbinking," 
ThOUght XXVI (1951), 216-231. 
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contrast between personal love and devotion 
to her.l9 . 
"To sing is characteristic o:f a lover," says St. Augustine. 
In symbols clearer than reality Mary's minstrels sang o:f her. 
All the beauti:ful Marian symbols o:f the Gospel are extended 
in the lyrics. 
Among the great hymn and sequence writers o:f the Middle 
Ages was Adam o:f St. Victor, whose symbolism :furnished 
inspiration :for the Middle English poet as well as the poets 
on the continent. Adam's symbolism was o:f two kinds, devo-
tional and artistic, and the two blended in a harmonious 
whole when his theme approached the Virgin Mother. Two stanzas 
:from his Christmas hymns will show his intricate symbolism: 
Frondem, :florem, nucem sicca 
Virga pro:fert, et pudica 
Virgo Dei Filium. 
Fert coelestem vellus rorem, 
Creatura creatorem, 
Creaturae pretium. 
A dry rod puts :forth lea:fage, :flower, nu~and a chaste Virgin 
brings :forth the Son o:f God. A :fleece bears heavenly dew, a 
creature the Creator, the creature's price. 
The second stanza is even more symbolic: 
Frondis, :floris, nucis, roris 
Pietati Salvatoris 
Congruunt mysteria. 
Frons est Cbristus protegendo, 
Flos dulcore, nux paseendob 
Ros coelesti gratia.2 
19A. F. Allison, " Medieval Attitude toward Our Lady," 
The Month, _August 1939, p. 166. 
20Adam o:f St. Victor, quoted by Taylor, £2· cit., p. 116. 
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The mysteries of leafage, flower, nut,dew are suited to the 
Saviour's tender love (pietas). Christ by His protection is 
foliage, by His sweetness is a flower, by His yielding food 
is a nut, and by His celestial grace is dew. One observes 
that here the symbolism first touches Christ's birth, the dry 
rod and the fleece representing the Virgin. Both symbols are 
taken from the Divine Office for Advent. Then the leafage, 
flower, nut,and dew symbolize the qualities of Christ. The 
remainder of the hymn carries out in further detail the 
symbolism of the nut.21 Emile Male co~nting on the 
symbolistic art of Adam says: 
Adrun of Saint-Victor, in the refectory of his convent, 
holds in his hand a nut. uwhat is this," he reflects, 
11 but the image of Jesus Christ? The green and meaty 
envelope which covers the nut i ·s His flesh, His 
humanity. The wood of the shell is the wood of the 
cross on which the flesh suffered. And the inside 
of the nut, which is food ~or man, is nothing less 
than His hidden divinity." ••• 22 
Ada~m's supreme command over form, rhyme, and symbolism 
made his carols marvels qf melody and significance. His 
influence is seen on a number of English carols of the 
fifteenth century into which the anonymous poet has infused 
a running symbolism, designed for imaginative and emotional 
effect. For infinite sweetness and solemnity, and for the 
extraordinary appropriateness of the sound to the sense, the 
21Ibid. 
22M. " ·1 a e, 
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artistically constructed Marian lyric, ."I Sing of a Maiden" 
cannot fail to be of interest. The carol preserves its 
singing note throughout. Here is a lyric of the purest 
poetic conception, in which the author's creative imagina-
tion has discerned and ordered the aesthetic permanent 
qualities of his subject and presented them in a for.m that 
transcends differences of time and background.23 
I sing of a maiden 
That is makeles, 
King of all kinges 
To her sone sche ches. 
He cam also stille 
There his moder was, 
As dew in Aprille 
That falleth on the grass. 
He cam also stille 
To his moderes bour, 
As dew in Aprille 
That falleth on the ;flour. 
He cam also stille 
There his moder lay, 
As dew in Aprille 
That falleth on the spray. 
Moder and maiden 
Was never non but sche; 
Well may swich a lady4 Godes moder be.2 
(Sloane ·2593) 
Finely conceived and exquisitely ordered, it is one of the 
most artistic pieces in the whole ~fiddle English period. The 
effect of this poem is to communicate a delicately and deeply 
23Kane, 22• cit., pp. 161-163. 
24chambers, ££• cit., p. 107. 
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beautiful sense of devotion. The emotional content is soft 
and tender, but the poem is in no sense weak; indeed, nothing 
could be stronger than its perfect felicity of utterance.25 
The probable source of the fifteenth century carol was 
the thirteenth century lyric, "I Sing of One that is Match-
less." The first and fifth stanzas show the inspiration of 
the Latin lyric~ 
Nu pis fules singet hand maket hure blisse 
and pat gres up pringet and leued pe ris; 
of on ic wille singen pat is makeles, 
pe king of hal~kinges to moder he hire ches • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mayden heo was uid childe & Maiden her biforen, 
& maiden ar sot-hent hire chid was iboren; 
Maiden and moder nas neuer non wimon boten he-
wel mitte he berigge of godes sune be.26 
(Trinity Coll. Camb. MS. 323) 
The remarkable advance in artistic conception and 
expression from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century is 
seen in the comparison of the two lyrics. The early lyric 
furnishes the setting, the symbol, and the theme of the later 
lyric, but there is a wide difference of approach and develop-
ment between the two. Half-narrative, half reflective, the 
first lyric celebrates the joy of the Virgin at the Annun-
elation. The second lyric emphasizes the peerlessness of 
Our ~ady and her acquiescence to become God's mother. By 
25Kane, 2£• cit., p. 162. 
2~ro¥m, XIIIth Century, p. 55. 
1 
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selection and exclusion, the fifteenth century artist shifts 
the emphasis of the poem and capitalizes on the symbol sug-
gested by the second line of the farmer lyric, 
and pat gres up pringet and leued pe ris. 
Chambers seems to think that the symbol of the dew falling 
upon the grass c&~e from the lines of a thirteenth century 
trouvere, Jacques de Cambrai: 
Ensi com sor la verdure 
Descent rosee des ciels, 
Vint en vos cors, Virge pure, 
De paradis vos dous Fiels.27 
As we have already pointed out the symbol comes from Psalm 
71:6 and was used in the Little Office of the Virgin Mary in 
the Lauds antiphon from Christmas until Candlemas. Mary's 
matchlessness is the theme of the first and last stanzas of 
the carol of the fifteenth century; the mysterious nature of 
the Incarnation, the grace by which Mary conceived silently, 
imperceptibly, miraculously, is suggested with reverence and 
awe in the intervening stanzas. The threefold pattern of the 
symbol rises to a mounting climax as the contrast between the 
greatness of the king and the hushed silence of his arrival 
in a maiden's womb is suggested in the repeated line, 
He cam al so stille 
and the beautiful simile of the mysteriously appearing dew, 
As dew in Aprille, 
. . 
27chambers, ££• cit., p. 349· 
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!falling first upon the grass, then upon the single flower, 
I 
! and finally upon the blossoming bough which most perfectly 
· symbolizes the height of spring:28 
I 
The poem is miniature, to be sure, and might con-
ceivably for that reason be held to be not truly 
great. But its size does not affect the considera-
tion of its perfect taste, by no means to be taken 
for granted, its absolute clarity, and the simple 
logic of the structure from which it derives its 
lovely and moving grace.29 
: Professor Saintsbury says of this gem ·or a carol found in 
i the Sloane IVIS: 
In no previous verse had this Aeolian musiQ~ this . 
'harp of Ariel' quality manifested itself • .; 
i in form the lyric is high],.y developed; in tone, it is fault-
less, possessing the grace, perfection, and purity of song. 
If ever there was a melod~ it has been lost. 
In the "Hymn to the Virgin to preserve nobl~ Kyng Herry," 
the major Marian symbols of the medieval lyrics are gathered 
; together in a single piece and may be used to show the pen-
' I 
• chant of the medieval poet for symbolic conception and inter-
1 pretation. In the heart of each familiar symbol there burns 
I 
! the accumulated love of generations. 
I 
0 blessed mary, the flowre of virgynite·l 
0 quene of hevyn Imperyallel 
0 empres of helle, and lady -of chastytel 
28 . . . 
Kane, £2• cit., pp. 165-166. 
29Ibid., p. 165. 
3°aeorge Saintsbury, Short History of English Literature 
I (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1919), p. 202. 
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To the obey alle aungels celestyallel 
For the hevynly kyng enteryd thy close virgynalle 
Man to redeme from dedely synne, 
That by his deth, hevyn he myght wynne. 
Lady Mary is a queen, an empress, the only worthy Ark to bear 
her God athwart the floods of time. She is the bright star, 
the ruddy rose, the stem bearing the flower from the root of 
Jesse: 
Hayle bryght starre of Jerusaleml 
Hayle ruddy roose of Jerico 1 
Heyle clerenes of bethlehem! 
To the alle synners do go, -
Mercy callyng, and besechyng to & fro 
Them to dyrect in this stormy se 
As thou art parfyte rodde of Jesse. 
She is the gate of heaven, the house Wisdom built herself, 
the temple resplendent with divine grandeur: 
0 clare porte of paradysel 
0 spowse of salamon so e1oquent1 
0 quene of most precyous prycel -
Thou art a pyller of feyth excellent! 
~tr townge is not suffycient 
Thy clerenes to comprehends, 
Yf euery membra a tunge mygbt extende. 
She is the fleece of Gideon, the impregnable tower of strength, 
the fortress and refuge of the hosts of God: 
Heyle flece of gedion, with vertu decorate! 
Heyle pleasant lyly, most goodly in bewtyl .. 
Heyle towre of Dauid & vyrgyn immaculatl -
Redres mans sowle from alle mysery, 
That he may enter the eternal glorye. 
As thou art cyte of god, & sempiternal throne, 
Here now, blessyd lady, my wofulle mona. 
She is the pleasant olive, symbol of peace, the light that 
surpasseth all nature: 
0 plesaunt olyue with grace circumdatel 
0 lemying lawmpe, in light passyng naturel 
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How greately is thy name glorificatel 
To the geuyth praysynges euery creatural 
As thou art goddys modyr & virgyn pure, -
Graunt to man the blysse eternalle 
Vf.hen he passith thys lyfe terrestryallel 
Brighter than the sun, the moon,. the blazing stars, she is 
1 the Mother of Mercy and grace whose intercession is invoked 
for King Harry and his realm: 
Heyle virgyn mary surmountyng clere tytanl 
Syttyng in hevyn most triumphantlyl 
Heyle blasyng starre withowte peerel 
I beseche the as thou art Moder of mercy, 
To preserue nobyl kyng herry 
And alle his holy realme, 
As thou bare Jubyter in bethleem.31 
The symbol of Mary as ~ueen appealed to . the religious and 
aesthetic sense of the Middle English poet who considered 
his island the "Dowry of Mary" and Mary its Queen. The 
antiphon for the Second Nocturn of Matins was a favorite: 
Specie tua et pulchritudine tua, intende, prospere 
precede, et regna. 
In thy comeliness and thy beauty, go forth, advance 
prosperously, and reign. 
(Matins: 2nd Nocturn) 
In the ~liddle English lyrics the familiar antiphon is given 
new life and "clothed round about with varieties. tt 
In the lyric stanzas of David's Psalter the medieval 
poet found the symbols of Mary's Queenship multiplied. The 
Leitmotif rises high and clear upon the wings of blended 
harmonies as the full orchestra of Psaim 44 hails the King 
31Furniv~ll, Political, Religious, and Love Poems, 
pp. 81-82. - -
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of Glory and then cadences softly down to the sweet strains 
of verses 10 and 11: 
Astitit regina a dextris tuis in vestitu deaurato; 
circumdata varietate. 
The ~ueen stood on thy right hand in gilded clothing; 
surrounded with variety. 
(Matins: Ps. 44> 
The "queen" signifies the Church, but is applied to the 
Virgin Mary who stands so close to Christ. 11 Gilded clothing" 
symbolizes incorruption and is accommodated to the Blessed 
Virgin whose conception was immaculate. "Surrounded with 
variety" points to the various virtues that emanate from Mary, 
the masterpiece of God's creation.32 
Mary's Queenship is celebrated in the lyrics of the Five 
Earthly Joys and in the lyrics of the Seven Celestial Joys. 
These last Joys, which are wholly distinct from the Terrestial 
Joys, did not make their appearance in England before the 
fifteenth century. The poems on the Celestial Joys trace 
their origin to a Latin hymn Septem Gaudia Celestia.33 These 
lyrics form an impressive class by themselves and have their 
origin in the Divine Office for the Feast of the Assumption, 
a feast of Mary that was observed with great ceremony and 
festivity in the Middle Ages. Mary is addressed as the "high 
Empress and Queen celestial. 11 
32Benedict Ballou, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
(New Jersey: St .• Anthony's Guild Press, 1936), pp • .56-59. 
-
33Brown, XVth Century, p. 304. 
1~ 
The carol of the fifteenth century that bids farewell 
to Christmas and welcomes the Feast of Mary's Purification, 
sings to the "quene of blysse and of beaute": 
Reuertere, reuertere, 
The quene of blysse and of beaute • 
• • • • • • • 
Come hyder, Lady, fayryst flovre, 
And kepe vs, Lady, from dolovre; 
Defend vs, Lady, and be owr socovre, 
For we cease not to cal to the: 
• • • • • • • • • 
Thys holy day of Puryfycacyon 
To the temple thou bare owr saluacyon, 
Jhesu Cryst, thin own swet Sone, 
To whome therfor now syng we: 
Farwell, Crystmas fayer and fre1 
Farwell, Newers Day with the1 
Farwell, the holy Epyphanpl -
And to Mary now syng we:34 -
(Bodleian Library MS. Eng. poet. e. 1) 
~ - 6 Greene, £E• cit., P• 9 • 
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CHAPTER II 
MARIAN SYMBOLS FROM NATURE 
A symbol is the translucence of the 
eternal through and in the temporal.--Coleridge 
As the aspects of the physical creation have furnished 
imagery to poets since the world began, so the medieval 
artist looked upon the world about him as a place of ever-
present sacramentals that evoked the most profound thought. 
He took from the Liturgy and from the visible world the 
Marian symbols which Nature, the handmaid of Faith, supplied. 
As the Sacred Scriptures had applied water imagery to the 
Virgin Mary, so he did likewise. The fountain, the spring, 
the well, and the sea were used to denote her grace-giving 
and beneficient qualities. She was the spring that watered 
the land, the sea of glass like to a crystal, the fountain 
of living and life-giving waters. Light imagery, consuming, 
enlightening, giving warmth and heat, comforting, and con-
soling, was indicative of her mercy and love. She was an 
Empyrean all fire and flame, the mystical sun of warmth and 
light; the dawn that heralded the Sun of Justice, the moon 
that reflected His light: 
Quae est ista quae progreditur quasi aurora 
consurgens, pulchra ut luna, electa ut sol ••• 
Who is this who comes forth like the rising dawn, 
beautiful as the moon, elect as the sun ••• 
(Canticle 6:9) 
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Garden imagery symbolized her as the good earth that 
fructified the grain of wheat, the garden of delights, of 
.fruits and flowers, "de horto concluso qui sponsus comparat 
Mariam in Canticis." The concrete and tangible were but the 
media through which the verbal and painted picture was made 
the realizing symbol of spiritual verity. From the immortal 
cathedral to the illuminated letters of manuscripts, from 
the exquisite symbolism of "Pearl" to the dramatic imagery of 
the Nativity carol, the use of the symbol was widespread. 
The growth of mysticism in the fourteenth century lent warmth 
in emotion to the Marian symbols drawn from the Scriptures 
and the created universe. 
Ever conscious as it was of the uriity underlying all 
things, the use of one symbol in many senses was natural to 
the medieval mind. If the Sun represented God for its life-
giving, light-giving, and heat-giving aspects, it also 
represented the Virgin Mary because of her association with 
her Divine Sun. Not only did the symbol have a multivalent 
quality but its appropriateness for the expression of any 
given reality was manifold. The Virgin I~ry is the sun, not 
only through her union with the Sun of Righteousness but also 
because she outshines all other saints as the sun does the 
stars: 
Gaude sponsa cara dei 
Ioy, derword spouse of god almyghtl 
for as the sonne the day lighty.ns with his beemys clere, 
so plentevously, of peace thou givys the light 
to tho pat in this world bene leuyng heere. 
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Derknesse is noone Yvhere pu art neere, 
0 glorious lanterne, euyre shynyng bright; 
thi sone to love and drede, optene vs will & myght.35 
Albertus Magnus, the teacher of st. Thomas Aquinas dis-
cusses in detail the associated imagery traditionally con-
nected with the Blessed Virgin in his De Laudibus Beatae 
Mariae Virginis. Medieval poets knew this work as they knew 
their Liturgy and Bible. Both artist and audience knew the 
same symbols by heart, for the great social, intellectual 
and cultural bond was the Chur.ch. In the seventh book, 
Albertus lists twelve separate symbolic designations "quomodo 
Maria designatur coelestia et superiora." All of these are 
connected with the sun and its light. Sol, Lucifer, Aurora, 
Lux, Dies are directly associated; and very closely, Coelum, 
Fir.mamentum, Luna, Horizon, Diluculum, and Mane.36 
In the Marian lyrics the Virgin Mary is the Dawn, the 
East, the Window, Vessel, Channel through which Light c~~e 
into the world, and she has a real and continuous function 
in the Kingdom of Light. Mary illumines the church as the 
sun the moon, but she herself becomes the moon when Christ is 
described as the sun. In this way, the Virgin is both sun 
and moon, and so illustrates the use of different symbols for 
the same reality. She is the pure crystal whose facets 
reflect the light: 
.35Brown, XVth Century:, p. 63. 
3bnunbar, Symbolism in Medieval Thought, pp. 275-276. 
Hailll brichtest. Sterne, Hailll licht lucern, 
or vertu well but vice, 
Thaw ws gouerne ffra feindis Inferne, 
0 port of parradice, 
Thou precius perle of prise.37 
{Arundel MS. 285) 
Different aspects of light, glimmering, flaming, 
crystalline, golden, silver, and glorious are used by the 
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Ydddle English poets to describe the beauty of the Virgin 
Mary. "Fair and bright" is a phrase that is constantly 
repeated in the lyrics. Stephen Langton, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, uses the words "bright and clear" in his Psalter 
of the twelfth century. Adam of St. Victor who set the 
pattern for the Middle English poets speaks of Mary as 
"splendens vas virtutwn." The star symbol is a familiar 
one fully developed in Or.mulum and the early lyrics based on 
the Ave ~~ria Stella Vesper hymn. 
Heil, sterre of pe See so brihtl 
Pow graunt vs to ben vr gyde ••• 
~ 
Mayden al-one, buyrde briht, 8 Wel brihtor pen pe Sonne ••• 3 
(Vernon MS. f. 407) 
Mary is haven of refuge for ships in the storm, medicine for 
the sick, light for the blind, joy to those in distress, 
treasure of bounty to mankind. She is the "tabernacle cleer," 
the 11 chawnbre briht." 
37Brown, XVth Century, P• 39· 
38Patterson, ~· cit., p. 113. 
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Chaucer in "An ABC" beseeches her in tones that recall 
the "Great O's" of the Advent Liturgy: 
0 verrey light of eyen that ben blinde, 
0 verrey lust of labour and distresseA 
0 tresoreere of bountee to roonkynde.37 
Light passing through glass was a favorite symbol used 
by Middle English poets to des'ignate the conception of Christ 
in the womb of Mary. The two lyrics modelled in text and 
form on the Latin hymn Stabat iuxta Christi crucem, and Jesu 
cristes milde moder are two of the earlier poems that use 
the metaphor of light passing through glass: 
For, so gleam glidis purt pe glas, 
Of pe bodi born he wa s , .~d purt pe hoale purch he gload.40 
In some of the later lyrics the same symbol is used to denote 
Christ's resurrection. 
Lydgate pays a three-fold symbolic tribute to Mary as 
the "sterre of the morowe," "the fulle moone" and "clearest 
-
sonne" celebrating her Divine Motherhood, her Immaculate 
Conception and her glorious Assumption: 
Thowe were the sterre of the morowe gray, 
Passing alle other as in comparysoun, 
The fulle moone brighter thane the day, 
Whylcome called in thy concepcyoun; 
And cleerest sonne in thyn assumpcypun, 
Alle derk skyes makyng for to flee.~l 
39Robinson, EE• cit., p. 618. 
4°Brown, XIIIth Century, P• 10. 
41cf. Walpers, ~· cit., p. 71. ~uoted from E.E.T.s. 
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In the ornate lyrics or the fifteenth century 1 Mary is 
the glorious queen "surrounded with variety": 
In a paall powdryd with clene perry1 
With saphir1 shynyng bryght and blew. 
Ther-to full or pacience and of vertu 
fful pure in peerla hire Clothing was •• ~ 
Here face 1 moost splendaunt than the Sonne 1 
hire Colour as Cleer as Cristal bryght ••• 
All Ordrys of Aungellys bowyd at a bekke 1 
And fyl to this flour o:f fair f elici te. 
Crownyd she is in hire benignyte; I.~ 
A sceptre in hand seyntly she has.~ 
(Harley ~B. 2255) 
,In these lyrics we can hear echoes of the ancient hymn fo.r 
Matins 1 a hymn which goes back to the sixth century and is 
ascribed to Fortunatus: 
0 Gloriosa virginum, 
Sublimis inter sidera, ••• 
0 Glorious Ladyl throned on high 
Above the star-illumined sky1 ••• 
as well as tones of the Second Nocturn of Matins: 
Astitit Regina a dextris tuis in vestitu deaurato, 
circumdata varietate. 
The queen stood on thy right hand 1 in gilded 
clothing; surrounded with variety. 
(matins: Ps. 44> 
As "coruna Cristi 1 " "diamond delycious oi' odour," "noble 
. 
saphir," 11 gloryose gemme that shyneth so clere,n Mary reflects 
the light 1 and brings forth the 11 Iewell 1 that is oure Ioyyng11 : 
42Brown 1 XVth Century 1 p. 71. 
0 pia, precyous, pure princes, . 
Pynnacle of price of thre persones, 
Too bemes of blysse in thy bryghtnes, 
Y-blessyd be ye in blode & bonesl 
0 oryens splendryx, in syght specius, 
As the splendaunt sonne sytth inspace, 
So shewyth your symylytude most glorius 
To euery gost gro\yYng in grace. 
0 clemens, castell of chastyte, 
Coruna cristi, comely thyng_ 
Tabernakyll of the trynytel 
Full tenders was thy trewe -louyng. 
0 Ioye, generosa of Iesse. 
Ihu, thy Iewell, is oure Ioyyng. 
0 spes nostra, specyous to se~~ 
Salue regina, to the we syngl~~ 
(Pepys MS. 1236 Magdalene Coll. Cambridge) 
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Garden imagery has a manifest and permanent association 
with the sun.44 In the Middle English lyrics there is a 
wealth of images taken from the plant world. These occur . 
over and over again and become symbols in the recurrence. 
Most of the symbols find their source in the Canticle of 
Canticles, the most surpassingly beautiful lyric in the 
Scriptures, where Mary is the Spouse of the Beloved. Written 
'in the form of a dramatic cantata, the Canticle sings of the 
love of the bride and the bride-groom, a favorite image in 
both the Old and New Testament. In expressive phrases showing 
both the inexhaustible wonder of Mary's vocation, echoes of 
this great love story of the Bible are heard in the Middle 
43Ibid., PP• 50-51. 
44ounbar, .2.£• cit., PP• 276-277. 
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English Marian lyrics. As the Spouse in the Canticle is a 
garden, 
Hortus conclusus soror mea, sponsa, hortus 
conclusus, fons signatus, ••• 
My sister, my spouse, is a garden enclosed, a 
garden enclosed, a fountain sealed up,~~· 
(Canticle 4:12) 
, so Mary is the ••• 
close gardyn of grace, hope in disparage.45 
As the Spouse in the Canticle is, 
Fons hortorum, puteus aquarum viventium, quae 
fluunt impetu de Libano, ••• 
The fountain of garden: the well of living waters, 
which run with a strong stream from Libanus, ••• 
. (Canticle 4:15) 
so Mary is the fountain of crystal waters that flow through 
the garden: 
Hailll fresche fontain pat springis new, 
The rute and crope of all vertu,~6 
The Spouse is the lily among thorns without being wounded by 
them, 
Ego flos campi, et lilium convallium. Sicut lilium 
inter spinas, sic arnica mea inter filias ••• 
I am the flower of the field, and the lily of the 
valley. As the lily among thorns, so is my love 
among the daughters ••• 
45Brown, XVth Century, P• 74. 
46Ibid., P• 37. 
{Canticle 2:1-2) 
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The ~lower o~ the ~ield and the lily o~ the valley are 
symbols o~ Mary's beauty, purity and humility. In keeping 
with this liturgical idea, medieval pictorial art o~ten 
showed the Annunciation as taking place out o~ doors in a 
garden, with the lily the symbol of purity. Mary is the 
11 rote of recreaunce," the "rote of grace": 
0 flos campi of swete odoure, 
0 Jesse yerde ~ull of honoure,47 
In the use of these flower symbols, the Middle English 
poets were i~luenced not only by the Liturgy but by Adam 
of St. Victor who introduced the full richness of Marian 
symbolism into Latin hymnody. It was in the fourteenth 
century that Adam's influencewas the greatest. Wolpers says 
o~ Adam: 
Symbole sind ein Hauptmerkmal der Marienlyrik. In 
ihrem vollen Reichtum werden sie Yon Adam von St. 
Viktor in die lateinische Hymnodi e eingefUhrt. Sie 
dienen ihL1 als Mittel,
4
dogmatische und liturgische 
Gedanken auszudrucken. 8 
There is a delightful Marian lyric of Adam called "Flower 
without thorn" the symbolism of which affected IV"dddle English 
poetry, but the word play and clever conceit anticipated the 
metaphysical poetry of the seventeenth century: 
Flos de spina, spina carens, 
Flos spineti gloria. · 
Nos spinetum, nos peccati, 
47Greene, ££• cit., P• 147. 
48cf. Wolpers, ££• cit., p. 87. 
Spina sumus cruentati 
Sed tu spinae nescia.~9 
Flower of thorn, thornless thou, 
Flower, glory of the thorn-brake 
We the thorn-brake, we the sin 
We the blood-stained by the thorn, 
But thou of thorn unaware. 
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The Beloved in the Canticle invites the Spouse to be crowned 
in the eternal gardens: 
Tota pulchra es, amiea mea, et macula 
non est in te. 
Veni de Libano, sponsa mea, 
veni de Libano, veni, coronaberis. 
Thou art all fair, 0 my love, 
is not a spot in thee. 
and there 
Come from Libanus, my spouse, 
Libanus, came: thou shalt be 
come from 
crowned. 
(Canticle 4:7-8} 
The flower of the field from whom is born the precious lily 
of the valley is summoned to be crowned forever among the 
11 blomes of' blysse," in "A Song of the Assumption": 
Tota pulcra es to my plesynge, 
My modur, princes of paradys1 ••• 
Veni de libano, pu lylye in launche, 
That lappes me louely wyth loulynge songe1 
Thow shalte a-byde wyth py blessed braunche 
That so solemply of pe spronge. 
Ego, f'los campy, py f'lowre, was f'onge, 
That on Calverye cryede to pe ywysse. 
I~ioder, 3e knowe hyt ys
5
no wronge, 
Veni coronaberis. 0 
{Cotton MS. Caligula A. ii) 
In the Assumption and Coronation lyrics Mary is the 11high Empress 
-
and Queen celestial," "Princes eterne and flour Immaculate": 
49rbid. 
5%rown, XVth Century, pp. 65-67. 
0 Hie Emperice and quene celestial!, 
Princes eterne and flour Immaculate, 
Oure souerane help quhen we vnto the call, 
Hailel ros Intact, virgyne Inuiolate, 
That with the fader was predestinate 
To bere the floure and makar of vs all, 
And with no spue of crbne coinquinate, 
Bot virgyne pure, clerare than Cristall • .51 
(MS. Arch. Seld. B.24) 
13.5 
The symbolic expressiveness of Adam of St. Victor is seen in 
the unique image in the following lyric by James Ryman, 
Franciscan Friar of the fifteenth century: 
0 floure of alle virginitie, 
Replete with alle diuinitie, 
0 triclyne of the5Trinitie, 0 clemens, 0 pia. 2 
(Cambridge University Library 
NIS. Ee. 1.12) 
The 11 triclyne,11 or couch for reclining at meals, is the only 
use ·of this sJmbol in English literature • .53 The rich 
symbolism of Adam is evident in the hymn from which Ryman 
took the figure of the reclining couch: 
Salve mater pietatis, 
Et totius Trinitatis 
Nobile triclinium; 
Verbi tamen incarnati 
Speciale majestati 54 Preparans hospitium. 
(Dreves and Blume I s. 269) 
Hail, Mother of sweet love 
And of the entire Trinity 
.51Brown, XVth Century, PP• 26-27 • 
.52Greene, ~· cit., p. 147 • 
.53Ibid., p. 393· 
.54cf. Taylor, ~· cit., p. 113 ff. 
Far-famed reclining place 
Preparing a special guest-room 
For the Majesty 
Of the Incarnate Word. 
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The rose shares honors with the lily in the symbolism of the 
Middle English lyrics. In its frequent use of Mary, the 
rose, the Liturgy applies to her the words of Ecclesiasticus: 
Q.uasi palma exaltata. sum in Cades, et quasi 
plantatio rosae in Jericho. 
I was exalted like a palm tree in Cades, and as 
a rose plant in Jericho. 
( Matins: Eccles. 24:18) 
Mary is God's "flower extraordinary." 
Myrroure without spot, rede rose of Ierico.55 
She is the bush, burning and unburnt, the fragrant rose, the 
lily chaste: 
0 fragrant roose, 0 lilly chaste, 
0 ardent busshe that did not wast, 
Thyne eye of grace vpo:g
6 
vs cast, 
0 clemens, 0 pia.~ 
(Cambridge University Library) 
MS • E • e • 1 .12 • 
As the rose plant is the queen of all flowers, Mary is the 
Queen of heaven and earth. The rose opens to the rays of the 
sun. Mary is the enclosed garden except to the Sun of 
Righteousness: 
This rose is reed, of colour bryght, 
Throw whom oure joye gan alyght 
55Brown, XVth Century, p. 74. 
56Greene, ££• cit., p. 147. 
Uppon a Cristysmasse nyght~ 
Claro Dauid ger.mine.5l 
(Bodleian Library MS. Arch. Selden B. 26) 
The indispensability of music to the text is seen in the 
fifteenth century carol that has for a burden: 
0 a rose, a louely rose, 
Of a rose I syng a song.58 
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In this carol the symbolism of the rose is extended to include 
the Five Joys of the Virgin Mary. The first branch of the 
rose symbolizes the Joy of the Annunciation; the second, the 
Joy of the Nativity; the third, the Joy of the Epiphany; the 
fourth, the Joy of the Resurrection; the fifth, the Joy of 
the Assumption into Heaven: 
The fifth branch, it was so swote, 
Yt sprong to hevyn, both croppe and rote, 
ln euery ball to ben owr bott, 
~o blessedly yt sprong.59 
(Bodleian Library MS. Eng. poet e.l.) 
The flower symbols used to designate the Lady Mary make 
. . 
a beautifully variegated bouquet. The "Hymn to the Virgin" 
of the thirteenth century sings of Mary the "good earth" which 
brought forth the blessed blossom: 
Edi beo pu, heuene quene, 
folkes froure .& engles blis, 
moder unwemrned & maiden clene 
swich in world non oper nis • 
• • • 
57Ibid., P• 133. 
58Ibid., P• 131. 
59Ibid., PP· 131-132. 
• • • • 
Spronge blostme of one rote, 
pe holi gost pe reste upon, 
pet wes for monkunnes bote, 
& heore soule to alesen for on. 
• • • • 0 0 • 0 
Pu ert sorpe to gode sede, 
On pe li3te pe heouene deu3; 
of pe sprong peo edi blede, 
pe holi gost hire on pe seu3.60 
(Corpus Christi WiS. · 54.D.5.14) 
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Macaronic lyrics of the fourteenth century hail Mary "suete 
levedi, flour of alle," "feirest flour of eni ·felde." The 
decorated verse of the fifteenth century as "blissit ros," 
and "flour of virginity": 
0 blissit ros, o ger~ of chastitee, 
0 well of beautee, rute of all gudenace, 
0 way of bliss, flour of virginitee, 
0 hede of treuth, o sterr without dirknace.61 
(MS. Arch. Seld. B. 24) 
In the Sapiential Books of Scripture the Wisdom of God 
is symbolized now in the guise of a child frolicking in the 
presence of the Father; now aiding Him in the work of creation; 
again as His angel or messenger of wisdom to mankind. In her 
Liturgy the Church takes these praises of Wisdom begotten and 
incarnate, and attributes them by Scriptural accommodation to 
Mary, begetting and incarnating. It is she who mirrors the 
attributes of beauty, majesty, fruitfulness, and sweetness of 
wisdom and so she is symbolized by the finest trees and the 
60 Patterson, ££• cit., pp. 93-9.5. 
6~rown, XVth Century, p. 27. 
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most precious perfumes of the garden of the Beloved. 62 
Ecclesiasticus, written probably nearly two hundred years 
before Christ, expresses truths not fully revealed until 
His coming. It "gathers as it were .. into one shaft of light 
all the rays of Mosaic revelation, so that later the 
Christian people might gratefully compare the as yet 
partially ·obscured glow that shone in the darkness of the 
ancient world, with the Shin ing light that was soon to 
dazzle the eyes of men sitting in the shadow of death.n63 
In the Mass and Office of the Assumption, the Church puts 
on the Virgin Mary's lips the words of Ecclesiasticus: 
~uasi cedrus exaltata sum in Libano, et quasi 
cypressus in monte Sion; quasi palma exaltata 
sum in Cades, et quasi plantati·o rosae in 
Jericho. Quasi oliva speciosa in campis, et 
quasi plantanus exaltata sum juxta aquam in 
plateis. Sicut cinna.--uomum et ba1samwn aromatizans 
odorem dedi suavitatem odoris. 
I was exalted like a cedar in Libanus, and as a 
cypress tree on Mount Sion. I was exalted like a 
palm tree in Cades, and as a rose plant in Jericho. 
As a fair olive tree in the plains, and as a plane 
tree by the water in the streets was I exalted. I 
gave a sweet smell like a cirmamon and aroma tical 
balm. I yielded a sweet odor like the best myrrh. 
(Eccles. 24:17-20) 
The cedars of Lebanon have always been considered as the 
symbols of strength and power. Mary is saluted as the 
tallest among the trees standing exalted among the sons of 
men and the angels of heaven: 
Hailll Seder Scheyne, ~~111 virgine cleyne, 
Ay glermnand into glore. 4 -
The Virgin is honored as the cypress, distinguished ror its 
exceptional beauty, its g reenness and rreshness, its dura-
bility: 
Hailll cipros greyne, Hailll rra the, Soleyne, 
Our saullis saif rra Sore 
To syru~aris send Succour.65 
The palm tree with its extended branches is a symbol or 
prayer and victory; the olive plant, the symbol or peace and 
joy. Jericho signifies the moon, which stands as a symbol 
or the Church, or a symbol or Mary, as brought out in the 
Apocalypse: 
Et signum magnum apparuit in coelo: Mulier 
amicta sole, et luna sub pedibus eius et in 
capita eius corona stellarum duodecim • 
... l\nd a g reat sign appeared in the heavens: 
a wob~n clothed with the sun, and the moon 
under her reet, and on her head a crown of 
twelve stars. 
(Apoc. 12:1) 
The plane tree with its thick foliage protects and shelters. 
Mary, the Refuge of Sinners helps needy mankind: 
Hailll plant maist Precius 
ffor manis medicyne, 
Thow wesche all vicius 
The flesche fro to refrene 
And keipe our conscience cle~e.66 
(Arundel MS. 285) 
64Brown, XVth Century, p. 38. 
65
rbid. 
6bibid., p. 38. 
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Less striking than that of the great and lovely trees, 
the imagery of aromatic perfumes is intensely suggestive of 
Mary's prayer, which intercedes for mankind. She is the 
pillar of smoke of aromatical spices, of myrrh and frankin-
cense, and of all the powders of the perfumer. She is the 
fragrance tbat diffuses itself in the whole house of humanity, 
permeating with refreshment like cinnamon and balm and myrrh. 
As the antiphon for Lauds exclaims, 
In odorem unguentorum tuorum currimus; adolescentulae 
dilexerunt te nimis. 
We run after the sweet smell of thine ointments; 
maidens love thee exceedingly. 
(Lauds: Antiphon) 
so the medieval poets symbolized the Virgin Mary as the 11 tre 
of lyf, 11 the 11 spice sweetest of all savour. 11 Adam's rich 
legacy of songs and carols has a Marian lyric of "fragrance 
sweet": 
67 
Cinnamoni calamum, 
1Vhl.rra..rn, thus e t balsamum 
Superas fragantia ••• 
Myrtus temperantiae, 
Rosa patientiae, 6 Nardus odorifera. 7 
(Dreves and Blume, I, S.269) 
Thou dost surpass in fragrance 
The stalk of cinnamon, 
Myrrh, frankincense and balm; 
Thou art the myrtle of temperance 
The rose of patience, 
Sweet-smelling spikenard. 
Cf. Wolpers, ~· cit., p. 69. 
The 1tlddle English poet of the fifteenth century sings in a 
Coronation song: 
Tota pulcra~ to the lille like~ 
She was set withe saphures celestial!; 
The odour of hir mowthe aromatike 
Dyd coumford the world vnyuersall~ 
Moche clerer she was than the cristall~ 
She is the flowre of all for.mosite~ 
Devoide of a ctes crymyna.lJ., 68 Ecce virgo Radix Iesse. 
(B. M. Addit. MS. 200.59) 
The symbol of the Virgin Mary as the Jesse tree was fruniliar 
in the 11 Jesse windows" of the great cathedrals. The ultimate 
source of the symbol is Isaias. The refrain in the lyric is 
taken from the third Advent fl...ntiphon: 
0 radix Jesse qui stat in signum populorum ••• 
0 root of Jesse that standeth as an ensign of 
the people ••• 
In the Liturgy, the Virgin Mary is symbolized as the city 
of Jerusalem 1 or Sion,the chief defense of the city. Jerusalem 
was unique above all cities 1 for God chose to establish His 
throne in it. Here was the temple 1 the dwelling of the Most 
High 1 the favorite stronghold of the King.69 In Ecclesias-
ticus 1 the Church puts on the lips of the Beloved: 
Et sic Sion fir.mata sum~ et in civitate sanctificata 
similiter requievl1 et in Jerusalem potestas mea. 
And so was I established in Sion and in the Holy City 
likewise I rested, and my power was in Jerusalem. 
(Matins: 2nd Lesson) 
68~rown 1 XVth Century, P• 68. 
6 . . . . 
9parsch1 ££• cit., p. 441. 
These words are acco~~odated to Mary in the same manner as 
the Israelites acclaimed Judith: 
Tu gloria Jerusalem, tu laetitia Israel, tu 
honorificentia populi nostri. 
Thou art the glory of Jerusalem, thou art the joy 
of Israel, thou art the honor of our people. 
(Judith 13:23) 
Middle English Marian lyricists, among themLydgate, hailed 
the Virgin Mother as the "honowre of' owre kynrede." 
Grounde & begynnyng, honowre of owre kynrede, 
Temple of the Trynyte, most blessid & most benygne, 
vVhere the hooly goste his golde dewe lyst down shed 
In-to thy Closette most Competent & condigne.70 
(Chathrun Library, Manchester, lfS. 6709) 
All the metaphors of the Bible are turned into :Marian 
symbols by the medieval artist who learned his technique from 
the Victorine Sequences in which medieval rhythmical verse 
reached its greatest formal perfection.71 Mary is the 
enclosed garden, the fountain, the lily of the valley, the 
star, the rose, the lovely tree. She is the 11 chambre of pe 
trynyte," the "pynacl~ precious," the 11 crystall paleys of 
owre gostely glorye." The symbol of the vessel to designate 
the Virgin's privileges was a favorite one with Adam and the 
Middle English poets. Adam sings: 
Salve, mater salvatoris, 
Vas electum, vas honoris, 
Vas caelestis gratiae; 
70Brown, XVth Century, p. 210. 
7lcf. Wolpers, ££· cit., p. 75. 
Ab aeterno vas provisum, 
Vas insigne, vas excisum 
Manu sapientiae.72 . 
(Dreves and Blume, I, s. 269) 
Hail Mother of the Saviour 
Chosen vessel, vessel of honor 
Vessel of heavenly grace; 
Vessel foreseen from eternity 
Singular vessel, vessel carved 
By the hand of Wisdom. 
In Middle English poetry, Mary is hailed as the vessel of 
election, of mercy, of goodness: 
Haylll 
Haile& 
Hailel 
wessell full of all godnes ••• 
wit and welle of al merce ••• 
tabernacle of pe trinite.73 
For the medieval poet, the whole of nature was one vast 
symbol. The key to the universe of concrete things was to be 
found in symbolical interpretation, by which things visibl~ 
existed as a sign of things invisible: 
Omnia mundi creatura 
quasi liber et pictura 
nobis est in speculum, 
nostrae vitae, nostrae sortis, 
nostri status, nostrae mprtis 
fidele signaculum.74 
Everything in creation is for us 
Like a book, a picture, 
An image in a mirror, 
A true symbol 
Of, our life, our destiny 
Our state, our death& 
7~. J. E. Raby, Christian-Latin Poetry, The Middle ~ftes 
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, second edition, 1953), p. 3 • 
73Brown, XVth Century, p. 42. 
74Raby, .2£• cit., p. 355. 
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CHAPTER III 
MARIAN SYMBOLS . FROM CONTINENTAL ART 
Symbole sind ein Hauptmerkmal der··Marienlyrik. 
--T. Wolpers 
Poetry in England felt the impact of the Latin influence 
long before the Normans came.75 The Church was the keeper 
and maker of books as she was the keeper and teacher of 
music. In the scriptoria of the monasteries were written 
the innumerable manuscripts which filled the libraries of 
the well-to-do or passed from .hand to hand until the welcome 
invention of printing.76 The commerce maintained through 
the churches and religious houses of England and the Continent 
provided for a gradual diffusion of Latin church hymns, verse, 
and music in the various countries. Before 1200 the reli-
gious lyric found expression primarily in Latin. In this 
tongue were written the hymns connected with the Liturgy and 
the poetry of private devotions. The early vernacular 
poetry that appeared in England had a definite liturgical 
influence. It was through the Church and its religious 
lyrics that pre-Norman and post-Norman times were poetically 
united.77 This influence has been pointed out in Part I. 
75Rhys, 2£• cit., p. 37. 
76Gibbon, ~· cit., P• 1. 
77 . . . 
Rhys, £E• cit., . p. 20. 
Under the House or Anjou, England became the center or 
French culture. Norman-French poetry was introduced and 
, southern Proven9a1 art brought to Britain. The extent or 
troubadour-trouv~re inSluence upon the !fiddle English lyric 
has been a disputed question among scholars or things 
medieval. 
In order to evaluate this poetry of southern France, and 
to trace its influence,direct or indirect,on the Middle 
English lyric, we must first understand the origin, nature, 
and symbolism of Provencal art. Descended from the liturgical 
chant in its music of traditional scales and motives, 
troubadour art rrom its religious beginnings went through 
many metamorphoses.78 It was an aristocratic genre that 
sprang up in sun-drenched Provence, where every castle was a 
miniature imperial court, and every poet, a lover. The 
theme of its poetry was love, but this love was of a highly 
specialized sort. Written in lyrical for.m, and in style that 
was sophisticated and often "aureate," the chanson d'amour 
and sirventes (satir~c) lyrics constituted an amatory ritual 
that was almost a religion. The lady, the lover, and the 
lyric, had a part in a service or courtly love that was 
modelled on the feudal system. Obedience to his lady's 
slightest wish, however whimsical, and silent acquiescence 
in her rebukes, however unjust, were the only virtues the 
78 Lang, op. cit., p. 101. 
lover-poet dared to claim.79 Allegory, personification, and 
conventional types were his chief modes of expression. Both 
the strength and weakness of troubadour poetry were condi-
tioned by the movement from which it arose: . 
Its strength lay in its sources, for the well-
developed social life of the nobility possessed a 
homogeneous and widely disseminated culture. Its 
weakness was caused by the limitations set to its 
intrinsic profundity by the conventions of this 
society, typifying and generalizing every experi-
ence and idea.CSO 
The great period of the troubadours lasted from about 
1150 to 1210.81 Before the close of the twelfth century, 
however, we find the Provengal conception of love spreading 
out in two directions from the land of its birth: 
One stream flows down into Italy and, through the 
poets of the Dolce Stil Nuovo, goes to swell the 
great sea of the Divine Comedy... Another stream 
found its way northward to mingle with the Ovidian 
traditionwhich already existed there, and so to 82 produce the French poetry of the twelfth century. 
Northern poetry belonged to the trouveres who expressed 
their art in chanson courtoise, and chanson de toile (weaving 
songs). These northern poets seemed to be less influenced 
by religious elements than the troubadours of the south. 
79Lewis, ££• cit., p. 2. 
80 Lang, ££• cit., p. 101. 
81 -G. w. Fenley and Henry A. 
of French Literature (New York: 
194I). zn.p:J 
82Lewis, 2£• cit., P• 23. 
Grubbs, An Outline Notebook 
F. s. Crofts and Company, 
Their songs show an even greater sophistication and intel-
lectuality.83 
From the point or view of music there was no fundamental 
dirference between the art of the troubadour and trouv~re; 
it was only the language that separated them. The troubadours 
used the langue d 1 oc; the trouv~res wrote in the langue d'oil. 
Lyricism was the basis of their art: 
The short strophes of their narratives had an 
appendix or closing formula (laisse) which was 
considerably more artistically conceived than 
the chanson de geste proper and found great popu-
larity later in the chansons de toile, the melody 
of which usually concluded with a short indepen-
dent refrain. The nature of this closing formula 
indicates that we are dealing here with a 
Gregorian derivation, as these refrains were 
probably modeled after the alleluia or the lesser 
doxology. The last two words of the lesser 
doxology, saeculorum, ~~ were contracted into 
a formula which used the last six vowels of the 
two words, EUOUAE. The formula used to designate 
the trope of the doxology was later corrupted into 
EVOVAE and appears repeatedly in med~eval Norman 
songs as Enne hauvoy, or Enne ovoi.B4 
Such is the derivation of what we call Envoi, used by Chaucer 
in his ballades and complaintes. 
Was the French influence an important one in shaping the 
Middle English Marian lyric? Patterson, agreeing with E. K. 
Chambers, considers the chanson d 1 amour a major literary 
force in moulding the English lyric in spirit, form, and 
content: 
83Fenley and Grubbs, 2£• £!!• 
84 Lang, .2.E.. cit • , p • 106. 
In content, however, the resemblance of the 
English religious lyric to its French models is 
even more marked than in matters of mere external 
for.m. The setting employed in several of the 
English poems has been taken directly from a 
French source, or has at least been influenced 
greatly by French songs.... The attitude of the 
English poet as he sings his love for Mary, who 
he remembers is now a 1peirles maide,' is not 
vastly different from that of the French writer 
who saw and celebrated charms more real to a 
worldly lover.85 
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It is Miss Segar's opinion that there is the whole di£-
terence of the two nations between the French and Middle 
English song. The intellectuality o£ the -chanson courtoise 
awoke little response in England, where the Marian lyric was 
affective, simple, and sincere: 
The real interest of troubadour and trouv~re was 
the human mind; love was . their theme, but their 
song was not the simple outpouring of a sincere 
affection, it was a recital of the state of the 
singer's mind as he believed or pretended it to 
be. Sometimes it was a discussion of what ought 
to be done in certain circumstances. Always was 
its dominant note intellectual; always, too, was 
its form clever and intricate. · Though rarely 
poets, these early singers were almost invariably 
artists; and to their care and :Q:recision Fre.nch 
literature owes no little debt.~0 . 
Alexander Scott in his Notes of Four Lectures £a Litera-
~ o£ the Middle Ages87 says that the love of the trouv~re 
was not the pleasure of passion at all, but the pleasure of 
85 Patterson, £2• ~., PP• 33-34. 
86Segar, ~· £!!., pp. 2-3. 
87Alexande~ Scott, Notes 0f Four Lectures on Literature 
of the Middle Ages (Edinburgh:--Thamas Constabl8; lB$1), .. 
P:W. 
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tricks of fancy combined with tricks of melody. The virelai, 
\ . 
· "E dame jolie,n by an anonymous trou'vere, illustrates his 
point ; 
E, dame jolie, 
Mon cuer sans fauceir 
Met en vostre bailie 
Ke ne soi vo peir. 
Sovant me voix conplaignant, 
Et an mon cuer dolosant 
D'une malaidie. 
Dont tous li mous an amant 
Doit avoir le cuer joiant 
Cui teilz malz maistrie. 
3i for.ment m1 agrie, 
Li douls malz d 1 ameir 
Ke par sa signorie, 
Me covient chanteir.88 
w. P. Ker agrees with Miss Segar that the lyric poetry 
of the Provencal kind was a most exacting and difficult art; 
it required very peculiar conditions before it could flourish 
and be appreciated, and these conditions did not exist in 
England or in the English language: 
The Provencal poets were "courtly makers;" so were 
the French who copied them. The ''courtly ~ maker" 
needs not only great houses and polite society for 
his audience; not only the fine philosophy "the 
love of honour and the honour of love," which is 
the foundation of chivalrous romance, but besides 
all this, he needs the reward and approbation of 
success in poetical art; he cannot thrive as an 
anonymous poet. And it is not till the time of 
Chaucer and Gower that there is found in England 
any poet making a great name for himself as a 
master of the art of poetry.89 
88cr. Appendix XI for musical notation and source. 
89w. P. Ker, English Literature Medieval (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1927), pp. 91-92. 
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The following chanson, "Le Chatelain De Couey," by Guy de 
Couey, troubadour, exemplifies the polished verse of the 
late twelfth century. The song of the troubadour shows the 
whole background of feudalism in the service of the vassal-
poet to her to whom he has pledged his homage. His heart 
will have reason to rejoice if the lady will retain him in 
her service: 
La douche vois del resignol salvage 
K'oi nuit et ior chointoier et tentir 
Me radouchist mon cuer et rassoage: 
Lors ai talent ke cant por esbaudir. 
Bien doi canter, puis k'il vient a plaisir 
Chele cui i'ai de cuer £ait lige homage, 
Si dol avoir grant ioie en mon corage, 
S'ele me vert a son oes retenir.90 
The symbolism in the following chanson by Canon 
de B~thune, is particularly striking, and in direct contrast 
to symbolism found in the English lyric. In the first stanza 
quoted, love is a thi.ef, an assassin: 
Amors, de felonie 
Vous vaurai esprover; 
Tolu m'aves la vie 
Et mort sans deffier. 
La m'aves fait penser 
Ou ma joie est perie; 
Cele qui jou emprie 
Me fait d 1 autre esperer. 
In the second stanza love's heart is a land without water, 
without moisture, from which the distraught poet can gather 
neither fruit, nor leaf, nor flower: 
9°B. H. Chamberlain, editor, Huit Siecles de Po~sie 
Francaise (Paris: Payot, 1927), p:-27. · 
,J 
Mout est la terre dure, 
Sans eve et san-s humor 
Ou j 'ai mise ma cure, 
Mais -- n'i keudrai nul jor 
Fruit ne foille ne flor, 
S 1 est bien tans et mesure 
Et raisons et droiture, 
Ke li rende s•amour.91 
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A common metaphor in all this courtly poetry was that 
11 L1 amour est un. mal, un tourment." Hyacinthe Binet in his 
critique, Le style~ la lyrique courtoise ~ France,92 
states that this "douleur deviant synonyme de passion": 
Jai un mal qui m•a sorpris par mon folage, 
Qui ne point et me distraint sans esparnier. 
Love becomes a martyrdom in the trouvere lyric: 
Ces tourments deviennent un martyre. 
Cele, qui ja ne chant de mon martire.93 
We do not f'ind any such symbolism in the Middle English 
Marian lyric. 
Rossell Robbins, in the introduction to his Secular 
Lyrics of the XIVth and XVth Centuries, 94 asserts that the 
French influence on the Ifiddle English lyric has been misin-
terpreted. .First of all he says that the Middle English 
verse was not confined to court circles; even the formal 
lyrics often had a popular quality: 
9libid., pp. 25-26. 
92Hyacinthe Binet, Le style de la lyrique courtoise en 
France (Paris: Emile Bouillon, 1E91J; P• 39. 
93rbid. 
94Rossell H. Robbins, Secule~ Lyrics of the XIVth and · 
XVth Centuries (Oxford: At · the Clarendon Press, 1952) .-:---
In this respect, Middle English lyr~c poetry is 
quite unlike the Provencal lyrics, which form, 
according to Chaytor, •a poetry essentially 
aristocratic, intended -for nobles and for courts, 
appealing but rarely to the middle~classes and 
to the common people not at all.•9~ 
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Furthermore, Robbins maintains, -that French influence was 
not so great as some critics, H. J. Chaytor, for example, 
would have us believe: 
Where is the French influence in the big collections 
of the fourteenth century? William of Shoreham's 
poems show little; Herebert's hymns none; and even 
allowing for the strong chaNson d'aventure influ-
ence in the refrain poems of the Vernon and Simeon 
W~S., there is not much which an English writer, 
acquainted with France and its continental fashions 
in only a superficial way, could not have developed 
independently, perhaps assisted by a slight lalowledge 
of the Latin literature of the church ••• and any 
unusual 1 colores' or stylistic devices, for example, 
in the Aureate Collectio~s, can best be traced to 
the Latin rhetoricians.9b 
The French critic, Jean Audiau, in Lea Troubadours et 
L'AnSleterre,97 gives a keen analysis of the devotion of the 
English people to Mary, "La Vierge, symbole ~ leurs yeux de 
- . 
beaute," and the expression of that devotion in Marian 
lyricism. He says that the influence of the French chanson 
upon the poets of England was "plus lente et moins profonds 
qu'ailleurs." 
Ames rudes et religieuses tout ensemble, lea 
Anglais, sans doute, n'etaient point gens A 
95_ill£., p. li. 
96rbid., PP· li-liii. 
97Jean Audiau, Lea Troubadours et L'Angleterre (Paris: 
Librairie philosophique J. Vrin, 19271, p. 129. 
s I enthousiasmer pour des chansons, o-d. 1 I runour, 
11 faiblesse impar damnable," slepanouissait dans 
toute sa splendeur, oh la femme faisait trop 
souvent figure de devinit~; au lieu d'adresser 
leurs hommages aux aimables mortelles -- de leur 
temps , ils chant~rent la Vierge, symbole ~ leurs 
yeux de la beaut€ corporelle et de la perfection 
morale.95 
The lady of t h e English poet was :first and last 11 la :fleur 
des dames," 11 souveraine de toutes fleurs."99 
1.54-
From an examination of these viewpoints it would seem 
that the courtly lyric o:r the Continent served but to 
inflame to greater ardor the love of the English people for 
the Virgin Mary and to enrich the scope of poetic utterance: 
Unto my Lady, of womenhede the floure 
As ye of all floures are my Souerayn.lOO 
Troubadour and trouv~re poetry had "flowers in England but no 
fruits.nlOl Upon the English poets it exercised an influence, 
it is true, but that influence was less profound than upon 
the other literatures of Europe. 
Gen6e d~ns son epanouissement, condamn6e ~ 
dispara~tre presque des son apparition, elle 
semble n'avoir 6t6 qu'un caprice litt6raire, 
dont on peut dire ••• -
It is only flowers; they had no fruits~l02 
98Ibid. 
99rbid., p. 6o. 
lO~urnivall, Political, Religious and Love Poems, P• 71. 
101Audiau, ££• cit., p. 130. 
102Ibid. 
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Reed recognizes the presence o~ the native lyric impulse 
underlying all .Middle English verse, and says that the French 
song, instead of stifling it~ deepened and perfected it~ 
"but in all the changes we still hear the echo of earlier 
lyrics, notes that seem to come from some ~or gotten scop."l03 
Reed also seems to think that the large and interesting 
group o~ French songs called the noels had a greater 
influence upon the English lyric,104 than the courtly lyric. 
These songs were the oldest form of sacred song in the 
vernacular tolerated by the Church. The Latin Christmas 
song was well-known throughout Europe, and often the noel 
has a Latin refrain: 
Cet enfant tout aimable, 
In nocte media, 
Est ne dans une etable 
De casta Maria. 
'Most of the French noels are ~ound in a volume called Vieux 
Noels,l05 and date fram the eleventh century. Songs of 
rejoicing not only for Christmas but ~or the New Year, these 
noels were extraordinarily popular; indeed the word noel 
came to mean "vivat, 11 "hurrah," and was shouted in the streets 
o~ London when Henry V returned from Agincourt in 1415. 
There was hardly a parish in France where they were not 
improvised to meet the demand, and the early French printers 
103Reed, £2• cit., p. 42. 
104Ibid., p. 36. 
105 .. Vieux Noels, Nantes, 1876, III, p. 2. ~uoted by Reed. 
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furnished Bibles of Noels by the score. Many of these 
survive only in manuscripts. Concerned with the Annuncia-
.. 
tion, the birth of Christ, the slumber songs of the Virgin, 
and the visit of the shepherds and the Magi, the noels for.m 
a literature of high spirits and rejoicing.l06 The refrains 
are a most important part of the song. Often they occur 
after every couplet; at. times, after every line. 
Chantons Nolet, Nolet, Nolet, 
Chantons nolet encore~l07 
From the University of Paris whither they flocked in 
large numbers, the English scholars brought home the "po6sie 
populaire" which they had learned with their medieval logic. 
In the vast Cathedral of Notre Dame, the noblest in 
Christendom, they heard the French noels and the . hymns of 
praise and love to the Virgin Mary.l08 
Greene takes an opposite viewpoint when he distinguishes 
between carol and noel. He says that the identification of 
the two forms has led to confusion and misunderstanding, 
particularly when it is applied to the early history of the 
two genres: 
The generally overestimated antiquity attributed to 
the no~l has been responsible for some of the con-
fusion with the early carol. Instead of dating from 
the twelfth century or earlier, as it has often 
b.een said to do, the noel does not emerge as a 
106Reed, 2£• £!£., P• 37. 
107vieux Noels, I, p. 4. 
l08Reed, ££• cit., PP• 40-41. 
genre until the late fifteenth century, some 
time, that is, after the carol has been well 
established in English.l09 
Greene says that the frequent occurrence of the word 
"noel" in the carol burdens has led to the overestimation 
1.57 
of· the cont ribution of French poetry to the carol. This is 
the only French word which seems to be thoroughly at home · 
in the carols; very few include other French phrases of even 
the simplest kind. In some pieces "Nowel" forms the enti ~Je 
burden, either the whole word or its final syllable being 
repeated as often a.s demanded by the music .110 
Nowel, nowel, nowell 
To vs is born owr God Emanuel. 
In Bedlem this berde of lyf 
Is born of Ma.rye, maydyn and wyf; 
He is bathe God and man, I schryf; 
Nowel, nowell 
Thys Prince of Pees xal sec~ al stryf 
And wone wyth vs perpetue1.111 
(Trinity College, Cambridge, MS. 0.3 • .58) 
It is mainly as an interjection to express rejoicing that the 
word "noel 11 makes its way into the English carols. Greene 
makes note of the word appearing even in a carol which is a 
"Planctus Mariae." 
Nowel, el, el, el, el, el, el, el, 
el, el, el, el, el, el, el, ell 
l09Greene, 22• ~., P• xxiv. 
110Ibid., p. xxvii. 
1111lli•' P• 13. 
'Mary moder, cum and se: 
Thi Sone is naylyd on a tre, 
Hand and fot; he may not go; 
His body is woundyn al in woo.ll2 
(British Museum, lY5. Sloane 2593) 
The line from the "Franklin 1 s Tale 1 " 
And 1Nowel 1 cryeth every lusty man, 
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does not mean that every lusty man sings a Christmas song, 
but it means that he shouts the medieval equivalent of 
11Hurrahl 11 113 In a fifteenth-century chanson pieuse preserved 
in a manuscript now in Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, 
and hitherto unpublished,lJ.4 Greene sees a c l oser parallel 
to the early Middle English carol dealing with the Virgin 
Mary and her joys. This poem is an exact counterpart of many 
English carols in form and in substance: 
112Ibid., 
113Ib"d 
__L., 
114Ibid., 
Aue uirgo regina, 
Dei plena gratia. 
Vos qui Nostre Dame aymez, 
A mon reson entendez; 
Qui est a dire si escotez 
De virgine Maria. 
Le seynt angel Gabriel, 
Qui decendist de ciel, 
A Marie paroles dit tieles: 
1Aue, plena gratia. 
Vn fant sera de toi nee 
Qui Jhesus sera appellee, 
Qui tout le monde pur sa pite 
Saluabit a miseria.• 
P• 118. 
p. :xx.xiii. 
p. xxvi. 
Quant le douce fant fust nee 
Et de Seynt Johan baptyze 
In Jordan o flumine: 
Laua nostra crimina. 
Les trois reis d•orientz, 
· Il veneront ingnelement 
A bedlem oue lour present; 
Stricta sunt itinera. 
Nostre Dame et Emperes, 
Si el aura nos promeez, 
Qu'el priera a son Filz 
- Pro sua familia.ll5 
(Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge) 
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It is Greene's conclusion that the quality of the French, and 
the position of t he carol in the manuscript between two 
English carols, point to its being the work or an Englishman 
in imitation of the English carols then current rather than an 
instance of French influence. 
Before the emergence of the carols and noels in the 
manuscripts, evidence for the writing of vernacular religious 
lyrics on the pattern of love-songs is rather scarce in the 
British Isles. On the Continent, however, it was an estab-
lished practice as early as the thirteenth century. Some or 
these religious poems show the influence of the courtly 
school, others are nearer to the truly popular lyric in their 
form and manner,ll6 and others still such as "Ave Maria, 
j 1 aimetant," are derived from liturgical prayer chant. 
ll5MS. !£• ~~ p. 210. ~uoted by Greene, PP• xxvi-
xxvii. -
116Greene, ~· cit., pp. cxviii-cxix. 
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Love was not the exclusive subject of French poetry. 
The influence of the French religious lyric on English 
I~rian lyricism should be considered. There were the French 
serventois in honor of the Virgin Mary which date from the 
eleventh century. Wace relates that Mary appeared before 
certain sailors, and saving them from a violent storm, gave 
explicit directions for tbe founding of the Feast of the 
Conception at Caen. Considerably later, similar fetes in 
honor of the Virgin Mary were established at Rouen, Dieppe, 
Arras, Valenciennes, and other places, until by the fifteenth 
century there had sprung up, all over France, societies that 
sought to honor the .Mother of God by contesting in song.ll7 
In addition to this influeJ:+ce, · collections of Miracles of 
Our Lady were written. Among these was the enormously 
popular Miracles de Nostre Dame, composed by Gauthier de 
Coincy, monk of Soissons.118 Interspersed in this work were 
some lyric passages of note. The rules of different Puys, 
as these partly literary, partly religious societies were 
called, varied somewhat; but in general, the procedure 
followed fairly uniform lines. The contests lasted about ten 
days, each day devoted to composing and reciting hymns, in 
honor of the Blessed Virgin. Normally, the serventois were 
composed of eleven lines each and an envoi of four or five 
117Patterson, ~· cit., PP• 4o-4l. 
118 . 
Greene, ££• cit., p. cxviii. 
lines, in which the presiding off'icer and judge, the "Prince," 
was addressed. There was also a ref'rain. The practice ' or 
praising :Mary soon spread to all parts of' France and aff'ected 
nearly all kinds of lyric poetry.ll9 The close association 
of England with the Continent accounted !'or the popularity 
of' these songs in England. Collections of' Miracles of' Our 
Lady were written, and the Cursor Mundi has a dedication in 
Mary's honor which probably grew out of the. song contests: 
vi.hoso will of her fairness spell 
Find he may enough to tell 
01' her goodness, of' her truthhood, 
Men may f'ind, about to spread; 
Of truth, of' love and charity 
Was never her equal, nor ever shall be ••• 120 
Proven9al art descending upon Italy awakened Italian 
lyricism. 
11From the ashes of the Proven9al lyric," Padelford says, 
''the new lyric of Italy arose, phoenix-like, a purif'ied 
spirit of flame, ardent, ethereal, mysterious.l21 Thi s lyric 
was characterized not by the stilted f'ormality of' courtly 
art, but rather by a conception of love that was spiritual 
in essence, blending religion and passion, giving warmth and 
definition to reli gious ideals and abstractions. The lady 
was still to be served, but this service was transformed into 
119 4 Patterson, ££• cit., PP• 0-41. 
120comper, 2£• cit., pp. 160-161. 
121Frederick M. Padelford, Early Sixteenth Century 
Lyrics {Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1907), pp. x-xi. 
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humility and devotion. The Italian songs of praise were 
musical in character and permeated with sincere, warm humanity. 
St. Francis and his disciples were singers of the laudi, and 
Dante in his Divina Commedia brought the medieval 11miracle 
of song 11 to its highest perfection in his lyrical t erza rima 
lines. Into England, the descendants of St. Francis and 
Dante brought the song that had such a tremendous influence 
on the spirit and content of the Middle English Marian 
lyrics. 
The medieval poetry of the Spanish people is deeply 
immersed in the traditional and anonymous. The shrine that 
held the relics of St. James had been rebuilt in 1027-1037, 
after its destruction by Almanzor, and it became the principal 
place of pilgrimage in Europe. From the first quarter of the 
eleventh century onwards a continual stream of crusaders and 
pilgrims were passing from France into Spain. Provencal 
poetry was carried to Galicia and from there to P9rtugal by 
the pilgrim route. In fact, since the end of the eleventh 
century, Galician poetry and music had had a certain reputa-
tion both in their own country and in Leon and Castile. The 
high degree of elaboration of the Galician lyric in the 
thirteenth century implies a long period of development. 
Some five hundred songs of rhythmical vitality have come 
down to us. The most striking example of these songs is the 
collection, four hundred in number, made by the learned 
Castilian Alfonso X, and called the Cantigas ~ Santa 
Maria.l22 The essential feature that distinguishes these 
songs from other songs with choruses is the theme-stanza at 
the beginning . This device was probably patterned on the 
antiphon in the Divine and Little Office that was used as 
the setting for the psalm. Jacopone da Todi was using this 
stanza in Italy for his popular religious verses, and the 
Friars were introducing it into England.123 
Gonzalo de Berceo, the first Spanish poet that we know 
by name, lived during the latter part of the twelfth century. 
His famous work, Milagros De Nuastra Senora, has a lyrical 
prologue that is rich in Marian symbols of liturgical origin. 
This symbolic introduction recalls the opening of Piers 
Plowman. The poet describes how one day, when going on a 
pilgrimage, he came to a meadow, green, full of sweet flowers, 
threaded by streams, set about with tall trees, on whose 
branches a multitude of birds were singing. The meadow is 
the Immaculate Virginity of Mary, the streams, the four 
Gospels, and the songs of the birds,the sermons of St. 
Augustine and St. Gregory. In the spirit of the Little Offic~ 
Mary is "Star of ocean blest," the guide of the sailors on the 
storm-tossed sea: 
122Gerald Brenan, Literature of the s7anish Peo~le 
(Boston: Cambridge University Press, 1951 , pp. 37- 4. 
123George T. Northup, An Introduction to Spanish 
Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938), 
P• 107. 
La bendicta Virgen es estrella clamada, 
Estrella de los mares, guiona deseada, 
Es de los marineros en las cuitas guardada, 
Ca quando essa veden, es la nave guiada. 
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In the second stanza she is "reyna," "tiemplo de Jesu 
Cristo," "estrella matutina," ttde cuerpos e de almas salud 
e medicina. 11 In the third stanza she is the "f'leece on 
which the dew descended in the vision of' Gideon," "the 
sling of' the manly David": 
, 
Ella es vellocino que f'ue de Gedeon, 
En qui vino la pluvia, una grand vission: 
Ella es dicha fonda de David el varon, 
Con la qual conf'ondio al gigant tan f'ellon. 
All the beautiful Marian symbols of the Old and New Testament 
are woven into the remaining stanzas. Mary is the f'ount, 
the harbor, the door, the watch tower, the throne of Solomon, 
the rod of' Moses that opened and closed the sea. She is the 
"flowering almond," the "pomegranate filled with the seeds 
of' grace," the "rod on which the brazen serpent was raised 
alof't": 
Es dicha vid, es uva, almendra, malgranada 
I Que de granos de gracia esta toda calcada; 
Oliva, cedro, balssamo, pa~na bien aiumada 
Piertega en que sovo la serpiente alzada.l~ 
The spirit of' the Portuguese people and the ~~rian 
symbols of the Liturgy are revived in the lyrics and one-act 
dramas of the lyric poet, Gil Vicente, of the fifteenth 
1~Gonzalo de Berceo, Itllagros De Nuestra Senora 
(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, s. A., 1944)-,-pp. 9-11. 
century. The symbolism of tt Mary the Rose," is particularly 
significant since it gathers ~nto one piece the seed, the 
stem, the flower, and unifies all three: 
Branca estais e colorada, 
Virgem sagrada1 
Em Belem, vila do amor, 
da rosa naceo a flor. 
Virgem sagradal 
Em Belem, vila -do amar, 
naceo a rosa do rosal. 
Vir gem sa.grada 1 
Da rosa naceo a flor, 
Jesus Nosso Salvador. 
Virgem sagradal 
Naceo a rosa do rosal, 
Deus e homem natural. 
Virgem sagrada1125 · 
.. (Gil Vicente 1470-1540) 
The translation of the Galician Castilian is made by Thomas 
Walsh: 
White and crimson, cheek and breast, 
0 Virgin Blestl 
The pledge of love in Bethlehem 
A flower was on the rosetree's stem, 
0 Virgin blestl 
In Bethlehem in sign of love 
The rosebranch raised a rose above, 
0 Virgin blestl 
In the rose came forth a flower--
Jesus, our high Lord of Power--
0 Virgin blestl 
The Rose of all the rosetree's span, 
God in nature and
6
a Man,--
0 Virgin blest.l2 
(From the Galician-Ca.stelian by Thomas Walsh) 
125Aubrey F. G. Bell, editor, The Oxford Book of 
Portuguese Verse (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, ~25), 
P• 89. 
126Thomas Walsh, The World's Great Catholic Poetry (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1939), p. 132. 
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The following Cancion is fo1.md at the end of El Auto de la 
Sibila Cassandra, a one-act religious play, and points out the 
beauty of the Lady, Star of the Sea. 
Muy graciosa es la doncella, 
lcomo es bella y hermosal 
Digas tu, el marinerg 
que en las naves vivias, 
si la nave o la vela o la estrella 
es tan bella. 
Digas t~, el cabal~ro 
que las armas vestias, 
si el caballo o las armas o la guerra 
es tan bella. 
Digas t~, el pastorcico 
que el ganadico guardas, 
si el ganado o los valles o la sierra 
es tan bella .127 
{Gil Vicente) 
The sailor, the knight, and the shepherd respectively are 
invited to praise the beauty of the Lady; the Star of the 
Sea: 
Full of Grace exceedingly, 
And oh, what charm and love line sa 1 
Speak, thou sailor of the sea, 
And, for all thy barque, confess 
Never ship nor sail can be 
Beautiful as She1 
Speak, thou knightly lord of arms 
Boasting of thy panoply,--
Are horse and sword and war-alarms 
Beautiful as She? 
Speak, thou shepherd of the hills 
With thy gamboling lambkins free--
127Janet H. Perry, editor, The Heath Anthology of Spanish 
Poetry (Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1953), p. 187. 
Are there peaks or vales or rills 
Beautiful as She?l28 
(From the Galician-Castilian by Thomas Walsh) 
The harmony in the Middle Ages may be said to be found 
in the Marian Ideal. The researches of F. Gennrich have 
done much to increase our knowledge of the music of the 
minnesong, and its verse structure. Gennrich believes that 
the German medieval lyric was dependent in some respects on 
church music, the sequence and hymn, and thus point ed to a 
close relationship between the nunnesong and the older 
ecclesiastical and Latin lyric.l29 Although the troubadours 
and their courtly love song influenced the German lyric, the 
love-cult Frauendienst was foreshadowed by the Mariendienst. 
The Teutonic knights were well acquainted with spi ritual 
themes, crusading songs, Marian le gends, and poetry in praise 
of the Virgin Mary. Mary was the patroness of their Order, 
the members of wh ich were known as Marianer or Marienritter. 
The principal house of the Order, the Marienburg, was dedi-
cated to Mary. The outer east wall of the church of the 
Marienburg was adorned with her statue, heroic in dimensions, 
her .face directed toward that Slavic "land of promise" which 
the Knights hoped to conquer and whose people they desired to 
convert to her service and that of her Son. The Marian 
128 Walsh, The Catholic Anthologx, p. 133. 
129A. Closs, The Genius of the German Lyric (London: 
George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,-r93ET. 
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verses of the Kni ghts portray Mary under two distinct 
aspects. She is the Virgo Inviolata with particular emphasis 
on her Divine Maternity. She is the Virgo clemens, the 
mother of mercy, the "mutter der barmherzekeit."l30 
0 Mutter der Barmherzekei t, 
Hoch uber una den Mantel breit', 
Una all darunter wohl bewahr 
Zu jeder Zeit in aller Fahr 
Barmherzige Patronin, 
Komm una zu Hilf', Mariatl31 
(Beissel) 
It is in lyrics like the one just quoted with its 
emphasis on the mercy and intercession of Mary that the 
German medieval song is akin to the English lyric in its 
warmth and affection of actual association. 
In addition to this resemblance, all the lovely symbols 
of the Liturgy are used by the Teutonic Knights in their 
Marian verses. The symbol of the sun shining through glass 
is used to denote Mary's virginity. Even as the bemns of the 
sun shine through a window-pane without injuring it, so Mary 
overshadowed by the Holy Ghost remained a virgin and yet 
became a mother: 
Wen ala die sunne durch ein glas 
Schinet von dem venster in 
Und let daz unzubrochen sin, 
Also bleib sin gotheit unzuvurt 
130sister Mary Ellen Goenner, Mary-Verse of the Teutonic 
Knights, Doctoral Dissertation (Washington, D. c.: Catholic 
University of America Press, 1943), pp. 30-31. 
13lcr. Ibid., p. 81. 
Und ir magetuem ungerurt, 
Und quam dar ganz beide uz und in 
Als durch daz glas der sunnen schin.l32 
(Heinrich von Hesler) 
Mary is the arbor, the root, the "rod" that budded the 
Saviour of the world in the dew of the Holy Spirit: 
Maria diz rutel was 
Jhesu Christi sie genas 
Sam der bourn von reine tut 
Brengende ein clare blut ••• 
Sust Gotis sun geboren ist 
In des heiligen geistes tror.l33 
(Teutonic Knights) 
Not only is Our Lady the green and fertile field besprinkled 
with heavenly dew, but she is the living grape producing 
celestial wine, the fragrant rose garden in which the Word of 
God took human form: 
In dem rosen garten czart 
God almechtic mensche wart .134-
(Tilo Von Kulm) 
In Marial symbolism and prefiguration the Mary-Verse of the 
Teutonic Knights resembles the Middle English Marian lyric. 
"Maria Walks a."llid the Thorn" is a traditional German 
carol, popular through the ages: 
Maria welks amid the 
Kyrie eleison. 
Maria walks amid the 
Whl.ch seven years no 
and .Maria.l35 Jesus 
132Ibid., PP· 51-52. 
133Ibid., p. 71. 
13' 4-Ibid., P• 42. 
thorn, 
thorn, 
lea£ has born 
l35c£. Appendix XII for musical notation and source. 
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The insertion of the words Kyrie eleison in the carol shows 
that it has its origin in the first period of the creation 
of German religious folk songs during the Middle Ages. 
Throughout the Middle Ages from the eleventh to the 
fifteenth centuries, the art of the poets of all countries 
was directed toward the praise of Mary in her liturgical role 
as Virgin and Mother. This praise was expressed through apt 
symbols framed in lyric style. Although there was a dif-
ference in the art of the nations, nevertheless there was a 
common bond that united them in their Marian poetry. This 
bond was the Virgin Mary. Some day we hope that a compara-
tive study of the medieval lyric may be done by some scholar 
in the field. Helen Waddell in The Wandering Scholars has 
expressed this wish in regard to the prosody of the Latin 
lyric. Her words may apply here: 
Of the prosody of the Latin lyric compared with 
the vernacular, a book may some day be written • 
••• But to handle it demands a knowledge of five 
vernaculars at their thorniest transition, 
Provencal, Middle German, Italian, Old French, 
Anglo-Norman, as well as 1liddle English. 
CHAPTER IV 
MARIAN SYMBOLS FROM SOCIAL LIFE 
Symbolism is a kind of poetic transubstantiation.l36 
--D. Stauffer 
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The itlddle English poets were men of their time. The 
close relationship between the physical, moral, and spiritual 
worlds was intensified by the expression of symbols from 
social life, ecclesiastical,and lay. The elements of 
ch~valry rooted in the Christian virtues of humility, faith, 
and courtesy, formed knightly ideals which were a definite 
part of the Middle Ages. Linked to the devotion of the 
Virgin Mary, these ideals were moulding factors in the life 
of the three classes of society. Vf.hat was true of the Virgin 
Mary's place in the liturgical life of England during the 
Middle Ages was true also of her position in the social life 
of the Baron, the guildman, and the peasant. As Christ was 
the exemplar of the Knight, so Mary was his Patroness. The 
Knight's vigil was spent before her altar in the Lady Chapel. 
Her virtues of purity, mercy, and truth were his to practise 
and preserve. She was the first Patron of the Order of the 
Garter with st. George as the second patron. This Noble 
Order was founded by Edward III out of his singular affection 
l36nonald A. Stauffer, The Nature of Poetry (New York: 
W. W. Norton and Company, In"C:'J p. 169.-
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for her. On her five festivals, on Saturdays, and on the 
Feast of St. George the knights during the Divine Offices 
bore on their right shoulders golden figures of their 
Patronness.l37 To the knight, :Mary was Lady, "gracyus good 
-
lady," the 11 lafdi ful-filled of pite," 11 of alle cristen 
-
protectrix," 11 oure patron & lady of erthe." In the following 
lyric which comes dC7Nn to us from the thirteenth century, 
she is "swete leuedi": 
Pu aste3e so pe dai3 rewe; 
pe delep from dai3 pe deorke nicht. 
of the sprong a leome newe 
pat al pis world hauep ili3t. 
nis non maide of pine heowe, 
swo fair, so sschene, so rudi, swo bricht. 
swete leuedi, of me pu reowe~ 8 & haue merci of pin knicht.lj 
(Corpus Christi Coll. Oxf. MS. 59) 
Symbolism played a definite part in these lyrics: 
S-ymbolism is the universal speech of man, but 
nowhere was it erected into a completer system 
than in the labours of the symbolists of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.l39 
Christ the knight was the model for all the knights. Closely 
associated with his knighthood was the ladyship of Mary. 
The knight was "vowed to the riding." He needed strength for 
the fray, for the "righting of wrong," for the extirpation 
of heresy. His prayer to Christ always included Mary. The 
l37Register of the Most Noble Order of the Garter, I 
(London, E.E.T.S.-,-1~)~ 48. quoted by Chandlery. 
138srown~ XIIIth Century, p. 116. 
139aaby, ££~ ~it., PP· 255-256. 
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rollowing lyric or the rourteenth century illustrates the 
symbolism or the Knight's armor: 
Pe rend me temptep dai & my3t, 
he wol me reue heuene bri3t, 
pat he les porw his pride; 
swete ihesu, y am pi kny3t, 
a3enus him y take I?e ri3t 
· stirli him to abide. 
At pe y mot myn armes borwe, 
~fi sheld shal be pe swerd or sorwe, 
marie pat stong to pe herte; 
Pe holi eros my baner birorn, 
myn helm pi garlond or sharpe porn 
Mi swerd pi scourges amerte. 
Mi plates shullen pe nailes be, 
myn acotoun pat spere tre, 
pat stong pi swete syde. 
Now y am armed pus wel, 
nel y him r1e neuere a del, 
tyde what bi-tydel 
• • • • • • • 
Swete iheus, curteys & rre, 
pou3 y wrecche unworpy be, 
wip al myn herte y ponke pe 
pat pou woldest on rode tre 
peynes ·strong surrre ror me, 
and to pi blisse bigge me, 
wipou te en de to wone wipe pe: 
• • 
to pat blisse pou· us brynge, 
pat woldest or a maide spring~. 
So be it pur seinte chariteli~O 
(MS. Bodley 416) 
The various parts or the Knight's armor were blessed 
and pledged to the service or the poor, to heresy-uprooting, 
to inridel-destroying. To the Knight they were symbols, and 
in his lire they represented spiritual values. His "sheld ••• 
I?e swerd or sorwe, marie pat stong to pe herte," his "helm 
~Osrown, XIVth Century, pp. 223-225. 
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pi garlond of sharpe porn," his "swerd pi scourges smerte." 
The medieval poet's vision of the coming of Christ was in 
the guise of a Knight: 
I sayh hym wip ffless al bi-sprad 
I sayh hym --ip blod al by-ssad 
I sayh pet manye he wip hym brou3te 
I sayh pet Pe world of hy.m ne rou3te 
I come vram pe wedlock as a svete spouse, 
Pet habbe my wif wip me in-nome. 
I come vrom vi3t a staleworpe kny3t, 
pet myne vo habbe ouercome. 
I come vrom pe chepyng as a Riche chapman, 
pet mankynde habbe ibou3t. 
I Come vram. an vncoupe }4Yde as a sely pylegrym, 
pet ferr habbe i-sou3t~ 
Carleton Brown records the following lines based on the 
Vision of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. They are 
interesting for their imagery and significance, as well as 
their picture of the Christ-Knight: 
He Rod on a whit hors & hadde a bo3'e in his hond 
in toknyng pet he was skyluol. 
He pet Rod on a Red hors hadde a sverd in his hond 
in t oknyng pet he was me dful. 
He pet rod on pe blake hors hadde a weye in his hond 
in toknyng pet he was ri3tful. 
He pet rod on pe dmme hors ba.dde Mlcllel. qolk pet hym vol.wede 
in tokning pet he was Miztful.l42 
Mary is called the "Fresh Flower of Womanhood" in an 
eight-line stanza written on a fly-leaf in the Royal MS. of 
the fifteenth century. The name of H. Bowesper is appended 
to the lines: 
141 . 
Ibid., pp. 52-53. 
142Ibid., P• 258. 
Ryht godely, fressh flour of womanhode, 
MY lyues Ioy, myn hertes plesance, 
Example of trouth and rote of godelyhode, 
And verayly my lyues sustenance--
And, with al pe hool, feythful obeisance 
That seruant can thenk or deuyse, 
To you pat haue myn herte in gvuernanc~~ 
Me recemande in all my best wyse.~3 
H. Bowesper. 
(Royal MS. 6. B. lx) 
The service of the Lady Mary is the theme of the 
following lyric in which the Middle English poet pledges 
himself to "Reuerent Lady .n 
Euery man delytyth hyly in hijs degree 
Hym for to stand in hys laddyys grace, 
And i am one off them--I say for me--
That wyll be besy in euery maner place 
Her for to serue beningli & purchace 
Her mercy, & ther-vppon a-byde 
Unto deth me do sett a-syde • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Wyth hertte trew whyl my body wyll indure 
Truly in yowre seruyce I wyll a-byde, 
Besechyng yow of soch grace & vre 
As yt lyk you for me to prouyde, 
ffor vn-to me pow be best gyde, 
Reuerent lady, that euyr I dyd fyndfJ.J. 
An vnto me best lady and most kynd. '+'+ 
(MS. Bodley 939) 
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The symbol of Christ as a Knight is skilfully portrayed 
in the "Corpus Christi Carol'' where the vivid imagery blends 
with the mysteries of religion. For its quality as poetry of 
the imagination, its haunting beauty, its great evocative 
power, its profound romanticism, and its exceptional delicacy, 
J.43Brown, XVth Century, p. 72. 
144rbid., PP• 76-77• 
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this lyric is unique. Technically, the carol conforms to 
the definition of the genre, but in conception and quality, 
it is far beyond the other carols and ranks with the best of 
the surviving Middle English lyrics of all kinds.l45 
Lully, lulley, lully, lulley, 
Pe fawcon hath born my mak away. 
He bare hym up~ he bare hym down, 
He bare hym into an orchard browne. 
In pat orchard pere was an halle 
Pat was hangid with purpill and pall. 
-
And in pat hall pere was a bede; 
Hit was hangid with gold so rede. 
And yn pat bed pere lythe a knyght, 
His wowndis bledyng day and nyght. 
By pat bedeside kneleth a may, 
And she w epe th both nyght and day. 
And by pat beddeside pere ston~~th a ston, 
'Corpus Christi' wretyn peron.~6 
(Balliol College, Oxford, MS. 354) 
The symbolism in the "Corpus Christi Carol" has been the 
subject of considerable discussion by writers of medieval 
research. The symbols if incompletely defined are tenderly 
drawn with solemnity and beauty. The Knight may be the 
wounded Knight of the Grail, or Christ, the Knight, in the 
Sacrifice of the Mass. The "may," may be the damsel who 
serves the Grail, or the Virgin Mary who weeps for her Son. 
The bed may represent the couch of the wounded keeper of the 
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Grail, or the altar in the Mass on which Christ's body is 
consecrated. The inscription "Corpus Christi" may connect 
the carol with the highfestival so designated the Thursday 
after Trinity Sunday, observed in England from about 1320, 
or it may be the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist. 
The hall may symbolize the castle of the Grail, or the 
sanctuary of the Church hung in the liturgical colors, red 
and gold.l47 The opinionsof the scholars are summarized in 
an article found in the Journal of the F'olk Song Society, 
Iv.l48 
....... 
Whether the piece be a religious carol or a secular 
ballad, makes no difference.l49 Its poetic appeal is apparent, 
its artistic quality clear, its singing note undeniable. What-
ever its interpretation, the poem has the perfect unity of a 
set of delicately conceived symbols which evoke aesthetic 
pleasure and appreciation. In its mystical interpretation 
it carries the whole significance of the Passion. In its 
imagery it is exquisitely suggestive of the Mass. In its 
liturgical echoes it is reminiscent of the Vict~e Paschal! 
and the Stabat Mater. In its burden it links the whole 
sacrifice of the cross with the mystery of the crib. Lulley 
songs, as we have seen, were associated with Calvary as well 
147Greene, £2· £!1., p. 411. 
148Ib!d., pp. 52-66. Quoted by Greene. 
l49Ibid., pp. 411-412, note 322. 
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as with Christmas. The symbols of the Holy Eucharist, the 
Grailstone, the entombment of Christ, the Corpus Christi 
festival, are all present but none of the possible meanings 
excludes the others. The point of medieval symbolism was 
less to give a single exact and unmistakable meaning than to 
enrich, by a variety of possible senses, the effect of 
significance and of the profundity and moment of the subject. 
The medieval idea of the Saviour-Knight is expressed in 
another lulley song in which the Blessed Virgin addresses 
her Son as a. king and knight: 
Now swete sone, sin thou art king, 
vVhy art thou laid in stall? 
Why ne thou ordende thy bedding , 
In sum gret kinges hall? 
Me thinketh it is right, that king or knight 
Shuld lie in good aray; 
And than emong it were no wrong 
To sing, by, by, lullay. 
Mary moder, I am thy child, 
Thogh I be laid in stall; 
Lordes and dukes shall worsship me 
And so shall kinges all. 
Ye shall well see that kinges three 
Shall come the twelfthe day. 
For this behest yeve me thy brest, 
And sing, By, by lullay • 
• • • • • • • • • 
Now swete son, sin it is so, 
That all thing is at thy will, 
I pray thee graunte me a bone, 
If it be both right and skill, 
That child or man that will or can 
Be mery upon my day, 
• 
To blisse hem bring, and I s~all sing 
· Lullay, By, by lullay.l50 
(Advocate Lib. MS.) 
150chambers and Sidgwick, ~· cit., p. 121. 
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Bishop Grossteste 1 s Castle of ~~ a favorite in England 
during the latter part of the fourteenth century, was written 
originally in French and translated into English couplets 
about 1350. Written in the fashion of a chivalric romance, 
the poem is a tribute to the Virgin Mary, whose body is the 
fair castle, and whose Immaculate Heart is the polished rock. 
Three colors distinguish this castle from all others. It is 
green at the bottom, blue at the middle, and red at the top. 
Symbolically, the colors represent Mary's faith, humility, 
and love: 
Pis is pe castel of love and lisse, 
Of Solace, of Socour, of Ioye and blisse, 
Of Hope, of Hele, of Sikernesse, 
And ful of alle Swetnesse.l51 
(MS. Vernon Minor Poems) 
One of the pearls of all great literature, "Pearl," its 
very title a symbol, addresses Mary, the "Queen of Courtesy." 
The appeal to the senses is made through L'llagery that is 
unforgettable. Permeated with the elegiac spirit inherent 
in English poetry, and exemplir;ying in superb expression the 
stanzaic qualities of the lyric, "Pearl" is indicative of the 
symbolism of the fourteenth century. The pattern is twelve 
lines of iambic meter in rhyme. In the first two quatrains 
rhyming abababab, the great sonnet idea is present. The last 
four lines of each stanza are linked to the first eight lines 
151 
"The Castle of Love," in The Minor Poems of the 
Vernon MS, editor, c. Horstmann (London: E.E.T.S~l~), 
Orig. Ser. 98, I, PP• 355-394• · . . 
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by the rhyme bcbc. The refrain is varied· and binds the last 
line of one stanza with the first line of the next. In 
addition to the rhyme, there is alliteration in every line, 
and echoes of whole phrases throughout the sets of five 
stanzas. The Virgin Mary is the "Phoenix of Araby," the 
-
bird of spotless make the "Empress of heaven, of earth, of 
-
hell," the "Queen of Courtesy": 
- -
"Blysful," quoth I, "may thys be trwe? 
Dyspleses .not if I speke errour. 
Art thou the quene of hevenes blwe, 
That al thys worlde schal do honour? 
We leven on Marye that grace of grew.e, 
That ber a Barne of vyrgynflour; 
The croune fro hyr quo moght remwe 
Bot ho hir passed in sum favour? 
Now for synglerty o hyr dousour, 
We calle hyr Fenyx of Arrabye, 
That freles flegher of hyr fasour, 
Lyk to the Q.uen of cortaysye." 
-
"Cortayse Q.uen, '' thenne sayde that gaye, 
Knelande to grounde, folde yp hyr face, 
Makeles Moder and myryest May, 
Blessed Bygynner of uch a gracel" 
Thenne ros ho up and conrestay, -_ 
And spek me towarde in that space: 
"Sir, fele here porchases and fonges pray, 
Bot supplantores none wythinne thys place. 
That Emperise al hevenes hace, 
And urthe and helle in her bay lye; 
Of erytage yet non wul ho chace, 
For ho is Quen of cortaysye.l52 
Not only was Mary linked with Knightly Orders, but she 
was the Protectress of Guilds and Crafts as well. Organized 
for the performance of various works of charity and mercy, 
1S2"Pearl," Bowdoin Edition (Boston: Bruce Humphries 
Inc., 19$2), PP• 21-22. 
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these medieval guilds, rorerunners of the labor unions, 
were consecrated to the service of the Crafts, the Church 
and the common people. The journeyman, the apprentice, and 
the master, each had a place in the system. The Drapers 
Company, renowned for the establishment of the Hospital at 
Bedlam, was dedicated to the "sweet Mother, Saint Mary." 
-
The Guild of St. Mary, Beverly, founded in 1355, was famous 
for its yearly religious pageants and processions in honor 
of their Queen. Out of these processions grew the great 
religious dramas with Mary playing the leading role.l53 
Numerous were the hymns and lyrics sung to the Lady who was 
their Patroness. Coulton mentions the preamble of the 
Charter of a Guild founded in 1260 which read: 
••• we cannot attain the gate of salvatig~ without 
the powerful aid of Star or the Sea ••• l~ 
The Ave Maris Stella was among the earliest hymns translated 
into the vernacular and was a favorite with the Guilds. The 
Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Arundel, whose manuscripts 
rorm a treasure house of music and poetry, wrote in 1400: 
We English, being the servants of her special 
inheritance and her own Dowry, as we are commonly 
called, ought to surpass oth5e~s in the fervour of our praise and devotion.l ~ 
153 F. M. Groves, editor, A Book of the ~ .2£ ~ 
(St. Louis: B. Herder, 1912), p~. · · · · . · 
-
1~George G. Coultont Five Centuries of Religion, I, 
(Cambridge: 1923), P• 15~.~ · 
l55Groves, £2• cit., xvi. 
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While England's belief was one, its symbols of religion 
were not locked up in churches, but spread abroad on the 
hill-top, beneath the green-wood shade, near the field-path, 
by the high-way, towards the hamlet's end, upon the bridge, 
in the middle of the market-place. Among these symbols, the 
wayside shrines of Mary were the best beloved. Many a way-
farer going by would halt for a moment to salute the Lady, 
tell an Ave, or a Salve, as :Q.e "bade his beads." Wolpers 
notes that in the later Middle Ages, under the influence of 
the Volkefrommdgkeit, the people address their prayers to 
Mary, Mater Ifi sericordiae, their only source of salvation and 
help. The intimacy is that of child and Mother, 
Monstra te esse matrem, 
and the cry of the peasant is 
Salve, clemens, pia ••• l56 
The fourteenth century saw the advent of the litany type of 
lyric wherein we note the tone of the anguished practical 
petition: 
Mary moder, welle thy bel 
Mary mayden, thenk · on meL 
• • • • • • 
Lady, for thi joyes fyve, 
gete me grace in this lyve 
• • • • • • • 
15~volpers, 2E• cit., pp. 9-11. 
Sheld me, lady, fro helle pyne. 
Sheld me, lady, from vilony ••• l57 
(Harl. MS. 2382) 
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The social and religious history of England was bound 
up with the famous shrines and sanctuaries of the Madonna to 
which pilgrimages were made on foot and on horseback. All 
classes of feudal society went on these pilgrimages as the 
Canterbury Tales attest. Knight and draftsman, prelate and 
peasant, honored Mary by procession, pageant, prayer, and 
pilgrimage. Thither went kings to beg blessing on their 
arms from the God of battles, and to return thanks for victory 
and peace. Thither went the baron, the serf, the yeoman and 
the squire as Ivanhoe reveals. England honored Mary as the 
powerful Queen ready to lead her in battle or through diffi-
cult enterprise. She was the "tower of David" to the soldier 
on the field: 
Sicut turris David collum tuum, quae aedificata est 
cum propugnaculis: mille clypei pendent ex ea, 
omnis ar.matura fortium ••• 
Thy neck is as the tower of David, built upon 
bulwarks: a thousand bucklers hang upon it, all 
the armor of valiant men ••• 
(Canticle 4:4) 
Before the battle, the armored knights sang her praises, 
reechoing the Lauds antiphon of the Little Office: 
Pulchra es et decora, filia Jerusalem, terribilis 
ut castrorum acies ordinata. 
l57Patterson, ££• cit., PP• 139-141. 
Thou art beautiful and comely, 0 daughter of 
Jerusalem; terrible as an army set in array. 
(Lauds: Antiphon) 
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The battle cry of the English in the battle of Agincourt in 
1415 was "Our Lady for her Dowry, St. George and St. Edward 
to our aid~Q58 When King Henry VI founded his great College 
of Eton, he dedicated it to the "Name of the Blessed Virgin." 
She was the Patroness and Advocate o:r the Eton men, as she 
was of their founders and professors. Her Office was recited 
daily and her hymns sung with fervor and love. 
The opening stanza of the Votive Ode of Erasmus, written 
in 1511, and hung at Our Lady's Shrine in Walsingham, voices 
the sentiments of all classes of the English people concerning 
Mary: 
Hail, Jesus' Virgin-Mother ever Blest, 
Alone of women Mother eke and Maid, 
Others to thee their several offerings make; 
This one brings gold, that silver, while a third 
Bears to thy shrine his gift of costly gems. 
For these, each craves his boon--one strength of limb--
One wealth--one, through his spouse's fruitfulness, 
The hope a father's pleasing name to bear-
One Nestor's eld would equal. I, poor bard, 
Rich in goodwill, but poor in all beside, 
Bring thee my verse--hought have I else to bring--
And beg, in quital of this worthless gift, 
That greatest meed--a heart that feareth God, 
And free for aye from sin's foul ~yranny. 
Erasmus, his vow .1,:;;~';1 
(From the Greek by J. T. Walford) 
158Groves, 2£• cit., P• 12. 
l59cf. Sister M. Therese, I Sing o:r a Maiden, p. 120. 
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The remaining stanzas use all the loving epithets employed 
by the Middle English lyric in praise or Our Lady. 
Hail, comely Queen, eomrort or care, 
Hail, goodly lady, both £air and bright, 
Hail, thou succour or all our woe, 
Hail, thou lamp that lends us light. 
Hail, goodly Lady, in thee was pledged 
The joy or men both all and sundry. 
Hail, tabernacle high on height, 
Mother o£ the King or fl~gelsl 
• • • • • • • • • • 
Hail, thou fairest o£ all good £ame, 
Thou whom God didst choose for His bower, 
Hail, thou lamp ever a£lame, 
For high and low, £or rich and poor. 
Hail, thou sweeter than any odour; 
Hail, thou from whom comes all our joy, 
Hail, thou of all women fruit and £lowers, 
As were it rose or lily. 
Hail, goodly rounder or all grace, 
Hail, bliss£ul star of the sea, 
Hail, thou bearer or our solace, 
Hail, thou chie£ or chastity~ 
Hail, thou well or all mercy, 
Hail, thou that bearest God o£ Heaven, 
Hail, thou Temple of the Trinity, 
Pour thou out prayers to thy Son.l60 
l60Groves, ~· £!£., PP• 85-87. 
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CHAPTER V 
MARIAN SYMBOLS IN MODERN POETRY 
There is no end or it ••• 
Prayer of the one Annunciation.l61--T. s. Eliot 
The Middle English poet found his devotion and his art 
in the symbolism of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, the 
Divine Office, and the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
with their multiplex and mutually essential significations. 
The rullness of Beauty, the "Integrate Woman," Virgin and 
Mother, was the inspiration of his piety, his chivalry, and 
his poetry. 
Blessed mary, moder virginal!, 
Integrate mayden, sterre of the see, 
Haue remembraunce at the day rynall 
On thy poore seruaunt now praying to the.l62 
(MS. Douce 1) 
The Liturgy supplied the outlines for her portrait; the most 
beautiful Biblical images adorned her Office; the felicitously 
symbolic words of the Latin hymns sang of the "Woman who 
enclosed the Word." 
Grape and cluster, honey, garden 
Marriage bed and banquet room, 
l61T. s. Eliot, "Dry Salvages," The Complete Poems and 
Plays (New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1950), p. 132. 
Henceforth all poems of Eliot will be quoted from this 
volume. 
162__ 
· -.Brown, XVth Century, P• 73. 
Ark and Ship and breeze and hav~n 
Moon and lamp and coming home.lo3 
(J~ssal of Evreux) 
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The medieval artist knew his Bible. On four levels was 
it interpreted, historically, allegorically, tropologically, 
and anagogically. Sacred Scripture was to him at once 
history and symbol. From its wealth and variety of figure 
and metaphor he drew copiously. Stained-glass windows 
illustrated the concordance between the Old Testament and 
New in the depiction of the Jesse tree; cathedrals were 
symbols of Faith and Love. Words, music, living drama of the 
mysteries, immobile drama of the statues, all arts were fused 
in total revelation. Furthermore, for the thoughtful man of 
• the Middle Ages, the whole of nature was a symbol, a great 
book written by men under God's Revelation. As the Church 
found in nature an array of Marian symbols, so did the Middle 
English poet. The clear spring was the Virgin Mary's purity; 
the high mountain, her grandeur; the field of grain nourishing 
the bread of eternity, her chaste womb. Flowers, trees, 
fragrances, were summoned forth to pay her tribute. For three 
hundred years she dominated and harmonized life and art into 
an amazing unit. 
When the medieval unity based on Christianity was broken 
in the sixteenth century, the praises of Mary were hushed, 
and 11Walsingham• s days were nights. 11 
163./\ . c' lVlale, £E.• cit., p. 13,:;~. 
Weep, weep 0 Walsingham, 64 Whose days are nights ••• l 
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In the late nineteenth century, however, the muted praises 
of Marian lyricism began to swell, and today in the diapason 
tones of modern lyric poets, Marian symbols became an 
extension of medieval art. Reawakened interest in liturgical 
development has opened up new vistas of beauty and truth to 
Christian artists and poets who have ·insight and humility to 
exploit them. 
Art and literature must from time to time be 
reincarnated, and it is at such times that certain 
artists have their chance to live again in the 
center of Christian society and
6
to draw their 
spiritual refreshment from it.l 5 
The study of modern poets who have drawn on liturgical springs 
for the inspiration of their art, and who have used symbols 
of Marian quality might well be the subject of a whole dis-
sertation. Here, we shall confine ourselves to two of these, 
Gerard Manley Hopkins and T. s. Eliot. 
There is an unworldliness about Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
a single-mindedness and purity of heart that relate him to 
the Middle Ages. But if we predicate simplicity of Hopkins, 
it must be with the recognition that he has at the same time 
a very subtle mind. Hopkins seems to be reaching back, while 
164nA Lament for Our Lady's Shrine at Walsingham," I 
Sing of !. Maiden, p. 122. - -
l65Hu@ Dinwiddy, "Invitation to the Artist," The Month 
(1953), P• 6. 
he reaches forward to an "English" poetry, in his desire to 
capture the atmosphere of Pre-Reformation days when all 
England was Catholic, when the pilgrims frequented the shrines 
of Our Lady of Walsingham: 
Deeply surely, I need to deplore it, 
Wondering why my master bore it, 
The riving off that race 
So at home, time was, to his truth and grace 
That a starlight-wander of ours would say 
The marvelous Milk was Walsingham Way 
And one--but let be, let be; 
More, more than was will yet be.l66 
Akin to the Middle English poets by his faith, his sacramental 
view of Nature, and his love for Our Lady, Hopkins has a habit 
of seeing things as charged with significance: 
The world is charged with the grandeur of God. 
It will flame out, like shining from shook foil; 
It gathers to a greatness, like the ooze of oil 
Crushed ••• 
And for all this, nature is never spent; 
There lives the dearest fresl:mess deep down things.l67 
For Hopkins as for the Middle Ages, nature is Scripture. 
Beauty is two-fold, mortal beauty and immortal (supernatural). 
The truths are there, simply and irresistibly demanding 
allegiance. 
For Christ plays in ten thousand places. 
Lovely in limbs and lovely in eyes not his 
To the father through the features of men's faces.ka 
l66Gerard Manley Hopkins, "The Loss of Eur:ydice," Poems 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1948), p. 80. Hence-
forth all poems of Ho_pkins will be quoted from this volume. 
167 11 God's Grandeur," p. 70. 
l6SnAs kingfishers cat ch fire," p. 95. 
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By intensity and precision of perception, by meditation and 
analogy Hopkins achieves his effects. Fmniliarity with the 
poet soon reveals that each of his poems includes all the 
rest, such is the close-knit character of his sensibility. 
A relatively sreall number of themes and images, treating of 
nature, beauty, and transience, permits him an infinitely 
varied orchestration. 
Austin Warren,169 one of the Kenyon Critics, divides 
Hopkins' poetic life into three periods: the early Hopkins, 
following Keats and the "Medieval School," (as he called the 
Pre-Raphaelites); the latest Hopkins, who wrote the "terrible" 
sonnets of austerity; and the middle Hopkins who opens the 
period with the "Wreck of the Deutschland" and startles by 
his dense, rich world, his crowded Ark, his plentitude and 
tangibility, his particularity of thing and word. "Inscape," 
a central word in Hopkins' vocabular~ and motif in his mental 
life, is intimately bound up with his symbolism. It moves 
through a wide range of meaning: from sense-perceived pattern 
to inner form, a "seeing and a seeing into." The great 
medieval thinker who most swayed Hopkins' spirit to peace was 
Duns Scotus, an English professor, who taught at Oxford about 
1301, 
••• who of all men most sways my spirits to peace; 
Of reality the rarest-veined unraveller; a not 
169The Kenyon Critics, Gerard Manley Hopkins (Norfolk: 
New Directions Books, 1945), PP• 72-73. 
Rivalled insight, be rival Italy or Gree~e; 
Vlho fired France for Mary without spot.l10 
The Immaculate Conception, "Mary without spot," and the 
.. -
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Virginal Motherhood, 11 Miracle-in-Me.ry-of-flame," are Hopkins' 
favorite Marian themes. The diction in "The Wreck" is as 
remarkable as the rhythm and thought. Virginity and Mother-
hood are symbolically united in detailed precision of image 
and lyric intensity that were Hopkins' achievement: 
The 
Now burn, new-born to the world, 
Doubled-natured name, 
heaven-flung, heart-fleshed~ maiden-furled 
Miracle-in-Mary-of-flame.ltl 
Spring for Hopkins is transformed by grace. In it he 
sees the freshness, sweetness, and purity of the Immaculate 
Virgin: 
Nothing is so beautiful as spring ••• l72 
The pregnancy of the lovely season suggests to Hopkins' deeply 
contemplative soul the virginal motherhood of Mary. The 
originality of the symbol and the freslmess of the imagery 
make his view of Spring unique. Spring becomes the dominant 
symbol for Mary in at least four of Hopkins' Marian poems. 
Two of these poems, the "May Ma~nificat, 11 and "Ad Mariam," 
~ 
deal with the month of May, especially dedicated to the Virgin 
.. l70"Duns Scotus is Oxford, n P• 84. 
l7l 11 The Wreck of the Deutschland," P• 66. 
172
"spring," P• 71. 
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Mary. All Mary's Feasts are dear to Hopkins, as they were 
to the Middle English poets. The poet-priest knew them all, 
Candlemas, Lady Day ••• . 
Dates due to season ••• l73 
The festivals of the Purification and Annunciation he mentions 
with love, and then proceeds to wonder why, 
May is Mary's month.l74 
"Nature 1 s motherhood" becomes the symbol of Mary's Magnificat: 
Their magnifying of each its kind 
With delight calls to mind 
How she did in her ~tored 
Magnify the Lord.l7::J 
-
For "Spring is growth in everything," and 
This ecstasy all through mothering earth 
Tells Mary her mirth till Christ's birth 
To remember and exultation ·_ 
In God who was her salvation.l76 
In "Ad Mariam" Hopkins symbolically identifies Mary with 
Springtime, 
Spring's one daughter, the sweet child May, ••• 
••• has come, hair-bound in flowers, 
With eyes that smile through the tears of the hours, 
With joy for to-day and hope for to-morrow 
And the promise of Summer within her breastl ••• 
Thee May-hope of our darkened waysll77 . 
l73nThe May Magnificat," P• 81. 
174:i:bid. 
1.75Ibid. 
l76Ibid. 
l77nAd Mariam," P• 49. 
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Hopkins' reverent preoccupation with Our Lady's prerogatives 
manifests the depth and authenticity of his faith. The vision 
in his poetry is unique. There lies his link with the !fiddle 
Ages and his frank derivation fro111 the past, and his fervent 
aspiration to the eternal. 
· The symbolic relat:i.onship between Mary and nature in 
bloom is emphasized even more artistically .in 11The Blessed 
Virgin Compared to the Air we Breathe, 11 where the whole poem 
is one great Marian symbol. Rich in texture and graceful in 
form, the lyric is compounded of poignancy and insight. 
Delightful metaphors blend with the art that conceals art. 
"World-mothering air," "wild web, wondrous robe," "Mother, 
-· -
my atmosphere, my happier world," who 
••• holds high motherhood 
Towards all our ghostly good 
And plays in grace her part ••• l78 
As a poet, Hopkins was half-musician writing poetry half-
music. The constant recurrence of alliteration, internal 
rhyme, word repetition and assonance make his Spring rhythm 
melodic. The vigor of tradition in fact and in epithet 
braces his lyrics. He catches and conveys vividly what eye 
sees and heart feels. "Sweet," "dear," and "lovely," his 
most .frequent adjectives fort he Virgin Mary~· l79 were the 
l7B"The Blessed Virgin Compared to the Air we Breathe," 
PP• 99-103. 
l79Josephine Miles, Gerard Manley Hopkins, pp. 55-57. 
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same expressive epithets used in the Middle Ages. The blue-
ness of' the heavens., the days., and the "gashed-gold vermilion" 
embers belong to Mary. With enthusiasm Hopkins invites us to 
"look overhead," and see., 
How air is azured; ••• 
Yet such a sapphire-shot, 
Charged., steeped sky will not 
Stain light ••• 
The glass-blue days are those 
When every colour glows, 
Each shape and shadow shows • 
Blue be it: this blue heaven 
That seven or seven times seven 
Hued sunbeam will transmit 
Perfect., not alter it ••• 
Whereas did air not make 
This bath of' blue and slake 
His fire., the sun would shake., 
A blear and blinding ball 
With blackness bound., and all 
The thick stars round him roll 
Flashing like flecks of' coal., 
Quartz-fret, or sparks of' salt, 
In grimy vasty vault. 
So God was god of old:l80 
In the mystery of the Incarnation Christ is made all the 
dearer to mankind through Mary: 
lBOibid. 
lBlibid. 
A mother came to mould 
Those limbs like ours which are 
What must make our daystar 
Much dearer to mankind; ••• 
Through her we may see Him 
Made much sweeter., not made dim., 
And her hand leaves his light 
Sifted to suit our sight.l51 
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Aided in his poetry by active contemplation and strengthened 
by prayer, Hopkins integrates simple reason, ch~ste emotion, 
burning poignancy, and keen sensitivity. His poem on the 
Blessed Virgin compared to air ends on a note of child-like 
faith and confidence in his "world-mothering air. 11 
World-mothering air, air wild, 
Wound with thee, in thee isled,. 
Fold home, fast fold thy child.l82 
Hopkins' art is steeped in the Liturgy, in "the rhythm 
of giving and taking, of deep calling to deep, of Being 
responding to being, of the Word condescending to the word. 11 183 
Mary is the Rose, the Tree, the Garden of God in "Rosa 
"Mystica." 
The Rose in a mystery --where is it found? ••• 
Mary, the Virgin, well the hear:b knowsa
4 She is the Mystery, she is that Rose.l 
The refrain of the lyric sings like a psalm: 
In the Gardens of God, in the daylight divine 
I shall look on thy loveliness, Mother of Mine.l85 
In the Latin lyrics, Hopkins' liturgical inspiration is the 
most evident. The lyric "May Lines" is . modelled on the Latin 
text. 
Ab initio et ante saecula creata sum 
et usque ad futurum saeculum non desinam. 
182Ibid. 
l8Jninwiddy, ~· cit., P • 9 • 
l84"Rosa Mystica," p. 50. 
185i:bid. 
From the beginning and before the ages was I 
created, and even to future ages I shali not 
cease to be. 
(Vespers: Little Chapter for Advent} 
The Hymn for the B'east of Mary's Nativity "Ad Matrem Virginem" 
symbolizes Mary in a Litany of beautiful invocations: 
Doee me gaudere 
Rosa~ tuo vere, 
Virga~ tuo flore, 
Vellus, tuo rore, 
Area~ tua lege, 
Thronus, tuo rege, 
Acies, tuo duce, 
·Luna, tua luce, 
Stella, tuo sole, 
86 Parens, tua prole.l 
In every poem of Hopkins the essential and continuing mystery 
at the heart of the Liturgy is present, "the upward movement 
of offering, the downward movement of grace, the immanent and 
transcendent nature of the spirit, the death of the self and 
the renewal of life ., 11 187 . 
.. 
In his essay on "The Music of Poetry," T. s. Eliot 
remarks that the properties of music which most concern the 
poet are the sense of rhythm and the sense of structure. In 
the Four Quartets Eliot has illustrated his method of the 
"musical word" through recurrent themes, phrases, symbols, 
and rhythms which effect a sonata in five movements. The 
symbolism used by the poet and musician gathers richness as 
186"Ad Matrem Virginem," P• 194. 
187 - - -DJ.nwiddy, .2.2. cit., p. 9. 
it progressively grows from quartet to quartet until it 
reaches a climaX in "Little Gidding."' One of the most 
frequent symbols in Eliot is the rose. Beginning in ·~sh 
Wednesday, 11 
Rose of memory 
Rose of forgetfulness 
Exhausted and life-giving 
Worried reposeful 
The single Rose 
Is now the Garden 
Where all loves end ••• 
Conclusion of all that 
Is inconclusible 
Speech without word and 
Word of no speech 
Grace to the Mother 
For the Garden 
Where all love ends,l88 
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and culminating in the concluding lines of the last Quartet, 
And all shall be well and 
All manner of things shall be well 
When the tongues of flame are in-folded 
Into the crowned knot of fire 
And the fire and the rose are one,189 
the symbol is an expression of meaningful experience that 
has its base in the associations of the past. In the 
use of the Rose symbol, Eliot shows the influence of 
Dante, his model and guide, who, in the words of his 
maste~Eliot acknowledges, "taught me how man may eternal 
grow. 11 The Romance of the Rose was the famous legend 
of the Middle Ages which glorified love, and became its 
188 6 11 Ash Wednesday," p. 2. 
189nLittle Gidding:" p. 14.5. 
symbol. Dante spiritualized the rose of love and made it 
divine. In the "Paradiso," Canto XXXII, he presents the 
- -
vivid image of the "multifoliate rose," whose center is 
Primal Love. Dante also pictures the Virgin Mary as the 
rose, 
Here is the rose wherein the Word of God 
Made itself flesh ••• 
(Canto XXVIII) 
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Eliot uses the rose to e~ress both divine and human love. 
In his persistent imagery he associates the rose with the 
Virgin Mary, the "Rosa Mystica" who bore the precious burden, 
- . -
Christ. The fire in the last line of "Little Gidding" 
symbolizes the Holy Spirit, and the rose may well symbolize 
the Dmn.aculate Heart of her, "who is most like . Christ," God's 
revelation of love to the world. The sequence of the Four 
Quartets closes in the Garden of Paradise, "the highest 
point that poetry has ever reached or ever can reach," where 
"the fire and the rose are one." 
It was Dante who symbolized Mary as the "beautiful 
Sapphire crowned." Eliot, too, has a love for the azure as 
did Hopkins. Hopkins sang of the njay-blue heavens," "the 
... .. 
descending blue, " "the blue March day 1 " ''the blue w,he at-acre, 11 
"azurous hung hills," "bluebells sheaved in May," "May mells 
blue with snowwhi te ••• " The blue in the stained-glass windows 
of the :Middle Ages, the blue of Hopkins• atmosphere, becomes 
in Eliot the "clematis," the Virgin's Bower, Mary's color. 
Who walked between the violet and the violet ••• 
Going in white and blue, in Mary's colour ••• 
In blue of larkspur, blue of Mary's colour.l90 
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In "Dry Salvages" the theme is that of Annunciations. 
It is echoed antiphonally throughout the lyric, until it ends 
in the, 
Prayer of the one Annunciation.l91 
The bell sounds a warning and a summons: it demands a 
response. Like the bell of the Angelus, it is a call to 
prayer, and a commemoration of the mystery of the Incarnation. 
The Antiphon of the Divine Office and Little Office of the 
Virgin Mary, 11 prayer of the one Annunciation," 
.Angelus Domini nuntiavi t Mariae et concepi t de 
Spiritu Sancto. 
The angel of the Lord declared unto Mary and she 
. conceived of the Holy Ghost, 
(Angelus: Prayer) 
is applied to personal history and s.alvation. Calamitous 
.annunciations signify doom; the last annunciation, death; 
the one Annunciation, the Incarnation. The perpetual 
·angelus the annunciation of the moment of death opens per-
petual life through the Incarnation and Redemption; or 
perpetual life-in-death through neglect of the mercy graces 
of the Incarnation and Redemption. The motifs of time and 
eternity, life and death, run through the Quartet, as the 
lives of individual men pictured under the symbol of 
19°nAsh Wednesday," P• 64. 
19ltiDry Salvages," p. 132. 
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fishermen find meaning in the union of the temporal with the 
eternal in the one Annunciation of history.l92 In the 
wondrous mystery of the Incarnation~ 
••• the point of intersection of the. timeless with time 
Hint half-guessed~ the gift half- understood. 
we have the beginning and the end by inference through Mary~ 
Mediatrix of graces because of her Virgin-Motherhood of Christ: 
Here the impossible union 
Of spheres of existence is actual~ 
Here the past and future 
Are conquered~ and reconciled.l93 
The lyrical prayer to the Virgin Mary in the fourth movement 
of "Dry Salvages" fuses thought and symbol and makes them 
one. With its symbolic implications, its brevity and 
restraint~ it is a petition begging Mary's intercession. The 
echoes of the Ave Maris Stella~ the Vesper Office Hymn, 
together with the invocation of the poet to the Queen of 
Heaven, are reminiscent of St. Bernard's prayer in the Divine 
Comedy. It is linked in close association with the rest of 
the poem as the poet addresses Mary in the spirit of the 
Vesper Hymn: 
Monstra te esse Katrem, 
Sumat per te preces, 
Qui pro nobis natus, 
Tulit esse tuus. 
l92Helen Gar<Iuer, "The Recent Poetry of T. s. Eliot," 
New Writing and Daylight . (1942), 93· 
l93"Dry Salvages," P• 136. 
Show thyself a Mother; 
Offer Him our sighs, 
Who for us Incarnate 
Did not thee despise. 
(Vespers: Ave Maris Stella) 
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The tone is that of Bethlehem and Cana, childlike simplicity 
and childlike faith in Mary's intercessory powers. Mary is 
rightly prayed to in a poem of the sea because she is the 
Stella Maris to whom the fishermen and their wives pray. She 
is the handmaid of the Lord, who made the great response to 
the angel, .and the Mother of Christ whose birth gives meaning 
to time. She is also prayed to as the Mater Dolorosa who 
grieves with the children or God, and helps tnem in their 
· sorrow: 
Lady, whose shrine stands on the promontory, 
Pray for all those who are in ships, those 
vVhose business has to do with fish, and 
Those concerned with every lawful traffic 
And those who conduct them. 
Repeat a prayer also on behalf of 
Women who have seen their sons or husbands 
Set t ing forth, and not returning: 
Figlia del tuo figlio, 
Queen of Heaven. 
Also pray for those who were in ships, and 
Ended their voyage on the sand, in the sea's lips 
Or in the dark throat which will not reject them 
Or wherever cannot r~ach them the sound of the sea bell's 
Perpetual angelus.l9~ 
Mary, the Mediatrix of all graces, the special pleader and 
despatcher, is the way to Christ and through Him to the 
l94"Dry Salvages," p. 135. 
Father. In "Ash Wednesday,." the chanting refrain of the 
"Hail Mary" permeates the poem. 
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Pray for us sinners now and at the hour of our death 
Pray for us now and at the hour of our death.l95 
Mary's humility, immaculacy, potency, "fullness of grace" 
brought forth the Saviour to redeem the world: 
~Vhite light folded, sheathed about her, folded. 
The new years walk, restoring 
Through a bright cloud of' tears, the yea.rs, restoring 
With a new verse the ancient rhyme. Redeem 
The time. Redeem 
The unread vision in the higher dream 
While jewelled unicorns draw by the gilded hearse. 
The silent sister veiled in white and blue 
Between the yews, behind the garden god, 
Whose f'lute is breathless, bent her head and sighed but spoke no word 
But the fountain sprang up and the bird sang down 
Redeem the time, redeem the dream 
The token of the word unheard, unspoken 
Till the windshake a thousand6whispers f'rom the yew P~d af'ter this our exile ••• l9 
In this last line, Eliot adapts the words of' the Salve Regina, 
the Compline anthem: 
Salve Regina, Mater misericordiae, vita, dulcedo, 
et spes nostra salve ••• 
Et Jesum, benedictum fructum ventris tui, nobis 
post hoc exsilium ostende. 
Hail, holy ~ueen, Mother of mercy. Hail, 
our life, our sweetness and our hopel ••• 
And after this our exile show unto us the 
blessed fruit of' thy womb, Jesus. 
(Compline: Salve Regina) 
195"Ash Wednesday," P• 64. 
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A final prayer to the Virgin Mary to "teach us to care and 
not to care," repeats Dante' s famous line, 11 Our peace is in 
His will." 
Blessed sister, holy mother, spirit of the fountain, 
spirit of the garden, 
Suffer us not to mock ourselves with falsehood 
Teach us to care and not to care 
Teach us to sit still 
Even among these rocks, 
Sister, mother 
And spirit of the river, spirit of the sea., 
Suffer me not to be separated 
And let my cry come unto Thee.l97 
The last line is the response to the versicle in the Office, 
0 Lord, hear my prayer. 
Mary of the Annunciation is Eliot's favorite portrait of Our 
Lady in "Ash Wednesday." Her Ave is his f'avorite prayer. 
Mary is the "rose garden ," ''the . first gate into our first 
world," the "heart of light , nl 98 through whose cooperation 
-
with g race, the "Word was made f lesh." Our first world is 
sanctifying grace; the first gate is Mary's Immaculate Con-
.c.eption. 
Both T. s. Eliot and Gerard Manley Hopkins have infused 
into their poetry intensity and complexity by repetition of 
varied Marian symbols. Although their lyrics maybe self-
contained, yet their i mplications show these poets "builded 
better than they knew." Their lyrics belong to a great family 
197"Ash Wednesday ," P• 67. 
l9B11Burnt Norton,n PP• 117-118. 
of symbolic poetry, the interaction of which increases their 
power and deepens their meaning. The religion in the lyrics 
of Hopkins and Eliot is something completely other than the 
religion of Beauty. It is the poets• response to the eternal. 
F. R. Leavis, the English critic, says of Hopkins and his art: 
Hopkins• religious interests are bound up with the 
presence in his poetry of a vigour of mind that puts 
him in another poetic world from the other Victorians. 
It is a vitality of thought, a vigour of thinking 
intelligence, that is at the same time a vitality of 
concreteness.l99 · 
AJ.l the beauties Hopkins renders in his poetry are "sweet 
especial scene," "selves" in the poignant significance their 
particularity h~s - for hi~.200 Sensuous beauty in Hopkins was 
subordinated to 11 God 1 s better beauty, grace." 
Raymond Preston, in the · ·~ Quartets 1 Rehearsed, says 
of Eliot and his art: 
Eliot has squeezed out of experience and meditation 
a concentrate which appears in one light as philo-
sophical or theological thought; but it is thought 
which is inseparable from keenness of perception and 
feeling , thought which hardly for one instant leaves 
perception and feeling behind. If it i~ beyond 
poetry, it is also beyond philosophy ••• 01 
The direct shock of the sudden vision, the delicacy, poise, 
and compelling precision of the language, the realization of 
the present and the past in the imagery of the experience of 
199p. R. Leavis, " Metaphysical Isolation," Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, p. 121. 
200Ibid., p. 122. 
201Raymond Preston, •Four Quartets• Rehearsed (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1947), P· -~ 
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the saint and the sinner202 __ make Eliot's poetry sublime and 
symbolic. 
Both Hopkins and Eliot transcend the poetic atmosphere 
of their age. They find their lyric affinities in the poets 
of the Middle Ages, and in the Christian poets of all ages, 
for their Marian symbolism has its source in the mystery of 
the Incarnation, 11 God made man." 
In principio erat Verbum, et Verbum erat apud 
Deum, et Deus erat Verbum ••• 
Et Verbum caro factum est, et habitavit in nobis. 
In the beginni ng was the Word, and God has the Word 
abiding with Him, and the Word was God ••• 
And the Word was made Flesh and dwelt amongst us. 
(John 1:1-1.4) 
Marian srmnols in modern poetry offer rewarding discoveries 
to exploratory writers. This dissertation should serve as a 
basis for further study. Eliot and Hopkins have been chosen 
as representative Marian symbolists, because of their influence 
on modern poetic art. Together they form a school from which 
modern poets continue to learn the language of the Liturgy 
recreated with symbolic power. 
202Ibid. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the preceding chapters, my aim has been to investi-
gate the origin and symbolical significance of the medieval 
Marian lyric. Through a combined historical and aesthetical 
approach, I have examined, analyzed, characterized, and 
evaluated the Marian lyric, applying "modern sensibility" to 
. 
that portion of the "rich medieval poetry" that treats of 
the Virgin Mary. In Part I, I have traced the ancestry of 
the Marian lyric to the Liturgy of the Church: in the 
liturgical feasts of the ecclesiastical calendar; in the 
prayers of the Mass; in the antiphons, psalms, canticles and 
responsories of the Divine Office and the Little Office. I 
have followed the development of the Marian lyric through 
early Anglo-Saxon poetry, particularly that of Cynewulf, and 
have shown its intimate relationships with Church music, in 
the evolution of the trope, sequence, and hymn. These . 
liturgical forms had not only music but also text in verse, 
and therefore they were admirably fitted to serve as models 
for Marian song. The !fiddle English lyrics would not have 
been what they were without their Latin counterparts. From 
Cynewulf to Chaucer, from Chaucer to the eve of the Refor.ma-
tion, the Marian lyric, an amphibious song, living half in 
music and half in words, has been studied against the back-
drop of the medieval Church, the custodian of music and 
poetry. Literary history has gone hand in hand with literary 
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criticism, and the melody and text of the lyrics have been 
considered as fully as possible in terms of my purpose and 
the materie.l available. 
In Part II the character of medieval insight in symbolism 
has been explained and applied to the Middle English Marian 
lyric. In the many examples given, it is apparent that in 
its apotheosis of liturgical s~Tibolism the Marian lyric 
sublimely manifests the fourfold interpretation of medieval 
life, historical, allegorical, tropological, and anagogical. 
Since the cultural intercourse between the British Isles 
and the continent was an intimate one, an attempt at a com-
parative study of parallel development in the thought and 
symbolism of selected lyrics of F'rence, Germany, Spain, and 
Portugal has been made in Chapter III. A complete study 
of the medieval lyrics of all the countries may prove a 
fruitful research topic for some scholar in the field, 11 but 
to handle such a problem, a knowledge of five vernaculars at 
their thorniest transi tiontt would have to be mastered. Miss 
Beatrice H. N. Geary has paved the way in the study of the 
English prosody by making a metrical analysis of 1,211 lyrics 
from the manuscripts of the fifteenth century, 791 religious 
and 420 secular.l Miss Geary has enumerated 156 different 
metrical schemes. Among the con~on types are the carol 
1A Study of Fifteenth Century English Lyric Verse from 
MSS. and Printed Editions with special reference to Metrical 
form. Thesis deposited in Bodleian Library, 1932. 
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stanzas, rime-royal stanzas, ballade stanzas and cross-
rhymed quatrains. 
According to Miss Geary, there are only two known 
pastourelles, three virelais 1 and one aube in Middle English. 
These figures show that the highly intellectual French forms 
had little ini'luence on the Middle English lyric at least in 
the fifteenth century. 
The interesting and valuable conclusions arrived at 
through this research may be recapitulated as follows: 
1. The Middle English lyric, quite unlike the 
courtly lyric of the French, "an aristo-
cratic genre appealing rarely . to the middle 
class ·and to the common people not at all," 
is cousin to the troubadour and the trouv~re 
lyric rather than a lineal descendant of it. 
2. Liturgical prayers, sequences, and rhymed 
verse of ecclesiastical Latin moulded the 
poetry of the Middle English lyric, and 
liturgical music had more effect on shaping 
the Middle English lyric than the art of 
the troubadours and trouver~s· . 
3. The Middle English Marian lyric using the 
ritual, symbolism, and music of the Church 
mirrored the ardent devotion of the English 
people for the Virgin Mary which was char-
acteristic of the race since the coming of 
Christianity to the island. 
4. The universality of Marian symbolism links 
the .Marian lyric of the Middle Ages with 
the religious lyric of our modern era. 
The modern, reawakened interest in the Liturgy and in 
the literature of the Middle Ages may be the means of 
bringing to light more relevant material on the problems 
posed in this dissertation. If "the literature of the past 
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is only of value in so far as it has significance today,tt 
then the universality of Marian symbolism links the poets of 
medieval England with those of our modern era who treat of 
Marian themes and symbolism. Literary and artistic dif-
ferences there may be between the two, but the Marian thought 
and symbolism are the same. The examination of Marian 
symbolism in the works of two modern poets, Gerard Manley 
Hopkins and T. s. Eliot has been attempted in this disserta-
tion. Similar studies in more complete form may be worked 
out in other modern poets of England and America. Some day 
an exhaustive study of the relation between melody and text 
in extant rtdddle English Lyrics in musical MSS. needs to be 
made, in terms of the manuscript evidence itself. This 
dissertation indicates an awareness of this need. For 
complete bibliographies on the lyrics of medieval England, 
in which special emphasis is placed on the sister arts of 
music and poetry that comprise the Middle English lyric, I 
refer the reader to t he volume of Renwick and Orton, The 
Beginning s Of English Literature to Skelton, 1509.2 
2w. L. Renwick and Harold Orton, The Beginnings of 
English Literature to Skelton, ~ (New York: Dover . 
Publications, ~nc., 1939, 1952), PP• 345-346; 438-439. 
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Maria Walks amid the Thorn 
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Which seven years no leaf has b o ::-n 
Jesus and Maria. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the light of contemporary interest in the achievement 
of the Middle Ages and an equal interest in the relationship 
between the Liturgy and the Arts, the study of the medieval 
Marian lyric affords a timely topic for research and criticism. 
Through a combined historical-aesthetical approach this study 
analyzes, characterizes, and evaluates the liturgical and 
literary aspects of the Middle English Marian lyric. By 
application of 11modern sensibility" Part I traces the ancestry 
of that portion of "rich medieval poetry" which treats of the 
Virgin Mary, and investigates its liturgical origins. Part II 
explains the character of medieval interpretative symbolism 
and exemplifies the symbolical values of the medieval ~Arian 
lyric. 
The Ndddle English Marian lyric is so permeated with the 
Liturgy of the Church that the traditional symbolism and 
aesthetic lyricism of the Divine Service constitute ita chief 
components. The Liturgy supplies the outlines for Maryra 
portrait in the concepts of Virgin, Mother, Queen, and 
Advocate; the most beautiful biblical images from Nature and 
Art adorn the Divine Office and the Little Office of the 
Blessed Virgin; the felicitously symbolical words and music 
of the Latin hymns sing of the "Woman who enclosed the Word." 
From Cynewulf, who first introduced Mary into English 
literatur~ to St. Godric, the Father of the English lyric; 
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from Godric's 11 Seinte Marie 11 to Chaucer's "Cristes moder 
deere"; from Chaucer's Lady lyrics to the Marian carols of 
the fifteenth century, the intimate relationship between 
the Liturgy and the Marian lyric is apparent. 
~mrial power was so strong in England in the Middle 
Ages that half of the love of the British Isles was chan-
nelled into the service of Our Lady. England -was "Mary's 
Dowry"; she was its "crowned queen, its po.etry and art. 11 
Hundreds of Ma_rian lyrics fill the manuscripts of the 
thirteenth~ fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries·, proving 
that the devotion to the Virgin Mary was an early and persis-
tent motif of lyric composition. A glance at 1liddle English 
lyrics is 1ike a peep into the ~ of Hours for they are 
mosaics of phrases, ideas, and melodies borrowed from the 
prayers, antiphons, versicles, and psalms of the Divine 
Office and the Little Office. To the exquisite poetry of the 
psalms~ to the consummate art of the antiphons, to the 
blending of music and words in the responsories, and to the 
lyrical -and emotional touches of the hymns, the Marian lyric 
owes its poetic and musical expression. In the Holy Sacrifice 
of the Mass, in the Divine Office and the Little Office, the 
religious lJTic has its roots. In the melody and text of the 
tropes, the sequences, and the hymns of the Missal and the 
Breviary, it has its models. Born of 11 rnusic and the word, 11 
the Marian lyric is an amphibious song, living hall in music 
and half in words. 
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The Liturgy was introduced into England in the sixth 
century by St. Augustine and the Benedictine monks. The more 
Christianity entered into the heart of the people, the more 
did the Virgin Mary penetrate the spirituality, t h e a rt and 
the litera ture of the Brit ish Isles. The intensity of 
medieval faith beca.l'lle vision as the IVIiddle English artist 
expre s s ed his interior and spiritual con cept.s ot: t h e Virgin 
Mary in monuments of love, ranging from immortal cathedrals 
to illuminated letters of manuscripts, from the erection of 
shrines to the composition of lyrics. Poetry and religion 
were interdependent, just as the sister arts of music and 
poetry. , M:an' s moral sense was so close to his imagination 
that the one excited and sharpened the other. This phenomenon 
was evident in the c reati vi ty of the Marian lyric. 
Marian poetry divides it self into two categories: 
prayer verse which becomes poetry when the sense and the 
emotion contained in it go beyond conventional utterru1ce; 
contemplative poetry which communicates the poet's exaltation 
and results in an aesthetic eA~erience on the part of the 
reader. ~nen the creative imagination of the poet transmutes 
the religious material into an artistic composit-e~ then the 
Marian lyric may be ranked with the best English poetry. 
Some of the Middle English lyrics possess a high order of 
artistic excellence. "I Syng of a myden pat is makeles 11 is 
a lyric finely conceived and exquisitely ordered with grace 
and perf'ection of selective detail. ~ehe symbol in this lyric, 
11 As dew in Aprille," derives i'rom the antiphon i'or Lauds 
sung i'rom Christmas to Candlemas. 
Moreover, the Latin hymns of the Missal and Breviary 
furnish the rhyme-model for the Marian lyric. Rhyme appears 
only as a chance guest in Anglo-Saxon poetry, but with the 
introduction of Latin hymns, vernacular verse gains in plas-
ticity and tonality. The eleventh and tweli'th centuries 
witness the strophic evolution of the Latin hymn in which 
feeling, joined with art, peri'ected line and stanza. Religious 
passion proves its creative power as the new verse-forms, with 
their mighty rhyme, voice the accumulated emotions of' the 
Liturgy. In the beginning of the interpolative art, sequences 
and tropes are confined to the monasteries, but later they 
are disseminated among the parish Churches. The canonical 
hours of the Divine Office make way for · rhythmic amplifica-
tions. The Alma Redemptoris Mater, Ave Regina Coelorum, 
Regina Coeli, and Salve Regina, anthems of the 'Breviary 
addressed to the Mother of God, have an overwhelming effect 
on the spirit and form of the English lyric. 
Furthermore, the shaping power of the Latin liturgical 
formulae manii'ests itself in the incorporation of the many 
titles, appellations, and epithets that come directly from the 
feasts of the . Virgin Mary. The ideas of' Mary• s courtesy, 
beauty, and loveliness are inherent in the Divine Office. The 
direct and personal address in the lyric shows the influence 
of' the Latin hymn, a complex of' ideation and emotion. 
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The literary aspects of the Middle English Marian lyric 
are seen in the frequent and artistic use of symbolism, "the 
natural medium of thought and expression, an instrument 
consciously developed as the truest means of penetration into 
the mystery of reality." Symbolism to the medievalist was a 
revelation, a poetic habit of looking through the transitory 
thing s of sense to the unseen and eternal. Through a four-
fold method: literal, allegorical, tropological, and 
anagogical, symbolism accomplished its function in poetry as 
Scripture mirrored the mission of Christ in His earthly, 
mystical, sacrrunental, and glorified life. Since symbolism 
was the basis of all art in the Middle Ages, it was the hall-
mark of the Marian lyric. All the beautiful symbols of the 
Old and New Testament are present in the lyrics. Symbols 
from Nature, Art, and Social Life complement those culled 
from the Bible. Adam St. Victor, in whose Marian sequences 
rhythmical verse reached its perfection, supplied the 
aesthetic patterns. 
The Middle English artist looked upon the world about him 
as a place of ever-present sacramentals that evoked the most 
profound thought. The concrete and the tangible were but the 
media through which the verbal and painted pictures were made 
the realizing symbol of ~iritual verity. Water, light, and 
garden imagery were all applied to the Virgin Mary. She was 
the spring that watered the land, the sea of glass like to 
crystal, the fountain of living and grace-giving waters. She 
was the dawn that heralded the Sun of Justice, the moon that 
reflected His light. She was an empyrean, all life and flame, 
the mystical sun of warmth and light. The growth of mysticism 
in the fourteenth century added an anagogical ardor to the 
Marian lyric as the 11 love-longing 11 poetry of Richard Rolle 
and his school indicates. 
The use of one symbol in many senses was natural to the 
medieval mind, ever-conscious of the unity underlying all 
things. If the Sun represented God in its light-giving and 
heat-giving aspects, it also represented the Virgin Mary 
because of her association with her Divine Son. Not only did 
the symbol have a multivalent quality, but its appropriateness 
for the expression of any given attribute was manifold. Light 
shining through glass was a favorite symbol to designate the 
conception of Christ. The lyric, Jesu cristes milde moder, 
modelled on the Stabat Mater, uses this symbol of light. 
Garden imagery has a manifest and permanent association 
with the sun, and in the Marian lyrics there is a wealth of 
images taken from the plant world. Most of these symbols find 
their source in the Canticle of Canticles, tne greatest love 
lyric of the Bible. The rose and the lily designate the 
beauty and purity of Lady Mary; the cedars of Lebanon 
represent her strength and power; the palm tree, her victory 
over Satan; the olive branch, her peace and joy. Less striking 
than that of the great and lovely trees, the imagery of 
aromatic perf~~es is connotative of Mary's prayer, a P.ragrance 
that di££uses itself in the whole house o£ humanity, per-
meating with refreshment like cinnamon, balm, and myrrh. 
The close relationship between the physical, moral, and 
spiritual worlds coalesces in the expression o£ symbols from 
social life: Mary was the Domina Gratiae of the Knight, the 
Ave Maris Stella of the Craftsman, the Mater Misericordiae of 
the F9lk. The symbol of Christ as Knight and Our Lady as 
"the sweet May 11 is skillfully portrayed in the carol, Corpus 
Christi, in which vivid imagery blends with the mysteries of 
religion. Technically, the carol conforms to the definition 
of the genre, but in conception and quality it is far beyond 
the other carols and ranks with the best of the surviving 
Middle English lyrics. 
The significance of the Mi ddle English lyric is not only 
historically important, but also dynamically e£fective 
because the universality of its rich symbolism links it to 
contemporary Marian poetry. Gerard Manley Hopkins and 
T. s. Eliot are but two of the modern poets whp have enriched 
their poetry by varied Marian symbols. Their lyrics belong 
to a g reat family of symbolic poetry; the tradition of the 
Marian lyric has increased their power and deepened their 
meaning. 
A study of the Middle English Marian lyric has many 
ramifications that ~all for investigation. The liturgical 
and symbolic facets examined in this particular work may be 
recapitulated: 
1. The Middle English Marian lyric, using the 
ritual, symbolism, and music of the Church, 
mirrors the ardent devotion of t he English 
people for the Virgin Mary. 
2. The Wdddle Engl i sh Marian lyric is modelled 
.on liturgical prayers, sequences, and rhymed 
verse of ecclesiastical Latin and reflects 
the shaping power of the . art of liturgical 
muslc. 
3. The Middle English lyric is quite unlike the 
courtly lyric of the French which is an 
aristocratic genre appealing rarely to the 
middle clas s and not at all to the common 
people. 
4. The Middle English Marian lyric, with its 
roots in the liturgy and •its growth on 
English soil, is cousin to thetroubadour and 
trouvere lyric rather than the lineal descendant 
of it •. 
5. The Middle English Marian lyric is significant 
today because the universality of its symbolism 
links it to contemporary Marian poetry. 
NOTE: The music illustrations in the 12 Appendices supplement 
the text. 
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